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Abstract 

Despite the best efforts of both academia and the pharma industry, most non-

resectable cancers remain uncurable and lethal. The world health organization (WHO) 

believes cancer to be the second leading cause of death worldwide, with roughly 9.6 

million deaths in 2018.  Meanwhile, the emergence of antimicrobial resistance (AMR), or 

superbugs, is an increasingly large medical crisis, with estimates as high as 700,000 

deaths for 2018 worldwide. This number is increasing rapidly.  These unmet medical 

needs, although distinct, are intimately related by the need for better chemistry and 

intelligent drug design.  

 Both AMR and cancer could benefit from the expansion of the druggable 

proteome through the inhibition of protein-protein interactions (PPIs). PPIs drive both 

intra- and inter-cellular communication, and therefore their inhibition is vital for disease 

modulation.  Moreover, both AMR and cancer therapeutics suffer from the rapid 

emergence of drug resistance. Even great drugs that function perfectly at first frequently 

lose effectiveness a few months later, due to the rapid emergence of drug resistance.  

Here, I discuss my contributions towards developing a PPI inhibitor to KRas, the 

most commonly activated oncogene in cancer.  Through the use of OSPREY, a state-of-

the-art computational protein and drug design (CPDD) software, and using KRas’ native 

ligand Raf-1 RBD as a starting point, we developed a super-binder with single-digit 

nanomolar affinity for KRas. The development and validation of this biologic inhibitor 

required the development of four novel biochemical assays to study binding to KRas 

and the inhibition of the KRas:Raf interaction.  
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I also discuss my contributions towards enhancing our ability to predict 

resistance mutations through the use of OSPREY. This work focused on novel 

mechanisms of resistance in the dihydrofolate reductase of Staphylococcus aureus 

(SaDHFR). Specifically, we investigated the role of plasmid-borne resistance genes in 

Staph, as well as the mechanism of resistance due to the emergence of the F98Y and 

V31L resistance mutations.  We discovered a potential new mechanism of resistance 

based on the formation of a tricyclic NADPH configuration, which we have named 

chiral evasion.  

Finally, I discuss lessons learned from benchmarking OSPREY and share 

observations that can be used by drug designers using CPDD tools to enhance the 

accuracy and predictive potential of their results.  

 In conclusion, a combination of OSPREY and biochemical assays was used 

towards overcoming two of the largest limitations in drug development that directly 

affect global human health: the development of PPI inhibitors and overcoming drug 

resistance.  We identified a novel hot-spot in the KRas:Raf interface that can successfully 

be used to optimize the PPI and develop a biologic inhibitor to KRas.  We generated 

models that explain the mechanism of inhibition of both V31L and F98Y in the context of 

chiral evasion through a tricyclic NADPH configuration, and we benchmarked OSPREY 

and observed features that can contribute towards the predictive accuracy of CPDD 

tools.  
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1. Introduction 

Unfortunately, drug discovery is inefficient. In 2014 it was estimated that for 

every  FDA approved drug, over $2B in risk-adjusted costs will have been invested 

towards the development of that drug [1].  In the wake of the genome revolution [2], the 

paradigm has steadily shifted from the generation of drugs of unknown or unclear 

mechanism to precision medicine, in which drug discovery targets particular proteins [3, 

4]. Towards that goal, many technologies have recently emerged allowing for quick and 

effective discovery of disease-modulating proteins [5]. This has resulted in some success, 

especially in the area of oncology [3] and recently in immune-oncology [6].  

As the promise of precision medicine started to become clear, two factors quickly 

emerged as clear limitations. First, not all targets are currently druggable. In fact it is 

expected that ~80% of the proteome is not druggable, because most proteins lack a 

hydrophobic invagination or “pocket” that is amenable to traditional pharmacological 

intervention [7-9]. Finding ligands that fill such pockets is the mainstay of current drug 

discovery, but such pockets typically are only found in proteins with a natural small-

molecule ligand or substrate. Many medicinally relevant proteins do not have this 

property.  In particular, as screens for disease-modulating proteins increasingly 

highlight the importance of proteins that act through protein-protein interactions (PPI) 

[10], the need to develop effective methods to designing PPI inhibitors has become of 

vital medical importance.   
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Second, the emergence of drug resistance limits the effectiveness of therapeutics 

[11, 12].  Even therapeutics that are initially potent quickly lose effectiveness as cells 

either evolve or are selected that can overcome the effect of treatment [13-21]. Although 

some drug resistance mechanisms are conserved across different drugs, it has recently 

become clear that different drugs exhibit different resilience patterns to drug resistance 

[22, 23].  Being able to computationally predict what drugs will be susceptible or 

resilient to drug resistance and understanding the mechanism by which that happens 

will be paramount in the development of novel inhibitors with increased durability of 

response. Combined, the difficulty of developing PPI inhibitors and the emergence of 

drug resistance represent barriers to what modern medicine can achieve and represent 

some of the biggest medical challenges today.   

Despite very different biological manifestations, I hypothesize that both 

challenges emerge from the same physical and chemical origin: our lack of 

understanding of inter-molecular interactions and our inability to search and sample 

sufficient chemical and conformational space accurately.   

The difficulty of targeting a PPI was previously believed to be due to the size of 

the interface [7, 24, 25]. Contrary to a pocket, which allows for a large density of 

contacts, it was believed a PPI required interaction over a large surface area to generate 

sufficient contacts for high affinity [7, 9, 24-26]. However, the discovery of hot-spots, 

small areas within that interface that contribute most of the free energy of binding [27-

34],  opened the possibility of smaller PPI inhibitors. In fact, these hot-spots are small 

enough for conventional small molecule intervention, and a few successes have been 
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observed in targeting hot-spots [35-60].  Identification and characterization of hot-spot 

within a PPI is therefore vital to the understanding and development of effective small-

molecule PPI inhibitors.  A technology that could allow us to understand and optimize 

the inter-molecular interactions within a PPI interfaces would not only allow for the 

discovery and identification of hot-spots, but also allow for the exploration of new hot-

spots within the PPI that could then be used for the generation of novel PPI inhibitors.  

  The development of resistance (such as drug resistance) is a result of evolution 

[61]. Although the rate of mutation and the heterogeneity of the genetic pool of the 

target cell population play a critical role, the chemistry of the drug drives this process 

and acts as the selective pressure driving evolution [18-20, 62-66]. Until recently, it 

would have been impossible to even attempt to tackle this problem, as there was no way 

to predict how a cell would respond to the selective pressure imposed by the drug [66].  

However, the Donald lab showed that at least resistance mutations that are in a target 

itself (“on-target” mutations) can be accurately predicted [19, 67], through a 

understanding of the inter-atomic interactions between the target and native ligand and 

between the protein and the drug.  This has allowed us to predict evolution, and like a 

chess player, what you can predict you can overcome.   

Computational protein and drug design (CPDD), as implemented in software 

suites like OSPREY [68], offer the promise of overcoming drug resistance and PPI 

druggability limitations. OSPREY uses mathematically guaranteed algorithms to 

accurately search large chemical and conformational spaces. This search discovers new 

chemistry and allows us a physics-based understanding of inter-molecular interactions 
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[69-80]. Previously, OSPREY has been able to design PPI inhibitors [60, 81, 82] and 

predict the emergence of drug resistance, both retrospectively and prospectively [16, 18-

20, 22].  This thesis builds on that body of work.   

In chapter 1 we present the development of a biologic to inhibit the KRas:Effector 

protein-protein interaction. The chapter highlights the development of novel and useful 

assays for measuring Ras:Effector interaction and inhibition while also describing the 

computational design of a RBD variant, RBD(RKY), with higher known affinity for KRas 

than any previous variant. This variant provides new insight into the hot-spots in the 

KRas:Raf interface, and may contribute towards the future development of small-

molecule or peptide inhibitors of the KRas:Raf PPI. Moreover, given that many other 

groups have worked on redesigning RBD to obtain superbinders of KRasGTP, these 

results indicate that the methods used in OSPREY may constitute an advantage over 

other CPDD software suites.   

Select work from chapter 2 is being used towards a manuscript that I am co-

authoring with Anna U. Lowegard:  

A. U. Lowegard, M. S. Frenkel, J.D. Jou, A. A. Ojewole, G.T. Holt, B. R. Donald. 

Novel, Provable Algorithms for Efficient Ensemble-Based Computational Protein Design 

and Their Application to the Redesign of the c-Raf-RBD:KRas Protein-Protein Interface. 

In chapter 3 we continue our study of the mechanism of trimethoprim resistance 

in Staphylococcus aureus. We describe a novel method for, and the structure of, a 

homology model of the plasmid-borne, trimethoprim-resistant DHFR gene variant 

(DfrG) [16].  Our model produces accurate predictions and allows for insight into the 
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mechanism of inherent resistance of DrfG while also allowing us to study the effects of 

the V31L resistance mutation [19] on the gene.  Finally, we continue to explore a novel 

mechanism of resistance, initially identified by Pablo Gainza in the Donald lab, that 

operates through a novel mechanism of NADPH configurational modulation [17].  

Expanding the type of resistance mechanism can be identified and characterized with 

CDPP techniques.  Meanwhile, we also describe the generation of new antifolates, made 

to overcome our predicted mechanism of resistance that were developed by our 

University of Connecticut collaborators. This work has resulted in three manuscripts, the 

first of which has already been submitted for peer review:  

S. M. Reeve, D. Si, J. Krucinska, Y. Yan, K. Viswanathan, S. Wang, G.T. Holt, M. S. 

Frenkel, A. A. Ojewole, A. Estrada, S. S. Agabiti, J. B. Alverson, N. D. Gibson, N. D. 

Priestly, A. J. Wiemer, B. R. Donald, D. L. Wright (2019). Toward Broad Spectrum DHFR 

inhibitors Targeting Trimethoprim Resistant Enzymes Identified in Clinical Isolates of 

Methicillin-Resistant Staphylococcus aureus. BioRxiv (2019) [83] 

 

S. M. Reeve, S. Wang, G.T. Holt, M. S. Frenkel, A. A. Ojewole, B. R. Donald, D. L. Wright 

(2019).  Development of a Broad Spectrum Antifolate Able to Overcome Acquired 

Resistance Mutations in the Plasmid Borne Inherently Trimethoprim Resistant DfrG 

gene in Staphylococcus aureus.  

 

S. Wang, S. M. Reeve, A.A. Ojewole, M. S. Frenkel, G.T. Holt, P Gainza, D. L. Wright,  B. 

R. Donald. Structural and computational study of the etiology and 
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mechanism of enantiomeric antifolates resistance in S.aureus. 

In chapter 4, I describe my contribution to a benchmark of the accuracy of the 

new release of OSPREY, OSPREY 3.0 [68]. Moreover, a discussion of what factors affect 

the predictive power of CPDD and how a knowledgeable designer can maximize the 

chances of a successful CPDD campaign are described:  

M. A. Hallen,  J. W. Martin,  A. Ojewole, J.D. Jou, A.U. Lowegard, P.Gainza, H. 

M. Nisonoff, A. Mukund, S. Wang, G.T. Holt, D. Zhou and E. Dowd, B.R. Donald. 

OSPREY 3.0: Open-Source Protein Redesign for You, with Powerful New Features.  

Journal of Computational Chemistry. 2018. [68] 
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2. Computational Design of a KRas:Effector Protein-
Protein Interaction Inhibitor  

Ras is the holy grail of oncogenic targets; no target has proven so evasive to current drug 

discovery techniques. This has made Ras the flagbearer of the undruggable class of proteins. 

Moreover, Ras mutations represent the single most prominent driver of cancer, and cancers with 

Ras mutations are refractory to therapy.  I joined the Donald lab in no small part due to my belief 

that computational protein and drug design methods, especially those employing provable 

algorithms with strong biophysical models, could potential change the paradigm in drug 

discovery for difficult targets like Ras.  Work in this chapter was done in very close collaboration 

with Anna U. Lowegard, who performed all the computational work for this chapter.  

 

2.1 An Introduction to Ras 

The American Cancer Society predicts that 1,650,000 Americans will be 

diagnosed with cancer in 2015, and of these more than a third will die from the disease 

[84].  This deadly disease is characterized by the dysregulation of cell survival, 

proliferation, angiogenesis, and metabolism. These cellular functions are normally 

tightly controlled through the regulation of signal transduction pathways. One of the 

key protein families involved in signal transduction is the p21 Ras family of GTPase 

proteins. These are cytosolic, membrane-localized 21 kDa proteins that adopt an α/β 

fold, with five α-helices surrounding a central β-sheet with five parallel and one anti-

parallel strand (Figure 1).   
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Figure 1: Aligned and overlaid structures of KRas bound to GDP in blue (PDB 

ID 4LPK) and KRas bound to GTP in green (PDB ID 4DSN).  Thr 35 shown as sticks 

in yellow. Magnesium atom shown as red sphere. GCP and GDP shown as sticks. 
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2.1.1 Ras Biochemistry and Biophysics  

Ras proteins act as “molecular switches” for signal transduction pathways by 

switching from “on” to “off” forms by hydrolyzing GTP into GDP (Figure 1).  The 

intrinsic GTPase activity of Ras is slow, hydrolyzing GTP to GDP at a rate of 10-2 per 

second [85]. This naturally slow GTPase activity allows for regulation by two classes of 

proteins: guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs), which enhance the rate of 

exchange of GDP to GTP, thereby increasing the concentration of active Ras; and 

GTPase-activating proteins (GAPs), which enhance the rate of GTP hydrolysis by 1000 

fold [85] and lead to Ras inactivation.  

When bound to GTP, Ras binds to multiple Ras effector proteins (REPs). This 

interaction controls important pathways such as the Raf-MEK-ERK and the PI3K-PDK1-

AKT pathways, which regulate cell survival, proliferation, angiogenesis and metabolism 

[86]. Therefore, mutations in Ras proteins are detrimental to normal cell regulation and 

have been shown to be oncogenic. Ras mutations are the most common activating 

mutations in cancer and are found in nearly 30% of all cancers [86]. 

 There are more than 150 Ras-like proteins in a mammalian cell [87, 88], 

including the RHO, RAB, ARF families and the Gα subunit of heterotrimeric G proteins, 

which are famously associated with GPCRs. However, these Ras-like proteins have 

different signaling pathways and therefore will not be discussed further [89]. We will 

focus only on the Ras proteins themselves, of which there are 3: N-, H- and K-Ras. 

Moreover, KRas has two splice variants, KRas4A and KRas4B [90, 91].  The difference 

between Ras proteins mostly reside within the C-terminus of Ras, the so-called 
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hypervariable region (HVR). This region determines the attachment of Ras to the 

membrane, through Ras protein-specific posttranslational lipid modifications like 

palmitoylation and farnesylation, and dictates Ras localization within the cell [92-94].  Of 

the Ras proteins, KRas is the most commonly mutated [86, 95]. Single point mutations in 

codons 12, 13, and 61 are commonly observed in Ras, and any mutation leading to an 

amino acid change (other than to proline) at any one of these codons is sufficient to 

cause Ras to become constitutively active [96, 97] [86]. These mutations either deter the 

formation of the water network needed for the nucleophilic attack that causes GTP 

hydrolysis or cause Ras to lose the ability to be regulated by GAP. Loss of GAP 

regulation occurs when mutations on codon 12 create a steric hindrance that inhibits 

GAP’s ability to promote GTPase activity by supplying an arginine finger that would 

serve as a catalyst for the hydrolysis reaction of GTP into GDP. Oncogenic Ras 

mutations thus stabilize the Ras-GTP conformation, causing Ras to be constitutively 

active (i.e. always “on”). Constitutively active Ras no longer requires input from 

upstream extracellular receptors, such as epithelial growth factor receptor (EGFR) or 

other receptor tyrosine kinases, to recruit and activate REPs [86, 95, 98, 99]. This 

deregulates the signal transduction pathways downstream from Ras. 

The recruitment of REPs only occurs in the active form of Ras, i.e. Ras-GTP [100-

104]. The active and inactive conformations of Ras are distinguished by the flipping of 

threonine 35 [105], shown in yellow in Figure 1. This threonine interacts with solvent in 

the inactive conformation, Ras-GDP, but coordinates with a magnesium atom and the γ 

phosphate from GTP in the Ras-GTP conformation. By forming a hydrogen bond with 
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the γ phosphate, Thr 35  drives the change in conformation of switch 1 (residues 32-40 in 

Figure 1, Figure 3), trapping switch 1 in position to interact with REPs. A similar 

phenomenon occurs with glycine 60, causing the change in conformation of switch 2 

(residues 59-67).  The protein-protein interactions (PPI) between Ras and REPs occur 

through the formation of an intermolecular continuous antiparallel beta-sheet between 

Ras and REPs (Figure 2 & Figure 3 ). The binding of REPs to Ras occurs through what 

has been characterized as the Ras binding domain (RBD). Figure 2 shows the protein-

protein interaction (PPI) between Ras and REP as dots. The majority of the interaction is 

mediated solely through the intermolecular anti-parallel beta-sheet between switch 1 of 

Ras and REPs [106-108]. 

. 

 

 

Figure 2: Interactions between Ras and REP are mediated nearly completely 

through the intermolecular beta sheet.Ras is shown as a cartoon in green, and PI3K is 
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shown in purple (PDB ID 1HE8). Atomic contacts between the two proteins are shown 

as dots. 

 

 

Figure 3: Aligned and overlaid structures of the switch 1 regions of Ras-GDP 

and Ras-GTP (PDB IDs 4LPK and 1HE8).  Ras-GDP is shown as red spheres, while 

Ras-GTP is shown as gray mesh with sticks. Binding interactions shown as dots; the 

beta sheet of the REP PI3K (PDB ID 1HE8) is shown as cartoon in purple. 

Figure 3 putatively demonstrates how switch 1 in its different conformations 

would interact with the intermolecular beta-sheet and the reasoning for the regulation of 

Ras activity through GDP/GTP binding. Isoleucine 36, glutamic acid 37, aspartic acid 38,  

and serine 39 only adopt optimized contacts with REPs when in the Ras-GTP (gray 
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mesh) conformation.  Without the interaction of Thr35 to stabilize the position of switch 

1, the entropic cost of binding is too high, and the affinity for REPs decreases by over 10x 

[96, 109].  

2.1.2 Ras Signaling and Cancer 

Hanahan and Weinberg first defined the hallmarks of cancer as a set of 

characteristics that were at least in part common between the multiple maladies that fall 

under the umbrella term of cancer [110]. These hallmarks were later amended [111], 

leaving us with the following list of characteristics: Avoidance of programmed cell 

death, autonomy of growth signals (cancer cells either do not require or generate their 

own growth signals), insensitivity to growth inhibitor signals, unlimited replicative 

potential, continued angiogenesis, tissue invasion and metastasis, metabolic fitness, and 

genomic plasticity. I believe immune evasion and regulation will soon be added to the 

list [112].  

The hypothesis that sequential mutations to a few genes, known as oncogenes, 

can lead to the development of phenotypes with these hallmarks and the eventual 

transformation of normal cells to cancerous cells is a widely accepted paradigm for 

cancer development today [113]. The success of targeted therapies further validates the 

oncogene hypothesis. Interestingly, the first gain-of-function oncogene mutations ever 

identified was G12V in Ras [114].  

Mutations that cause constitutive activation of Ras like G12V can result in most if 

not all of the hallmarks of cancer.  They inhibit programmed cell death through the 

upregulation of anti-apoptotic Bcl-xl proteins [115], and through hypoxia-driven 
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inhibition of apoptosis [116]. For KRas4B this includes obtaining stemness (and through 

it immortalization) by suppressing non-canonical Wnt/Ca2+  signaling [117]. They cause 

autonomy of growth signals [118, 119] through the up-regulation of heparin-binding 

epidermal growth factor [120], the expression of TGF-alpha [121], expression of select 

integrins like β-3 integrin [122], expression of c-fos [123, 124], augmented activity of c-

Jun [125] and activation of NK-κB [126]. They make cells insensitive to growth inhibitor 

signals by decreasing expression and protein stability of Smad3 and anti-proliferative 

signaling from TGF-beta [127-131], as well as inhibition of  cyclin-dependent kinase 

inhibitors (CKIs) like p27 [130, 132]. They remove limits on replicative potential via 

overexpression of Cyclin D1 [133-135] and increased Cyclin D1 metabolic stability [136], 

while also in combination with Myc activating Cyclin E/Cdk2 and E2F[137]. They lead to 

continued angiogenesis through the overexpression of CXCL1, CXCL5, VEGF and COX 

1-2 and regulation of TSP-1/-2  [138-143] and upregulation of IL8 [144-146]. They also 

recruit Th17 cells and γδTCR+ inflammatory cells that secrete IL17 cytokine, an 

angiogenesis-promoting cytokine [147-149]. Moreover, hypoxia activates even wild-type 

KRas, leading to further angiogenesis [116].  Tissue invasion and metastasis is achieved 

through the overexpression of urokinase plasminogen activator (uPA) and matrix 

metalloproteases-2 ,-9 (MMP-2/-3/-9) [139, 143], through KRas-induced expression of 

eukaryotic translation initiation factor 5A (eIF5A) leading to the activation of RhoA and 

Rho-associated Kinase (ROCK) [147, 150, 151], as well as through the KRas -riven 

recruitment of multiple cell types to the tumor that then drive cancer invasion and 

metastasis [147]. Chief among these are cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAF) [152, 153], 
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which Ras can control through upregulation of the hedgehog pathway [154-156] or 

secretion of α6β4 enriched endosomes [157, 158].  KRas mutations enhance metabolic 

fitness through alteration in glucose consumption and glutamine metabolism [159-161], 

and genomic plasticity by overcoming DNA damage-induced senescence [162] and 

contributing to mitotic-machinery damage [163]. Finally, they suppress immunity by 

overexpressing granulocyte macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) and thus 

recruiting myeloid-derived suppressor cells [164], by downregulating MHCI processing 

[165, 166], and by recruiting and inducing  Tregs through overexpression and secretion 

of IL10 and TGFβ1 [167].  

Continuous signaling through Ras continuously activates REPs and has been 

shown to be involved in the initiation and maintenance of many types of cancer [168]. 

Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC), the most lethal of all solid tumors with no 

effective therapy, is initiated by KRas in up to 90% of cases and is dependent on KRas 

for its continued malignancy [98, 169]. Genetic inhibition of KRas in animal models of 

PDAC caused primary and metastatic lesions to disappear [169, 170]. This was shown to 

be due to the KRas-based regulation of glucose uptake and channeling of glucose 

intermediates into the non-oxidative pentose phosphate pathways (PPP) and the 

creation and maintenance of the stromal layer caused by KRas signaling. The stromal 

layer is very important to tumor survival because the layer of fibroblasts and intense cell 

matrix, mostly hyaluronan (HA), that surround the tumor protects it from immune-

surveillance and chemotherapeutic agents [95, 169-173]. KRas mutations are also a 

pathway for cancer resistance to multiple anti-cancer therapies. For instance, cetuximab, 
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a monoclonal antibody targeting the EGFR receptor is effective in treating some cancers. 

Patients who developed KRas mutations, however, showed no clinical benefit from this 

treatment [174]. This is believed to occur because KRas is downstream of EGFR in 

critical signaling pathways, and therefore KRas  activation causes cells to become 

independent of EGFR signaling [175].  

Yet, despite its medical importance, there is no KRas inhibitor in clinical use. This 

is an area of great unmet medical need, as cancer cells tend to be addicted to oncogenic 

signaling in general [176] and many are addicted to oncogenic KRas signaling in 

particular [177-182]. 

 

2.2 Targeting KRas  

Targeting KRas directly is very difficult because its only pocket (in the canonical 

sense) is the GTP binding site [183, 184], and it binds GTP with picomolar affinity while 

there are hundreds of micromolars of GTP in the cytosol [185] [53, 186, 187]. This led 

drug hunters to attempt to target Ras through its processing and regulation.   

Initially, the observation that KRas was farnesylated [188] and that farnesylation 

was required for KRas to become localized to membranes and maintain activity [189] 

started a race for potent farnesyltransferase inhibitors (FTIs). Unfortunately these failed 

to show clinical efficacy [190], because KRas can also be prenylated by 

geranylgeranyltransferase,  and therefore still localize to the membrane [191]. Inhibition 

of geranylgeranyltransferase and farnesyltransferase  has been attempted and showed 

promising results [192], the use of statins has also been suggested as a promising 
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approach [193]. However, neither of these strategies have been tested in humans and 

specificity and toxicity questions remain.  Interestingly, FTIs may work for HRas, and 

companies like Kura Oncology are pursuing this avenue [194]. The idea of targeting 

KRas membrane localization has persisted, and inhibitors of the KRas-PDEδ interaction 

have been developed [195]. PDEδ has been shown to be important to localize KRas to the 

plasma membrane and is therefore a new and interesting target [196].  Moreover, 

currently there is controversy about the ability and function of KRas to dimerize [197], 

and therapeutic inhibition of dimerization has been attempted [198].   

Furthermore, new insights into KRas biochemistry are also being explored. The 

recent discovery of an allosteric site on KRas [199] [109] and of two distinct KRas-GTP 

switch 1 conformations, T1 and T2 [200, 201], of which only T2 has strong REP binding, 

has revitalized the idea of targeting KRas with small molecules. The most successful of 

these have been found using fragment-based lead discovery (FBLD) and have been 

capable of either stabilizing state T1 [202] or binding to KRas and inhibiting the binding 

of GEFs [186, 187, 203] [204]. Although exciting, the first class of inhibitors has not yet 

been tested in cells and did not show complete KRas inhibition at the maximum dose 

tested [202]. The latter class of GEF inhibitors required 72 hours for effective inhibition 

of oncogenic KRas due to mutant KRas’ slow GTPase activity [203]. While these data 

represent great progress, significant and crippling gaps remain in our understanding of 

KRas allosteric regulation and of inhibition of GEF-mutant KRas interactions, preventing 

the development of small molecules that can inhibit KRas function at acceptable 

concentrations and and exposure times. 
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Recently an in silico approach was able to design a small molecule pan-Ras 

inhibitor targeting Ras itself.  M.E Welsch and collaborators found a low-micromolar 

inhibitor of the Ras:effector interaction [205] using Schrodinger’s GLIDE docking 

software [206], a ground breaking result  and a major win for in silico methods. 

However, affinity remained far above biomedically relevant levels.   

Overall, the strongest results to date in the KRas inhibitor space came from the 

use of tethering. Tethering starts with a small “probe” molecule attached to the target 

via a covalent bond, and then grows outward from that probe using combinatorial 

chemistry in the presence of highly reducing conditions in order to find highly favorable 

non-covalent interactions and to obtain specificity for the pocket. In the end, the result is 

a specific covalent inhibitor [183]. This technique was used to find a potent KRasG12C 

specific inhibitor that traps KRas in the inactive GDP-bound form [179, 182, 207].  

Derivatives of this initial compound are being tested by AMGEN and MIRATI in clinical 

trials.  

Despite this recent success, KRasG12C is a mutant that is uncommon outside of 

lung cancer, and an immense medical need remains for inhibitors of other KRas 

mutants. Therefore, in response to the shortcomings of small molecule inhibition, 

peptide and biologic inhibitor have been attempted. Inhibition of KRas PPI by 

overexpression of intrabodies or RBD-Raf in KRas-transformed cell lines has shown 

phenotypic reversion and cancer prevention  in animal models injected with cancer cells 

also expressing the intrabodies [208, 209].  Cyclic peptides have been designed with sub-

micromolar inhibition of KRas [210], and mRNA displays have been used to generate 
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intrabodies with affinity equivalent to C-Raf [211]. Moreover, antibody mimetics have 

been developed that bind KRas with single-digit nanomolar affinity [212]. These so-

called DARPins bind preferentially to Ras:GDP and inhibit nucleotide exchange, de facto 

functioning in a mechanism similar to KRasG12C inhibitors.  Finally, yeast surface 

display [213] was used recently to generate mini-proteins with single-digit picomolar 

inhibition of KRas, an amazing result. Interestingly, 3 orders of magnitude came from 

combining two mini-proteins with different binding modes together, a lesson that may 

have wide-ranging applications. 

Although yeast display technologies are becoming more powerful and clearly are 

showing promising results, computational protein design can serve as a lower-cost, 

highly accessible alternative. This is somewhat mitigated by the high computational cost 

of searching an exponentially large sequence space and of employing sufficiently 

sophisticated energy functions and protein flexibility and solvent models to obtain 

accurate results. These challenges have made computational protein design non-trivial. 

However, advances in computational protein and drug design (CPDD) have made this 

process feasible in some cases. Other groups have used computational design to target 

PPI in Ras [214-219]. Pincus and co-workers used molecular dynamics and 

electrostatically driven Monte Carlo (EDMC) methods to derive the average structure of 

both wild-type (WT) and oncogenic (ONC) Ras bound to its effector proteins. Peptides 

were synthesized with the sequence of KRas segments that differed between WT and 

ONC KRas and conjugated to a cell-penetrating peptide. These peptides were capable of 

phenotypic reversion of cancer cells but had no effect on untransformed pancreatic 
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acinar cells. These peptides suggest the possibility of specifically targeting oncogenic 

KRas through differences in structure [215]. Zeng and coworkers developed peptides 

that target the Ras-Raf interaction by using multiple copy simultaneous search (MCSS). 

These peptides, although not potent, were capable of Ras-Ref inhibition, serving as an 

encouraging first step for peptide inhibitors of KRas [214]. More recently, alanine 

peptide screening was used to develop a constrained alpha helix mimicking a GEF 

protein’s interaction with KRas [218, 219].   

2.2.1 Novel CPDD techniques to develop biologic inhibitors of KRas. 

We believe that improvements to CPDD can be made to develop biologics that 

can rival high-throughput biological methods like yeast display. The following section 

describes my work towards that goal. Due to the multidisciplinary nature of this project, 

all work in the following chapters were done in collaboration with Dr. Anna Lowegard, 

a computational biology and bioinformatics post-doc in the Donald lab. The following 

sub-chapters will describe the use of the state-of-the-art [80, 220, 221] protein design 

program OSPREY to develop competitive inhibitors of KRas effector binding.  The 

OSPREY software package [220] is a free, open-source suite of protein design algorithms 

capable of guaranteeing that the results are optimal relative to the input model [60] 

[222]. OSPREY models continuous side-chain and backbone flexibility; can provably find 

the global minimum energy conformation (GMEC) of a protein system; and uses 

ensemble information to provide ε-approximations to the association constant under the 

residue-conformation-based model, termed K*.  OSPREY is the ideal program to use, as 

all other algorithms and software packages fail to perform at least one of these functions, 
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despite the fact that these functions are fundamental for optimal protein design [80, 220, 

221].  

2.2.2 Redesign of Raf-1 RBD Domain as a Superbinder of KRas.  

The following sections are adopted from a manuscript being prepared in collaboration 

with Anna U. Lowegard, Jonathan D. Jou, Adegoke A. Ojewole, Graham T. Holt, and Bruce R. 

Donald.  Moreover, acknowledgements must be made of the contributions by Rachel Kimbrough, 

and Terrence G. Oas. Both Anna and I are co-first authors of this manuscript. While Anna 

developed the novel algorithms and ran all of the computational designs. My contributions were 

towards the design of RBD variants, analysis of computational results, co-design of 

computational experiments and all experimental validation of the in silico predictions.  Please 

note that table 1, figure 4- 8 and the sections demarked by quotation marks are adopted verbatim 

from the manuscript in preparation below and were written by my co-first author Anna U. 

Lowegard, with comments and contributions from all the authors.  

A.U. Lowegard, M. S. Frenkel, J.D. Jou, A. A. Ojewole, G.T. Holt, B. R. Donald. Novel, Provable 

Algorithms for Efficient Ensemble-Based Computational Protein Design and Their Application to 

the Redesign of the c-Raf-RBD:KRas Protein-Protein Interface 

2.2.2.1 Abstract  

“The K∗ algorithm provably approximates partition functions for a set of states 

(e.g., protein, ligand, and protein-ligand complex) to a user-specified accuracy ε. Often, 

reaching an ε-approximation for a particular set of partition functions takes a prohibitive 

amount of time and space. To alleviate some of this cost, we introduce two algorithms: 

FRIES, a Fast Removal of Inadequately Energied Sequences, and EWAK∗, an Energy 
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Window Approximation to K∗. In combination, these algorithms limit the input sequence 

space and the conformations included in each partition function calculation to provably 

only the most energetically favorable, leading to significant speed-ups com- pared to the 

previous state-of-the-art multi-sequence algorithm, BBK∗. As a proof of concept, we 

used these new algorithms to re-design the protein-protein interface (PPI) of the c-Raf-

RBD:KRas complex. The Ras-binding domain of the protein kinase c-Raf (c-Raf-RBD) is 

the tightest known binder of KRas, a historically “undruggable” protein implicated in 

difficult-to-treat cancers including pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC). 

FRIES/EWAK∗ accurately retrospectively predicted the effect of 41 different sets of 

mutations in the PPI of the c-Raf-RBD:KRas complex. These mutations include 

mutations whose affect had previously been incorrectly predicted using other 

computational methods. Next, we used FRIES/EWAK∗ for prospective design and 

discovered a novel point mutation that improves binding of c-Raf-RBD to KRas in its 

active, GTP-bound state (KRasGTP). We also combined this new mutation with two 

previously reported mutations to create a new variant of c-Raf-RBD, c-Raf-RBD(RKY). 

This variant exhibits single-digit nanomolar affinity for KRasGTPwhich we validated 

using a bio-layer interferometry (BLI) assay. This study steps through the advancement 

and development of computational protein design by presenting theory, new 

algorithms, accurate retrospective designs, new prospective designs, and biochemical 

validation.” 
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2.2.2.2 Introduction 

“Computational protein and drug design (CPDD) is an innovative tool that 

enables the prediction of protein sequences with desired biochemical properties (such as 

improved binding affinity). OSPREY (Open Source Protein Redesign for You) [68] is an 

open-source, state-of-the-art software package used for CPDD and is available at 

http://www.cs.duke.edu/donaldlab/osprey.php for free. OSPREY’s algorithms focus on 

provably returning the optimal sequences and conformations for a given input model. In 

contrast, as argued in [18, 70, 223-226], stochastic, non-deterministic approaches [227-229] 

provide no guarantees on the quality of low-energy conformations and make 

determining sources of error in design results very difficult.” 

“When using  OSPREY, the input model generally consists of a protein structure,  a 

flexibility model (e.g., choice of sidechain flexibility, allowed mutable residues, etc.), and 

an all-atom pairwise-decomposable energy function that is used to evaluate 

conformations. OSPREY models amino acid sidechains using frequently observed 

rotational isomers or “rotamers” [230]. Additionally, OSPREY can also model 

continuous sidechain flexibility [73, 77, 78, 80] along with discrete and continuous 

backbone flexibility [69, 72, 74, 75], which allow for a more accurate approximation of 

protein behavior [74, 80, 231-234]. The output produced by CPDD generally consists of a 

set of candidate sequences and conformations. Many protein design methods have 

focused on determining a global minimum energy conformation (GMEC) [72, 73, 76, 235-

238]. However, a protein in solution exists not as a single, low-energy structure, but as a 

thermodynamic ensemble of conformations. Models that only consider the GMEC may 

http://www.cs.duke.edu/donaldlab/osprey.php
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incorrectly predict biophysical properties such as binding [78, 231-234, 239] because 

GMEC-based algorithms underestimate potentially significant entropic contributions. In 

contrast to GMEC-based approaches, the K∗ algorithm [60, 79, 233] in OSPREY models 

thermodynamic ensembles to provably and efficiently approximate the K∗ score. The K∗ 

score is a ratio of the Boltzmann-weighted partition functions for a protein-ligand 

complex that estimates the association constant, Ka (further detailed in Section 2). BBK∗   

[71] is the most recent improvement on the traditional K∗ algorithm that allows for 

multi-sequence design. Previous algorithms [60, 78, 79, 237, 240-242] that design for 

binding affinity using ensembles are linear in the number of sequences N , where N is 

exponential in the number of simultaneously mutable residue positions. BBK∗ is the first 

provable algorithm to run in time sublinear in N, making it possible to perform K∗ 

designs over large sequence spaces and to enumerate a gap-free list of sequences in 

order of decreasing K∗ score.” 

“OSPREY has been used successfully on several empirical, prospective designs 

including designing enzymes [74, 78, 79, 233, 243], resistance mutations [18, 19, 67], 

protein-protein  interaction inhibitors [59, 60], epitope-specific antibody probes [244], and 

broadly-neutralizing antibodies [222, 245]. These successes have been validated 

experimentally in vitro and in vivo and are featured in clinical trials. However, while 

OSPREY has been successful in the past, as the size of protein design problems grows 

(e.g., when considering a large protein-protein interface), enumerating and minimizing 

the necessary number of conformations and sequences to satisfy the provable halting 
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criteria in previous K∗-based algorithms becomes prohibitive (despite recent 

algorithmic improvements). The entire conformation space can be monumental in size 

and heavily populated with energetically unfavorable sequences and conformations. 

EWAK∗, an Energy Window Approximation to K∗, seeks to alleviate some of this 

difficulty by restricting the conformations included in each sequence’s thermodynamic 

ensemble. EWAK∗ guarantees that each conformational ensemble contains all of the 

lowest energy conformations within an energy window of the GMEC for each design 

sequence. FRIES, a Fast Removal of Inadequately Energied Sequences, also mitigates 

this complexity problem by limiting the input sequence space size to only the most 

favorable, low energy sequences.  Previous algorithms have  focused on optimizing for 

sequences similar  in energy to the GMEC. In contrast, FRIES focuses on optimizing for 

sequences with energies better-than or comparable-to the wild-type sequence. FRIES 

guarantees that the input sequence space includes all of the sequences within an energy 

window of the wild-type sequence, but does not include any potentially unstable 

sequences with significantly worse partition function values. Wild-type sequences are 

generally expected to be near-optimal for their corresponding structures [227]. 

Therefore, limiting the sequence space to sequences energetically similar to or better 

than the wild-type sequence is reasonable. FRIES and EWAK∗ improve runtimes by up 

to 2 orders of magnitude compared to BBK∗. Additionally, FRIES provably keeps only 

those sequences similar to or energetically more favorable than the wild-type sequences, 

decreasing the size of the input sequence space size by more than 2 orders of magnitude. 
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Furthermore, as a proof of concept to test these algorithms and our design approach, we 

used FRIES and EWAK∗ to retrospectively predict the effect on binding of mutations in 

the protein-protein interface (PPI) of c-Raf-RBD in complex with KRas (c-Raf-

RBD:KRas). Our new algorithms succeeded in accurately predicting these effects where 

other computational methods previously failed [246]. Next, we used FRIES/EWAK∗ 

prospectively to predict mutations in the PPI of the c-Raf-RBD:KRas complex. We then 

measured the binding of top predicted variants to KRas using a bio-layer interferometry 

(BLI) assay single-concentration screen. This screen suggested that one of our new 

computationally-predicted c-Raf-RBD variants – c-Raf-RBD(Y), a c-Raf-RBD that 

includes the mutation V88Y – exhibits improved binding to KRasGTP. Additionally, we 

created a c-Raf-RBD variant, c-Raf-RBD(RKY), that included this new mutation, V88Y, 

alongside two previously reported mutations [246], N71R and A85K. The single-

concentration screen using BLI also suggested that our new c-Raf-RBD variant, c-Raf-

RBD(RKY), binds more tightly to KRasGTPthan the previously reported best variant 

[246]. The most promising variants were further tested using a BLI assay with titration 

which confirmed that, to the best of our knowledge, c-Raf-RBD(RKY) is the highest 

affinity variant ever designed with single-digit nanomolar affinity for KRasGTP.” 

“A further description of the FRIES/EWAK* algorithms can be found in the final 

manuscript or in the thesis work of Anna U. Lowegard. It will not be covered in this 

section. “ 
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“The c-Raf Ras-binding domain (c-Raf-RBD) is a small self-folding domain that 

does not include the kinase signaling domains normally present in c-Raf. The c-Raf-RBD 

normally binds to KRas when KRas is GTP-bound (KRasGTP).  A c-Raf-RBD variant that 

has high affinity for KRasGTPcould  be an important first step towards discovering a tool 

that disrupts the KRas:effector interaction. Despite the recent successes with inhibitors 

targeting KRas(G12C) by trapping it in the inactive GDP-bound state [179, 247-251] and 

their recent move to clinical trials [252], these inhibitors are susceptible to resistance in 

the form of up-regulation of guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs) and nucleotide 

exchange [251] which both push KRas to remain in its GTP-bound state. An inhibitor of 

the interaction between KRasGTPand its effectors is hypothesized to have the advantage 

of not being susceptible to these mechanisms of resistance because it would directly 

interrupt KRas signalling. So, to further verify the accuracy and utility of FRIES/EWAK∗, 

we focused on this important PPI between KRasGTPand one of its many effectors, c-Raf. 

First, we retrospectively predicted the effect of previously reported mutations in the c-

Raf-RBD [246, 253, 254] and how they affect the binding of c-Raf-RBD to KRas. Then, we 

redesigned the PPI in search of new c-Raf-RBD variants with increased affinity for 

KRasGTP. In order to perform these computational designs, we made a homology model 

of c-Raf-RBD bound to KRasGTP. In short PDB ID 4DSN [69] is an X-ray crystal structure 

of KRas isoform 2B which contains G12D, a mutation that locks KRas into its active 

form. This structure of KRas bound to a GTP analog was used to model KRasGTP. PDB 

ID 1GUA [255] is an X-ray crystal structure of c-Raf in complex with Rap, a Ras homolog 
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containing,  two mutations were made to RAP1 (E30D, K31E) in order to make its core 

effector region domain identical to KRas [255] . These two structures (4DSN and 1GUA) 

were aligned using PyMol [256] , RMSD of 0.729Å. Rap was then removed, leaving c-Raf 

poised in complex with KRas from PDB ID 4DSN. This complex was then minimized 

using Sander from AmberTools for 200 steps [257] to relax any steric clashes.” 

2.2.2.3 FRIES/EWAK* retrospectively predicted the affect of mutations in c- Raf-RBD on 

binding to KRas 

“Each previously reported c-Raf-RBD variant  [246, 253, 254] was tested 

computationally using FRIES/EWAK∗ by calculating a K∗ score, a computational 

approximation of Ka, for each variant along with its corresponding wild-type sequence. 

A percent change in binding was then calculated by comparing the variant’s K∗ score to 

the corresponding wild-type sequence’s K∗ score. The log10 of this value was then 

calculated and is normalized to the wild-type by subtracting 2. A similar procedure was 

completed using the reported experimental data in order to easily compare the 

computationally predicted effect with the experimentally measured effect (Table 1). The 

resulting value ∆b represents the change in binding. If a variant has a ∆b less than 0, it is 

predicted to decrease binding. If a variant has a ∆b greater than 0, it is predicted to 

increase binding. ∆b values that are roughly equivalent to 0 indicate variants that have 

little to no effect on binding since the wild-type sequence was normalized to 0. ∆b values 

for the 41 computationally tested variants are plotted and compared to experimental 

values in Figure 4.” 
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“Out of the 41 variants tested, EWAK∗ predicted the experimentally reported 

effect (increased vs. decreased binding) correctly in 38 cases. Those where the effect was 

predicted incorrectly are marked in Figure 4. These designs range in size from single 

point mutations to 6 simultaneous mutations. Results are outlined in Figure 4. 

Furthermore, the Spearman’s ρ value – a measure of the correlation between two sets of 

rankings – when comparing the experimental results to the computational results was 

0.81. This ρ value indicates that not only can we correctly predict the effect of a particular 

set of mutations, but that we do a good job ranking the variants in order (see Figure 5). 

This value is very similar to Spearman’s ρ values for other PPI systems when using 

OSPREY, as evidenced in [68].” 

“BBK∗ produced similarly accurate results, but took up to 10 times longer and 

failed to produce results in 4 cases. In particular, in 2 cases (marked in green in Figure 5), 

BBK∗ runs out of memory. These cases serve as examples of large designs where EWAK∗ 

outperforms BBK∗. In the 2 other cases (marked in orange Figure 4), BBK∗ failed to 

return a result for the requested sequence in the top 5 reported sequences. EWAK∗ and 

FRIES are particularly helpful when considering these types of bigger designs that 

contain more simultaneous mutations and more flexible residues.” 

“Finally, we compared our predictions to the interesting biological predictions in 

[246]. It is unclear how many mutations were computationally evaluated, but the 

authors report computational predictions for 6 point mutations. Of those mutants, point 

mutants R67L, N71R, and V88I were predicted to improve the intermolecular 
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interactions between c-Raf-RBD and KRasGTP. However, experiments found that R67L 

and V88I actually reduced the binding of c-Raf-RBD to KRasGTP  [246, 253] In contrast to 

[246], EWAK∗ accurately predicted that these mutations decrease binding of c-Raf-RBD 

to KRasGTP. For a more detailed view of one of these designs, V88I, see  Figure 6. 

Additionally, a number of mutations were combined and experimentally tested in [246]. 

Unfortunately, none of these variants improved binding to either KRasGTPor KRasGDP, 

which FRIES/EWAK∗ correctly predicted computationally (see Figure 4). In [246], the 

authors do not present any computational predictions for these combined variants, but 

our results show that a computational prediction using OSPREY’s EWAK∗ may have 

saved the time and resources taken to experimentally test these variants. “ 

Table 1: Experimental and computational percent change in binding 

and rankings as computed using EWAK*.  For each listed variant, we give the 

experimental percent change in binding relative to wild-type as reported in [253] 

and as calculated from reported binding values in [254] and [246], The rankings 

have a Pearson correlation of 0.81. 
Mutation(s) Exp. (%) Comp. (%) Exp. Ranking Comp. Ranking 

Wild-Type 100.00 100.00 N/A N/A 

R89L 1.3 × 10
−7

 1.64 × 10
−10

 1 3 

F61W/R67L/V69E/N71R/V88I/A85

K 

0.23 2.20 × 10
−11

 2 2 

K84A 0.93 3.03 × 10
−5

 3 4 

Q66A 1.76 0.99 4 16 

A85D 3.00 0.01 5 10 

R59A 3.42 8.09 × 10
−4

 6 7 

F61W/V69E/N71R/V88I 4.64 0.03 7 12 

R67A 6.19 1.78 × 10
−4

 8 6 

K84L 8.60 1.56 × 10
−4

 9 5 

Q66K 9.00 1.78 10 18 

T68A 10.00 4.03 11 20 

V88D 10.00 0.05 12 13 

T68K 11.00 5.63 × 10
−17

 13 1 

V69A 13.68 5.08 14 22 

A85I 18.00 8.64 15 24 

K65A 18.57 1.04 16 17 

K65E 19.40 0.71 17 15 

N64A 21.31 5.77 18 23 
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V69R 29.00 1.40 × 10
4
 19 34 

K87Q 30.00 12.43 20 26 

K65M 31.71 2.53 21 19 

N71E 34.00 0.15 22 14 

F61W 36.11 116.20 23 29 

F61W/R67L/N71R/V88I 36.11 0.01 24 11 

V88I 39.39 16.15 25 28 

R67L 42.00 3.06 × 10
−3

 26 9 

R59L 43.00 2.51 × 10
−3

 27 8 

K84R 49.00 10.01 28 25 

N64D 50.00 15.60 29 27 

F61W/N71R/V88I 54.17 1.96 × 10
4
 30 35 

K87R 100.00 120.04 31 30 

F61W/N71R 162.50 1.10 × 10
5
 32 37 

V88K 171.00 127.37 33 31 

V88H 266.00 227.92 34 32 

A85R 290.00 1.50 × 10
7
 35 39 

N71R 325.00 9.97 × 10
4
 36 36 

N64K 380.00 4.47 37 21 

V88R 400.00 2.44 × 10
3
 38 33 

A85K/V88R 550.00 1.33 × 10
7
 39 38 

A85K 700.00 2.13 × 10
7
 40 40 

N71R/A85K 866.67 3.63 × 10
9
 41 41 
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Figure 4: Predicting the effect of mutations in c-Raf-RBD on binding with 

KRas.  Each bar represents either the experimental (red) or computationally predicted 

(blue) affect each variant has on binding. The bars are sorted in increasing order of ∆b 

value of the experimental (red) bars. If the ∆b value is less than 0, binding decreases. 

If the ∆b value is greater than 0, binding increases. If the ∆b value is close to 0, the 

effect is neutral. Quantitative values of K∗ tend to overestimate the biological effects 

of mutations (leading to the much larger blue bars) due to the limited nature of the 

input model compared to a biologically accurate representation. However, K∗ in 

general does a good job ranking variants, as can be seen here in Figure 5, in [68], and 

in [67]. Out of the 41 variants listed on the x-axis, only 3 were predicted incorrectly 

(marked with black asterisks) by EWAK∗. BBK∗ performed very similarly to EWAK∗ 

(data not shown), however, in 2 cases (marked with green boxes), BBK∗ ran out of 

memory and was unable to calculate a score. BBK∗ also did not return values for the 2 

variants marked with orange boxes. The variants marked with purple dots were tested 

experimentally – not computationally – in [246] and decreased binding of c-Raf-RBD 

to KRasGTP, which EWAK∗ was able to predict correctly. The two variants marked with 

yellow triangles were computationally predicted in [246] to improve binding of c-Raf-

RBD to KRasGTP. However, the experimental validation in [246] showed that these 

variants exhibit decreased binding, which EWAK∗ accurately predicted. 
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Figure 5: Comparing the computational EWAK∗ ranking with the 

experimental ranking for 41 c-Raf-RBD variants.  Each green dot represents a 

variant of c-Raf-RBD and is plotted ac- cording to the experimental ranking 

along with the corresponding computational ranking. A least squares fit line is 

shown in gray. Calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient between the two 

sets of rankings yields a Spearman’s ρ of 0.81. 
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Figure 6: Re-design of c-Raf-RBD residue position 88 from valine to isoleucine.  

The left-hand side shows c-Raf-RBD (yellow) in complex with KRas (pink). Panels (A-

D) zoom in on one particular design at residue position 88 and are rotated 180◦. 

Residue position 88 has a valine in the native, wild-type sequence (panels A & C) 

which was re-designed to an isoleucine (panels B & D). A mutation to isoleucine at this 

position was computationally predicted by EWAK∗ to decrease the binding of c-Raf-

RBD to KRasGTP. This was experimentally validated in [246], where the authors 

incorrectly computationally predicted the affect of this particular mutation on the 

binding of c-Raf-RBD to KRasGTP. (A) The wild-type residue (valine) is shown in 

green with dots that indicate molecular interactions [258, 259] with the surrounding 

residues (residues allowed to be flexible in the design are shown as lines). (B) The 

mutant residue (isoleucine) is shown in blue with dots that indicate molecular 

interactions [66] with the surrounding residues (residues allowed to be flexible in the 

design are shown as lines). Contacts made by the wild-type valine residue (circled 

dots in (A)) were lost upon mutation to isoleucine (circled space in (B)). (C & D) The 

10 lowest energy conformations that were included in the complex partition function 

calculation are shown for the wild-type (green) and the variant (blue). 
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2.2.2.4 Prospective Design of Raf Superbinders.  

“We performed 14 different designs where each design included 1 mutable 

position that was allowed to mutate to all amino acid types except for proline.  Each 

design also included a set of surrounding flexible residues within roughly 4 Å  of the 

mutable residue. These designs used continuous flexibility [73, 77, 78, 80] and then 

FRIES/EWAK∗ was used. FRIES was first used to limit each design to only the most 

favorable sequences and then EWAK∗ was used to estimate the K∗ scores (algorithms 

described in other work). We report the upper and lower bounds on the EWAK∗ score 

for each design in the tables in Figure 7 where the listed sequences are those that were 

not pruned during the FRIES step. From these results, the predicted binding effect 

(increased vs. decreased) was determined based on comparing each variant’s K∗ score to 

its corresponding wild-type K∗ score. We then selected 5 novel point mutations – that to 

our knowledge are not reported in any existing literature – for experimental validation. 

It is worth noting that these 5 point mutations are selected out of an initial 294 possible 

mutations. We limited our experimental validation to only these 5 new mutations and 2 

previously reported mutations. This greatly limits the amount of resources necessary for 

experimental validation compared to testing all 294 possibilities. These mutations were 

selected based on having a promising K∗ score and through examining structures 

calculated by EWAK∗ (an example is shown in Figure 8 ). Of the mutations selected, 

T57M was selected to act as a variant that we computationally predicted to be 

comparable to wild-type. This variant was included to further verify the accuracy of 
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OSPREY’s predictions. On the other hand, some of OSPREY’s top predictions were 

excluded: for instance, T57R was not selected for experimental testing because it has an 

unsatisfied hydrogen bond as evidenced in the structures calculated by OSPREY. 

Therefore, we do not believe that the score accurately represents the effect the mutation 

will have. Other excluded top predictions display similar characteristics or have been 

reported and tested previously [246, 253, 254].”
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Figure 7: Computational predictions using OSPREY/EWAK∗ for point mutants in c-Raf-RBD.  Each table shows 

the results of the re-design of a residue position (highlighted in yellow) in c- Raf-RBD in the c-Raf-RBD:KRas interface. 

The two residues highlighted in blue are the best previously discovered  [246] mutations that improve binding 

(independently and additively) and are included in our tightest binding variant, c-Raf-RBD(RKY). Mutations highlighted 

in green were selected for experimental testing and validation. The one variant highlighted in orange was also selected 

for testing to act as a mutation predicted to be comparable to wild-type to see how accurately OSPREY predicted the 

effects of these mutations.
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Figure 8: Re-design of position 88 from valine to tyrosine in the c-Raf-

RBD:KRas protein- protein interface.   Panels (A) and (C) show the wild-type 

sequence, valine, and panels (B) and (D) show the variant, tyrosine. Panels (A) and 

(B) show the wild-type and the variant, respectively, along with probe dots [258, 259]  

that represent the molecular interactions within each structure calculated by OSPREY.  

These probe dots were selected to only show interactions between the residues 

included in the computational designs (shown as lines). Panels (C) and (D) show 10 

low-energy structures from each conformational ensemble calculated by 

OSPREY/EWAK∗. Panel (E) shows a zoomed-in overlay of panels (C) and (D) with 

purple arrows indicating the change in positioning of the lysine at residue position 

84 upon mutation of residue position 88 from valine to tyrosine. When valine is 

present at position 88, the lysine residue (shown in green) primarily hydrogen bonds 

with an aspartate (labeled) in KRas. When valine is mutated to tyrosine (shown in 

cyan), the lysine at position 84 moves to make room for the tyrosine and positions itself 

to hydrogen bond with both the aspartate and the glutamate (labeled) in KRas. 
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2.2.2.5 Experimental Validation of Mutations in the c-Raf-RBD:KRas Protein- Protein 

Interface 

RBD and KRas were purified and prepared as described in section 2.2.2.5.1 

Purification.  The mutations selected (highlighted in Figure 8) from computational 

design were experimentally validated using a bio-layer interferometry (BLI) assay. We 

first developed a semi-quantitative high-throughput screening assay to quickly 

screen for variants with enhanced binding for KRas (Figure 22). Although 

considerable work has been done in KRas (see section 2.1 and 2.2), HTS screens 

for binding to KRas have either required conjugation of KRas to a fluorescent 

nucleotide analogue for fluorescence polarization (FP) [108, 260-264] and  guanine 

nucleotide dissociation inhibition (GDI) [265-270], or involved the biotinylation of KRas  

for surface plasmon resonance (SPR) [271-273]. Our assay requires neither fluorescent 

nucleotide analogues nor the biotinylation of KRas, resulting in significantly lower costs 

and handling of samples. Moreover, the 96-well plate format of the BLI has inherent 

high-throughput potential, allowing multiple samples to be tested per experiment.   

Our initial screen on six selected variants from our computational designs  

revealed that two of our six designs showed enhanced binding to KRas when compared 

to RBD(WT). RBD V88Y and RBD N71R/A85K/V88Y (RBD (RKY) appeared to be new 

RBD superbinders and were selected for further characterization through BLI titration 

experiments.  One mutation T57K variant was observed to decrease binding despite 

being predicted by OSPREY to enhance affinity. OSPREY is a physics-based 
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interpretable platform and can output structural models that lend themselves to visual 

inspection. T57K was visually inspected and the error made by the software is amenable 

to visual inspection and correction. (See section 4.1.3 The Role of Visual Inspection in 

Computational Protein Design. The T57M, and K87Y mutations both have a roughly 

neutral effect on binding, which is consistent with the computational predictions. V88F 

has a neutral effect on binding despite being predicted to have significantly improved 

binding. Unfortunately, this is an energy function error, and it is unclear why this 

variant does not benefit from better binding. One possibility is that a water network 

present near V88F is disrupted by the larger non-polar residue lacking a hydrogen bond 

donor. Further work would have to be done to evaluate this hypothesis. 

The computationally designed V88Y (Figure 8) is a novel mutation that improves 

binding a significant amount when compared to WT and was suggested by our BLI 

screens to be comparable or better than the previous best known single mutation 

variants, A85K and  N71R.  With the discovery of the new point mutant V88Y (referred to 

herein as c-Raf-RBD(Y)), the next natural step was to combine it with the mutations 

found in the best reported variant, N71R and A85K referred to herein as c-Raf-RBD(RK), 

and our new triple mutant  with N71R, A85K, and V88Y mutations, referred to herein as 

c-Raf-RBD(RKY). Given the promising screening results, a quantitative titration BLI was 

done to calculate KD values (see Figure 20-25). Excitingly, we found that c-Raf-RBD(RKY) 

binds KRasGTP  with a  KD of 3.26 × 10−9  (± 2.77 × 10−9 ). This is roughly 4.75 times better 
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than the previous best known binder, c-Raf-RBD(RK), which binds KRasGTP with a KD of 

1.55 × 10−8 (± 1.33 × 10−9), and approximately 35.5 times better than wild-type c-Raf-RBD, 

which binds KRasGTP with a KD of 1.16 × 10−7 (± 2.23 × 10−8) (Table 2). Our experimental 

results are in good concordance with previously published affinities of  previously 

known Raf-1 RBD variants to KRasGppNHp, providing us with further confidence in our 

assays [246].   

Numerous groups have explored the Ras:Raf protein-protein interaction [106, 

253, 254, 264, 265, 267, 271, 274-279] and performed mutagenesis on Raf-RBD, either 

through rational means [106, 209, 253, 276], computational methods [246, 254], or high-

throughput evolutionary methods [275, 280]. But until this study, none found V88Y. We 

believe that our ability to identify prospectively a novel RBD superbinder validates our 

technology, the importance of provable algorithms, and our ability to explore extensive 

chemical space with accuracy.  

Table 2: Binding affinity and fitting parameters for RBD variants measured by 

BLI titration experiments. 

Run Variant Kd Χ2 R2 

1 c-Raf-RBD(RKY) 4.83 × 10−
9
 0.0462 0.9997 

2 c-Raf-RBD(RKY) 4.01 × 10−
9
 0.0529 0.9997 

3 c-Raf-RBD(RKY) 2.04 × 10−
9
 0.211 0.9947 

4 c-Raf-RBD(RKY) 2.15 × 10−
9
 0.6266 0.997 

Avg c-Raf-
RBD(RKY) 

3.26 × 10−9  

(± 2.77 × 

10−9 ) 

0.2342 
(± 

0.5450) 

0.998 
(±0.005) 
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1 c-Raf-RBD(RK) 1.47 × 10−
8
 0.2232 0.9972 

2 c-Raf-RBD(RK) 1.59 × 10−
8
 0.2303 0.9975 

3 c-Raf-RBD(RK) 1.58 × 10−
8
 0.2269 0.9895 

Avg c-Raf-RBD(RK) 1.55 × 10−8 

(± 1.33 × 

10−9) 

0.2268 
(± 

0.0071) 

0.9947 
(± 

0.0096) 

1 A85K 5.18 × 10−
8
 0.3814 0.9957 

2 A85K 4.53 × 10−
8
 0.1414 0.9885 

Avg A85K 4.85 × 10−8 

(± 9.29 × 

10−9) 

0.2614 
(± 

0.3394) 

0.9921 
(±0.010) 

1 V88Y 3.86 × 10−
8
 0.7742 0.9914 

2 V88Y 2.59 × 10−
8
 0.1658 0.9898 

Avg V88Y 3.22 × 10−
8 

(±18 × 
10−

8
) 

0.47 
(± 

0.8604) 

0.9906 
(± 

0.0023) 

1 Wild-Type 1.31 × 10−
7
 0.0971 0.9938 

2 Wild-Type 1.01 × 10−
7
 0.2561 0.9917 

3 Wild-Type 1.17 × 10−
7
 0.4417 0.9856 

Avg Wild-Type 1.16 × 10−7 

(± 2.23 × 

10−8) 

0.2650 
(± 

0.2625) 

0.9904 
(±0.0086) 
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2.2.2.5.1 Purification 

RBD Purification 

His-Sumo-RBD was expressed from a pHSK vector (donated from Pei Zhou lab 

at Duke University) RBD was inserted through homologous recombination as described 

in [281]. 

ATGCATCACCATCATCATCACGGGTCCCTGCAGGAGGAGAAGCCCAAGGAAGGAGTCAAGACTGAGAACAACGATCATAT 

TAATTTGAAGGTGGCGGGGCAGGATGGTTCTGTGGTGCAGTTTAAGATTAAGAGGCATACACCACTTAGTAAACTAATGA 

AAGCCTATTGTGAACGACAGGGATTGTCAATGAGGCAGATCAGATTCCGATTTGACGGGCAACCAATCAATGAAACAGAC 

ACACCTGCACAGTTGGAAATGGAGGATGAAGATACAATTGATGTGTTCCAGCAGCAGACGGGAGGTAACACTATCCGTGT 

TTTCTTGCCGAACAAGCAAAGAACAGTGGTCAATGTGCGAAATGGAATGAGCTTGCATGACATCCTTATGAAAGCACTCA 

AGGTGAGGGGCCTGCAACCAGAGTGCATGGCAGTGTTCAGACTTCTCCACGAACACAAAGGTAAAAAAGCACGCTTAGAT 

TGGAATACTGATGCTGCGTCTTTGATTGGAGAAGAACTTCAAGTAGATTTCCTGGATTAG  

Figure 9: His-Sumo-RBD(C81I, C96M) gene sequence. Sumo sequence in Red, 

RBD sequence in black. 

MHHHHHHGSLQEEKPKEGVKTENNDHINLKVAGQDGSVVQFKIKRHTPLSKLMKAYCERQGLSMRQIRFRFDGQPINETDTPAQLE

MEDEDTIDVFQQQTGGNTIRVFLPNKQRTVVNVRNGMSLHDILMKALKVRGLQPECMAVFRLLHEHKGKKARLDWNTDAASLIGEE

LQVDFLD* 
 

Figure 10: His-Sumo-RBD(C81I,C96M) protein sequence.  Sumo sequence in 

red RBD sequence in black. Sumo protease generates a blunt cleavage after QQTGG/.   

Sumo RBD pI: 7.19, MW: 20582.46, Ext: 6990. RBD pI: 9.43 MW: 8840.35 Ext: 5500 

  His-Sumo-RBD variants were made in a C81I, C96M background. These 

mutations have little effect on Raf folding or binding to KRas and are thought to increase 

expression in E.coli cells [275, 280]. Moreover, these mutations allow us to generate an 

RBD variant containing a single thiol, which can be specifically modified using thiol-

reactive chemistry.  We use this feature for our conjugation of Bodipy dye through 

maleimide-mediated click chemistry to our RBD in our FP assay. Moreover, RBD was 

expressed with a His-Sumo tag to increase expression and facilitate purification.  His-

SumoRBD was grown at 37°C in Rosetta 2 DE3 cells supplemented with Kanamycin and 

Chloramphenicol to an OD600 of 0.8.  Cells were then induced with 1 mM IPTG, and the 
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temperature was lowered to 16°C overnight. Cells were spun-down, resuspended in 

40mM Tris-HCl, 50mM NaCl, 5mM MgCl2, 5mM CaCl2 1 mM TCEP pH8.0 with 1 mM 

PMSF (lysis buffer) and then lysed with 5 passages through a homo-fluidizer.  5 µL of 

Micrococcal nuclease/liter of cell growth was added and cells were incubated for 20min 

at 37°C.  Lysate was then run through a Nickel NTA column with a gradient elution 

from lysis buffer to 40 mM Tris-HCl, 500 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 500 mM Imidazole, 1 

mM TCEP pH7.4.  Eluted peaks were then collected, concentrated in a 10kD molecular 

weight cut-off Amicon concentrator and desalted through a G-25 sephadex column into 

40 mM Tris-HCl, 250 mM NaCl, pH 8.0.  His-SumoRBD was then concentrated again 

before being exposed to 3mg of Sumo Protease at 30°C overnight.  RBD now cleaved 

from the His-Sumo tag, was spun down to remove aggregates and then passed again 

through a nickel NTA immobilized metal affinity chromatography column with a slow 

gradient elution from lysis buffer to 40 mM Tris-HCl, 500 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 500 

mM Imidazole, 1 mM TCEP pH7.4. Flow-through was collected, concentrated and 

desalted through a G-25 column into 50 mM phosphate pH 6.5.  Desalted RBD was 

further purified through passage into a cation exchange SP sepharose column eluted 

with 50 mM phosphate, 500 mM NaCl, pH 6.5 5 mM TCEP.  RBD was concentrated and 

buffer exchanged through a 3kD molecular-weight cut-off Amicon concentrator into 40 

mM Phosphate, 250 mM NaCl, MgCl2, 1 mM TCEP pH 7.4.  Purity of variants was 
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determined by SDS-PAGE gel (Figure 13), and identity was determined by matrix 

assisted laser desorption ionization time of flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry.  

KRas Purification 

His-KRas C118S was expressed from a pET28b (Novagen) plasmid with the KRas 

gene inserted between the NdeI and XhoI cleavage sites ([282], donated from the 

Michael Kennedy lab in Miami University in Ohio).   

ATGGGCAGCAGCCATCATCATCATCATCACAGCAGCGGCCTGGTGCCGCGCGGCAGCCATATGACTGAATATAAACTTGT 

GGTAGTTGGAGCTGGTGGCGTAGGCAAGAGTGCCTTGACGATACAGCTAATTCAGAATCATTTTGTGGACGAATATGATC 

CAACAATAGAGGATTCCTACAGGAAGCAAGTAGTAATTGATGGAGAAACCTGTCTCTTGGATATTCTCGACACAGCAGGT 

CAAGAGGAGTACAGTGCAATGAGGGACCAGTACATGAGGACTGGGGAGGGCTTTCTTTGTGTATTTGCCATAAATAATAC 

TAAATCATTTGAAGATATTCACCATTATAGAGAACAAATTAAAAGAGTTAAGGACTCTGAAGATGTACCTATGGTCCTAG 

TAGGAAATAAATCTGATTTGCCTTCTAGAACAGTAGACACAAAACAGGCTCAGGACTTAGCAAGAAGTTATGGAATTCCT 

TTTATTGAAACATCAGCAAAGACAAGACAGGGTGTTGATGATGCCTTCTATACATTAGTTCGAGAAATTCGAAAACATAA 

AGAAAAGTAG  

Figure 11:  His-KRas C118S gene sequence 

MGSSHHHHHHSSGLVPRGSHMTEYKLVVVGAGGVGKSALTIQLIQNHFVDEYDPTIEDSYRKQVVIDGETCLLDILDTAGQEEYSA

MRDQYMRTGEGFLCVFAINNTKSFEDIHHYREQIKRVKDSEDVPMVLVGNKSDLPSRTVDTKQAQDLARSYGIPFIETSAKTRQGV

DDAFYTLVREIRKHKEK* 

 

Figure 12: His-KRas C118S protein sequence. Thrombin cleavage site shown in 

red. pI 6.11, MW:21393.01Da, Ext. coefficient: 11920 

His-KRas C118S, a mutation introduced to increase expression and stability [204],  

was grown at 37°C in Rosetta 2 DE3 Cells supplemented with Kanamycin and 

Chloramphenicol to a OD600 of 0.8.  Cells were then induced with 1 mM IPTG and 

allowed to grow at 37°C for 5 hours before being lowered to 16°C overnight.  Cells were 

spun-down, resuspended in 40 mM Tris-HCl, 50 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 5 mM CaCl2 1 

mM TCEP pH8.0 with 1 mM PMSF (lysis buffer) and then lysed with 5 passages through 

a homo-fluidizer.  5ul of Micrococcal nuclease (stock concentration 2,000,000 gel 
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units/ml, from NEB) /liter of cell growth was added and cells were incubated for 20min 

at 37°C.  Lysate was then run through a Nickel NTA column with a gradient elution 

from lysis buffer to 40 mM Tris-HCl, 500 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 500 mM Imidazole, 1 

mM TCEP pH7.4.  Eluted peaks were then collected and desalted through a G-25 

sephadex column into 50 mM Tris-HCl, 50 mM NaCl , pH 8.0 (desalting buffer).  KRas 

was concentrated in a 10kD molecular weight cut off Amicon concentrator in 

preparation for nucleotide loading. The desalting buffer was supplemented with 200 

mM Ammonium Sulphate ((NH4)2SO4) and 1µM Zinc Chloride (ZnCl2) as well as 50 

units of calf intestinal phosphatase (CIP), 10 molar excess of Guanosine 5′-[β,γ-

imido]triphosphate (GppNHp) a non-hydrolysable GTP analogue. KRas was incubated 

with GppNHp for 2 hours at room temperature and then overnight at 4°C. Reaction was 

terminated by the addition of 60 mM MgCl2. KRasGppNHp was further purified and buffer 

exchanged into 40 mM Tris-HCl, 250 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM TCEP pH7.4 by size 

exclusion chromatography on a Superdex 75 column. Purity was confirmed by SDS-

PAGE (Figure 13) and loading was confirmed by high-performance anion exchange 

chromatography (HPAEC, Figure 19).   
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Figure 13: 12% SDS-PAGE gel of purified KRas and RBD variants proteins 

with ladder in lane 1 for size comparison.  Blank on lane 13 and 15 for separation and 

for visualization of background.  Phantom bands at ~30kD and ~37 kD are visible in 

control lanes, suggesting they are not real contaminants.  

MALDI-TOF Mass Spectroscopy 

MALDI-TOF was used to determine the identity of the RBD variant and the 

conjugation of dye to the variant (see section 2.2.2.5.3). MADLI-TOF was performed on a 

Bruker Autoflex Speed LRF MALDI-TOF platform. 1µl of saturated Sinapinic acid in 

6:1:3 water, 3% TFA and acetonitrile was added to 1µl of protein at ~1µg/µl. Mixed by 
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pipetting up and down and allowed to dry on a MALDI plate.  Samples are allowed to 

dry and crystalize under gentle aeration. Following complete crystallization, samples 

were sampled through positive ionization and in linear mode.  

 

Figure 14: MALDI-TOF mass spectrum of RBD(wt). Expected Molecular 

weight 8841Da; observed molecular weight 8841Da.  Peak at 17676Da corresponds to 

the dimer.  
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Figure 15: MALDI-TOF mass spectrum of RBD(A85K). Expected Molecular 

weight 8897Da; observed molecular weight 8899Da.  Peak at 17793Da corresponds to 

the dimer.  
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Figure 16: MALDI-TOF mass spectrum of RBD(V88Y). Expected Molecular 

weight 8904Da; observed molecular weight 8907Da.  Peak at 17816Da corresponds to 

the dimer.  
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Figure 17: MALDI-TOF mass spectrum of RBD(RK). Expected Molecular 

weight 8939Da; observed molecular weight 8943Da.  Peak at 17890Da corresponds to 

the dimer. 
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Figure 18: MALDI-TOF mass spectrum of RBD(RKY). Expected Molecular 

weight 9003Da; observed molecular weight 9006Da.  Peak at 18018Da corresponds to 

the dimer. 

 

2.2.3 High Performance Anion Exchange Chromatography 

For HPAEC analysis of nucleotide loading efficiency, 40µL of KRas either loaded 

or unloaded was treated with 2.5 µL 10% perchloric acid. This denatures the protein and 

causes aggregation. The pH is raised by the addition of 1.75 µL 4 M CH3COONa 

(sodium acetate) pH 4.0.  Precipitated protein is spun out in a benchtop microfuge for 

10min at max speed, and 12.5 µL of the supernatant containing the nucleotide is loaded 

onto a DNAPac PA100 column on the HPAEC. The nucleotides were eluted from the 

column through a gradient of 2% to 100% 1M Ammonium acetate increasing at 3%min , 

with a flow rate of 1ml/min. To determine loading, KRas was run before loading with 
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GppNHp, after loading with GppNHp, and spiked with GppNHp (Figure 19).  GppNHp 

spiked KRasGDP  (grey) shows a peak at ~11min. However, KRasGDP  (red) by itself does 

not, identifying the peak at 11min as GppNHp. KRas loaded with GppNHp(green) does 

not show a peak at ~8min. However, when spiked with GDP(grey) a peak appears, 

identifying the peak at ~8min as the GDP peak. GppNHp-loaded KRas shows the peak 

at ~11min and no peak at ~8min,  showing that our methods are capable of generating 

complete GppNHp loading of KRas.  

 

 

Figure 19: HPAEC chromatogram of KRas bound to different nucleotides or in 

apo state.  KRas loaded with GppNHp (green), not loaded with GppNHp (red), not 

loaded with GppNHp but spiked with free GppNHp (blue), and KRas loaded with 

GppNHp but spiked with GDP (grey). The peak at ~11min can be determined to be 

the GppNHp peak and the peak at ~8min to be the GDP peak. GppNHp-loaded KRas 

does not have the peak at ~8min, showing complete loading.  
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2.2.2.5.2 BLI  

 Bio layer interferometry or BLI is a platform to detect binding in a tag-free, real-

time, ligand-immobilized way by measuring the change in the interferometry pattern 

between white light reflected from a standard internal reflection point and a biolayer on 

the tip surface.  Changes to the difference in distance between the points of reflection 

generate a nanometer (nm)-scale shift in phase between the reflected lights generating 

an interferometry pattern. This distance is affected by events on the biolayer such as 

binding or dissociation on the tip’s biolayer surface.   

  Figure 20 shows a typical BLI experiment. First tips are equilibrated in buffer. 

These tips are moved to a well containing a ligand, which is captured on the tip using 

either a tag or click chemistry. Tips are then equilibrated to generate a baseline in a well 

containing only buffer. Once a baseline can be achieved, tips are moved to a well 

containing varying concentrations of an analyte, and binding is allowed to occur for a 

user-determined period of time. Tips are then moved into a well containing only buffer 

so that dissociation can be observed.  

 

Figure 20: Typical BLI experiment. BL (baseline equilibration) 
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Assay Validation: KRasGDP vs KRasGppNHp 

Arguably the best control to determine if a KRas binding assay is working is 

specificity for KRasGppNHp vs KRasGDP. This is because KRasGppNHp binds to C-Raf RBD 

with over 300x greater affinity than KRasGDP, so one would expect to see a significant 

difference in binding  [100-104, 246].   KRas, from the same prep, was either loaded or 

not with GppNHp, underwent no further purification, and was loaded onto BLI NiNTA 

tips as described above. Loaded tips were allowed to equilibrate in BLI buffer and then 

dipped into to 300nM of RBD(WT).  Figure 21  shows that, as is expected of a 

functioning assay, the tip with KRasGppNHp immobilized presents with strong signal, 

whereas the tip immobilized with KRasGDP   does not show any signal.  As the protein 

preps for both KRas and RBD are identical, one can conclude that possible contaminants 

or prep-specific factors are not the cause of the difference. Moreover, because both tips 

could equilibrate after loading, differences in buffer between GDP- and GppNHp-

loaded KRas cannot explain the difference in signal. Finally, it is possible that the 

difference in the act of GppNHp loading somehow denatures KRas and what we are 

seeing is non-specific binding. However, the fast off-rate is uncharacteristic of 

aggregation, as is the saturation during the association step of the experiment. 

Therefore, denaturation is a very unlikely explanation of the results. However, the 

difference in buffer conditions between the KRas samples during the loading step does 

explain the difference in the capture of the different KRas samples by the NiNTA BLI 

tip. This difference in captured KRas could potentially be significant as KRasGDP   only 
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captured ~69% as much as KRasGppNHp (1.1 nm vs 1.6 nm). However the difference in 

response between the tip with captured KRasGppNHp (0.526 nm) and KRasGDP   (0.0193 nm) 

is over 27 fold, making a 69% difference in captured KRas unlikely to be the reason. 

Moreover, RBD binding to the BLI NiNTA tip without any captured KRas was 

attempted to test for non-specific binding. The response of RBD binding to a KRas free 

tip was greater than to a tip with captured KRasGDP   binding at (0.0294nm). This 

indicates that the difference in amount captured was not responsible for the difference in 

signal between the different KRas states. It also indicates that non-specific binding is 

greater to the tip alone than when the tip is covered in a protein.  Thus, this data 

strongly suggests that this BLI assay is specifically picking up the effect of GppNHp 

loading and accurately measuring binding.   
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Figure 21: BLI experiment of RBD(WT) binding to either KRasGDP   (red) or 

KRasGppNHp (blue). RBD(WT) binding to the NiNTA sensor alone (non-specific 

binding) is shown in green. Binding to KRasGppNHp vs KRasGDP    shows a 27x greater 

response, validating the BLI assay.  

 

BLI Screening of RBD Variants  

BLI NiNTA tips were equilibrated in 30 mM Phosphate pH7.4, 327 mM NaCl, 2.7 

mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 1.5 mM TCEP, 0.1% BSA, 0.02% Tween-20 + Kathon (BLI buffer). 

NiNTA tips were then moved into wells containing His-KRas:GTP at 20ug/ml in BLI 

buffer for tip loading.  Tips were allowed to re-equilibrate before being transferred to 

wells each containing 250nM of a different RBD variant in BLI buffer.  Tips were then 

moved back into BLI buffer to observe dissociation. Data was worked-up on the Data 
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Analysis HT software (ForteBio) and fit using the built-in mass transport model. Y-axis 

was aligned to the average of the baseline step while the inter-step correction was 

aligned to the dissociation step.  Experiments were all conducted at 25°C and with 1000 

RPM shacking.   

   

 

Figure 22: Results for BLI screening of RBD variants.  The designed mutants 

V88Y and N71R/A85K/V88Y (RBD (RKY)) show significantly improved binding when 

compared to WT. RBD(RKY) presents itself as the highest affinity Raf variant ever 

designed.  
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Experimental Set-Up Titrations 

BLI NiNTA tips were equilibrate in 30 mM Phosphate pH7.4, 327 mM NaCl, 2.7 

mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 1.5 mM TCEP, 0.1% BSA, 0.02% Tween-20 + Kathon (BLI buffer). 

NiNTA tips were then moved into wells containing His-KRas:GTP at 20ug/ml in BLI 

buffer for tip loading.  Tips were allowed to re-equilibrate before being transferred to 

wells containing diverse concentrations of an RBD variant in BLI buffer. A well 

containing only buffer (0nM RBD) was used to subtract for drift. After the association 

step, tips were moved back into wells containing only BLI buffer to observe the 

dissociation steps.  Experiments were all conducted at 25°C and with 1000 RPM 

shacking.  To control for aggregation and non-specific binding either His-SumoRBD  or 

His-Hip (a unrelated E.coli protein [283]) was captured on the BLI NiNTA tips and 

exposed to RBD variants. No non-specific binding was observed (Figure 29).   Data was 

worked-up on the Data Analysis HT software (ForteBio) and fit using the built-in mass 

transport model. Y-axis was aligned to the average of the baseline step while the inter-

step correction was aligned to the dissociation step.  Fits were accepted if χ2 was lower 

than 1 and R2 was greater than 0.98. 
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Figure 23: BLI sensor plate showing drift subtraction.  Column 1 is only buffer 

whereas column 2 has 20ug/ml of His-KRas. Column 4 has RBD in varying 

concentrations.  Well (4f) has only buffer and is used to correct for drift.  

The mass transport model corrects for situations in which the association rate is 

significantly faster than the rate of diffusion Km   between the surface of the tip and the 

diffusing analyte.  In this situation most of the kinetics are diffusion limited and on rates 

seem slower than they are.  Ideally this factor can be overcome by correcting for the 

density of ligand on the tip surface or increasing the diffusion rate. In our case signal 

was limiting due to the small size of RBD (8kD) and reducing analyte concentration 

reduced signal. Therefore, experiments were conducted at the lowest possible ligand 

concentration. However, it was still observed that the 1:1 binding model did not fit 
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accurately to the high-affinity designed RBD variants. Although this can be a limitation 

in our experimental design, it may also be indicative of the two part binding previously 

reported for the KRas:Raf-RBD interaction [269].  In this case km would not be the 

measurement for bulk to surface transfer of analyte, but of an initial fast association rate 

between RBD and KRas.  Testing this hypothesis requires extensive further 

characterization so we adopted a model that corrects during fitting for this effect 

Equation 1 and reported KD values obtained from the corrected model.  

 

Equation 1: Mass transport model. (Adapted from ForteBio user training 

manual) km  is the rate of diffusion of analytes in the bulk solvent to analytes near and 

able to interact with the surface of the sensor. kd and ka represent the on and off rate 

respectively. Rmax is the maximum signal produced from full saturation of ligands 

immobilized on the surface and R is the experimentally measured response.  
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BLI Titration Results 

 Figures 20-25 shows the titration curves and fit results for the titrations of 

the RBD variants. A summary of the results can be found in Table 2. The results show 

that the designed mutants V88Y (KD 32.2nM ± 18nM) and RKY (KD 3.26nM ± 2.77nM) 

show significantly improved affinity to KRasGppNHp when compared to RBD(WT) (KD 1 

116nM ± 22.3nM). Moreover, we have successfully designed the RBD variant with the 

highest affinity for KRasGppNHp ever recorded.  Our RKY variant binds nearly 5x better 

than the previous tightest binding variant RBD(RK) (KD 15.5nM ± 1.33nM).  
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Figure 24: BLI titration curve for RBD(WT) concentrations show on graph by 

titrations curves.  Affinity and accuracy of fit also shown on graph. Colored lines are 

experimental data, fits shown as red line.  Dotted red lines denote the beginning of 

the association phase and dissociation phase.  
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Figure 25: BLI titration curve for RBD(A85K) concentrations show on graph by 

titrations curves.  Affinity and accuracy of fit also shown on graph. Colored lines are 

experimental data, fits shown as red line. Dotted red lines denote the beginning of the 

association phase and dissociation phase. Average results shown in the right.  
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Figure 26: BLI titration curve for RBD(RK) concentrations show on graph by 

titrations curves. Affinity and accuracy of fit also shown on graph. Colored lines are 

experimental data, fits shown as red line. Dotted red lines denote the beginning of the 

association phase and dissociation phase. 
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Figure 27: BLI titration curve for RBD(V88Y) concentrations show on graph by 

titrations curves. Affinity and accuracy of fit also shown on graph.  Colored lines are 

experimental data, fits shown as red line. Dotted red lines denote the beginning of the 

association phase and dissociation phase. 
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Figure 28: BLI titration curve for RBD(RKY) concentrations show on graph by 

titrations curves. Affinity and accuracy of fit also shown on graph.  Colored lines are 

experimental data, fits shown as red line. Dotted red lines denote the beginning of the 

association phase and dissociation phase.  
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Figure 29: Testing for non-specific binding. RBD(WT) binding to His-

SumoRBD(WT) (Blue) and His-Hip (Red).  No non-specific binding was observed.  

 

2.2.2.5.3 Fluorescence Polarization experiments  

Dye Conjugation 

In order to further verify our BLI results, and to generate a relatively inexpensive 

and widely available assay for testing binding to KRas, we designed an alternative assay 

to determine the affinity of our designs.  This work was done in close collaboration with 

Rachel Kimbrough, a research assistant in the Oas lab. RBD variants were expressed in a 

cysteine double mutant background as described in section (0). The remaining cysteine 

C95 is surface exposed (Figure 30) making it ideal for specific and monovalent 

conjugation of our RBD variants to a BODIPY-Maleimide Dye (ThermoFisher).  The 
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protocol was identical for all RBD variants. Conjugation was achieved through the 

following protocol. Initially RBD was exposed to 10 mM Dithiothreitol (DTT) for 2 hours 

at 4°C. Reduced RBD was ammonium sulfate precipitated by the addition of 90% m/v of 

ammonium sulfate to RBD.  Precipitated RBD was washed three times with degassed 

100 mM phosphate, 200 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA pH 7.4 supplemented with 70%w/v 

(NH4)2SO4. RBD was resuspended in degassed (NH4)2SO4 free 100 mM phosphate, 200 

mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA pH 7.4. This method guaranteed the RBD was reduced while 

also allowing us to obtain a solution free of reducing agents. However, multiple washes 

caused significant protein loss.  To overcome the loss of protein the following protocol 

was developed. 5 mM  Tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP) TCEP was added to 

purified RBD and incubated for 2 hours at 4°C.  TCEP lacks thiol groups and therefore is 

less reactive with maleimide [284], allowing us to obtain reduced protein with 

significantly less handling and greater yield. RBD in reducing condition was then 

immediately degassed for >4 hours.  BODIPY-Maleimide (less than 6 months old) was 

dissolved in anhydrous DMSO to a stock concentration of 10 mM. Prepared dye was 

used immediately, and from this point all samples were protected from light.  Protein 

samples were at a concentration ~100µM in a volume of ~200µL.   Dye was added to the 

protein so that the dye was at 10-fold molar excess and the concentration of DMSO did 

not exceed 10%v/v in the reaction.  The conjugation reaction was allowed to go 

overnight at 4°C.  Reaction was then allowed to proceed at room temperature for 1 hour 
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before being quenched through the addition of 3 mM DTT.  Excess dye was removed 

using Pierce dye removal columns (ThermoFisher). Dye removal was done in 

accordance with the protocol described by the manufacturer with reaction volumes 

being 200µl and 400µl dye removal resin used per reaction.  Successful conjugation was 

determined by MALDI-TOF (Figure 31). 
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Figure 30: RBD shown as a Richardson diagram, with Cys95 shown as sticks.  

Note that the thiol group of Cys95 is readily surface-accessible, making it ideal for 

conjugation. 
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Figure 31: Representative MALDI-TOF mass spectrum of dye conjugation.  

RBD(WT) has an expected mass of 8840Da and an experimentally observed mass of 

8846Da. Maleimide BODIPY has an expected mass of 414Da; a large peak is observed 

at 9256.545Da, which represents a shift of 410Da.  Prior to conjugation this peak is not 

observed (Figure 14), indicating successful conjugation. 

Fluorescence polarization binding assay 

 In a black-bottom 96 well plate, 30nM of dye conjugated RBD variant was added 

to all wells and a serial dilution of KRasGppNHp is performed so wells contain a final 

volume of 200µL. 30nM dye-RBD was chosen as it represented the lowest concentrations 

that was found to provide consistent readings above background.  Experiments were 

performed in 30 mM Phosphate pH7.4, 327 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 1.5 

mM TCEP, 0.1% BSA (FP buffer). Prepared 96 well plates were covered with aluminum 
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foil and allow to incubate for 10min at room temperature. Titrations were recorded with 

a Spectra Max M5e in fluorescence polarization mode, excitation at 495nm and emission 

at 515nm with a 510 nm cutoff.  Plates were read twice with 100 flashes per read each 

time.  Results were fit assuming a 1:1 binding model. 

Fluorescence polarization binding results  

  Fluorescence polarizations results support the general ranking and trend 

observed for RBD variants in the BLI experiments. Namely, our designed RKY variant 

(KD 62.5nM ± 25.9nM) shows the highest affinity for KRasGppNHp and significant 

improvement over both RBD(WT) (KD 485nM ± 268.5nM) and the previous top mutant 

RBD(RK)(118.3± 23.6nM). However, KD differ significantly between the FP and BLI 

assays and in a variant specific fashion, making direct comparisons between assays 

impossible. Unfortunately, this variance between binding methods is very common for 

Ras assays  [263], and a cross-platform assay that quantitatively recapitulates 

experimental results remains needed.  However, the fact that the general trend was 

recapitulated helps give us confidence on our BLI results.  

We observe over 10x difference in observed affinities measurements for 

RBD(RKY) between the BLI assay (KD  3.26nM ± 2.77nM) and the FP assay (KD 62.5nM ± 

25.9nM).  Multiple factors may result in this discrepancy.  First, the conjugation of the 

dye may have deleterious effects on the RBD binding to KRas. Our FP competition assay 

appears to support this hypothesis.  A possible mechanism by which the Bodipy dye can 

cause a decrease in affinity of RBD for KRas is through a change in the conformation of 
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the RBD. This hypothesis can be explored in future studies by methods like nuclear 

magnetic resonance (NMR) and circular dichroism spectroscopy.  Both methods can 

search for a change in stability or structure of the RBD.  Moreover, the BLI can be used to 

investigate the possibility of the dye contributing towards non-specific binding or RBD 

aggregation.   Third, it is possible that the discrepancies between the assays reflect the 

assay format. While BLI has a captured KRas immobilized on the tip, reminiscent of the 

interaction of KRas with the plasma membrane, the FP assay is free in solution. It is hard 

to determine how to overcome this limitation and test this hypothesis, but one could 

imagine using plates coated in NiNTA to capture KRas on the plates surface much like 

the tips capture KRas in the BLI assay.  Finally, one other potential explanation for the 

discrepancies is the variation in the buffer conditions, namely the presence of Tween-20 

in the BLI experiment and its absence in the FP experiments due to its propensity to 

interfere with the assay.    

Because in part of assay differences in results when measuring absolute binding 

constants, a measure of how useful, or suitable, a high-throughput screen (HTS) is called 

Z-prime factor was suggested by Zhang HJ et al., 1999 [285]. Z-prime factors range from 

less than 0 to 1.  
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Equation 2: Equation to determine Z-factor of a HTS.  The equation is equal to 

one minus the ratio of the standard deviation (σ) times a constant factor of 3 to 

represent a 99% confidence interval assuming a normal distribution of the positive 

and negative control 

The FP assay has a Z-factor of 0.737 when A85K is considered the positive 

control and T57K is considered the negative control. Remembering that a Z-factor of 0.5 

is equivalent to 12 standard deviations of separation between the two means.  This 

suggests that this assay is capable of distinguishing between super-binders of 

KRasGppNHp and binders that are significantly worse than WT.  This in of itself is useful as 

it allows to categorize variants as binders or non-binders very quickly. However, when 

determining if the assay can distinguish between WT and super-binders like A85K, the 

Z-factor drops to -0.14, so although there is still more than two standard deviations 

between WT and A85K, this assay falls just short of 3 standard deviations of separation 

between positive and negative controls when searching for super=binders and therefore 

is best used as a preliminary screen.  One possible reason for the assays inability to select 

for variants that are better than WT is the variant-specific effects of dye conjugation 

which appear to affect each variant to a different degree.  Another is the inherent 

variability of the assay, which may be an artifact of the small number of reps for some 

variants.
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Figure 32: FP titration curves. All experiments runs were fit independently and the average of the fits reported as 

Kd. Values reported as the mean plus or minus two standard deviations. Curves fit using Mathematica Wolfram Alpha.  

Kd shown for each variant on the bottom left corner.  
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Table 3: Calculated dissociation constants for Raf-RBD variants binding to 

KRasGppNHp.  Fits generated using a 1:1 binding model in Wolfram Mathematica. All 

uncertainties given as two standard deviations. Standard Error (SE). 

Run Variant Kd SE P-
Value 

1 c-Raf-RBD(RKY)  55.57× 10−
9
 24.1× 

10−
9
 

0.0468 

2 c-Raf-RBD(RKY) 52.61 × 10−
9
 20.0× 

10−
9
 

0.0278 

3 c-Raf-RBD(RKY) 73.4 × 10−
9
 10.9 × 

10−
9
 

0.0001 

4 c-Raf-RBD(RKY) 45.3 × 10−
9
 17.9 × 

10−
9
 

0.0326 

5 c-Raf-RBD(RKY) 76.6 × 10−
9
 37.3 × 

10−
9
 

0.0704 

6 c-Raf-RBD(RKY) 71.5 × 10−
9
 16.7× 

10−
9
 

0.0020 

Avg c-Raf-
RBD(RKY) 

62.5× 10−9 

(± 25.9 × 

10−9 ) 

 

21.15 × 
10−

9
 

(± 
18.05× 
10−

9
) 

0.02995 
(±0.0537) 

1 c-Raf-RBD(RK) 130.2× 10−
9
 28.6× 

10−
9
 

0.0014 

2 c-Raf-RBD(RK) 126.5 × 10−
9
 36.0× 

10−
9
 

0.0066 

3 c-Raf-RBD(RK) 97.5 × 10−
9
 25.5× 

10−
9
 

0.0040 

4 c-Raf-RBD(RK) 118.9 × 10−
9
 40.6× 

10−
9
 

0.0168 

5 c-Raf-RBD(RK) 123.4 × 10−
9
 42.7× 

10−
9
 

0.0179 

6 c-Raf-RBD(RK) 113.2 × 10−
9
 48.8× 0.04553 
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10−
9
 

Avg c-Raf-RBD(RK) 118.3 × 10−9 

(± 23.6 × 

10−9) 

37.03 × 
10−

9
 (± 

17.62 × 
10−

9
) 

0.0015 
(± 0.032) 

1 T57K 1090.2 × 
10−

9
 

69.92 × 
10−

9
 

0.0000 

2 T57K 993.5.2 × 
10−

9
 

91.72 × 
10−

9
 

0.0000 

Avg T57K 1042.0 × 

10−9 

(± 136.9 × 

10−9) 

80.8× 
10−

9
 

(± 
30.8× 
10−

9
) 

0.0000 
(±0) 

1 A85K 83.9 × 10−
9
 5.1 × 

10−
9
 

0.0000 

2 A85K 104.4 × 10−
9
 11.8× 

10−
9
 

0.0000 

Avg A85K 94.2 × 10−9 

(± 29.0 × 

10−9) 

8.5× 
10−

9
 

(± 9.5× 
10−

9
) 

0.0000 
(±0) 

1 T57M 811.4× 10−
9
 171.4 × 

10−
9
 

0.0011 

2 T57M 438.1 × 10−
9
 82.4 × 

10−
9
 

0.0005 

Avg T57M 624.7 × 10−
9 

(±528.0 × 
10−

9
) 

126.9× 
10−

9
 

(± 
125.87× 

10−
9
) 

0.0008 
(± 

0.0008) 

1 Wild-Type 390.5 × 10−
9
 63.4× 0.0002 
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10−
9
 

2 Wild-Type 580.3 × 10−
9
 98.1× 

10−
9
 

0.0002 

Avg Wild-Type 485.4 × 10−9 

(± 268.5 × 

10−9) 

80.75× 
10−

9
 

(±49.07
× 10−

9
) 

0.0002 
(±0.) 

 

2.2.2.6 Competition assays for the inhibition of the KRas:Raf-RBD 
protein-protein interaction.  

Although binding to KRas is important and was the number one readout for our 

experiments in designing an RBD super-binder variant, there is also the need to generate 

quantitative high-throughput assays to test for the disruption of the KRas:Effector PPI. 

Currently methods for determining KRas:Effector binding or disruption include: 

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)[286-288], bead–based assay (BBA, Alpha screen) 

[279, 286], co-precipitation assay (CPA) [289] ,fluorescence kinetics (FK) [270, 290, 291], 

fluorescence polarization (FP) [108, 260-264], guanine nucleotide dissociation inhibition 

(GDI) [265-270], isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) [292-294], scintillation proximity 

assay (SPA) [278], surface plasmon resonance (SPR) [271-273]. 

However, despite the plentitude of methods, a high-throughput, easily 

accessible, cheap, and efficient assay remains elusive. NMR and ITC methods are 

inherently low throughput and consume massive amounts of proteins. CPA methods 

are low-throughput in their readout format, requiring western blot analysis. GDI and FP 
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assays (as described in the above papers) requires an expensive fluorescent GTP 

analogue. Moreover, having KRas be bound to the expensive fluorescent GTP analogue, 

as is the case in current KRas FP assays [108, 260-264], has one significant drawback for 

measuring the inhibition of the KRas:Effector PPI. This FP format is only conducive to 

measuring KRas:Effector disruption if the inhibitor is a small molecule. Larger inhibitors 

such as peptides and proteins would bind to KRas and displace the effector but 

demonstrate no change in FP signal, as they themselves would slow down the angular 

momentum of KRas.  Alpha screen is a BBA developed to address this issue of 

throughput and does so well; however it requires both partners to be immobilized, 

which can potentially introduce artifacts in the analysis. SPA assays have the potential to 

be very sensitive and highly scalable but require the use of radiation which complicates 

handling. Finally, SPR techniques as previously described have mostly immobilized 

KRas. This is ideal to measure binding to KRas, but the SPR format (normally 

constrained to 3 experimental flows cells plus a control flow cell) limits throughput if 

one desires to measure KRas:Effector PPI inhibition. .   

Here we describe two proof-of-concept assays that are capable of testing for the 

disruption of the KRas:Effector PPI.  These assay are presented in a format amenable to 

high-throughput screening and inhibition by both small molecules and biologics.   

2.2.2.6.1 SPR competition assay 

Method and experimental setup 
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Experiments were conducted on a Biacore T200 with a SCM5 chip. N-

hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) was mixed with equal parts with 1-Ethyl-3-(3-

dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDC) before being run over the SCM5 chip for 

420s. SCM5 chips have a carboxymethylated dextran layer that is covalently attached to 

a gold surface. Shortly, the attachment of the carboxy group allows the carboxylic acid 

moiety of carboxymethylated dextran on the chips surface to attack the carbodiimide of 

EDC, forming an O-acylisourea intermediate with an activated ester, that readily reacts 

with primary amines like N-terminal residue of proteins and lysine side chains. 

However, in aqueous solution the activated ester is unstable, due to the fact that EDC is 

a good leaving group and thus the reaction forming the ester is highly reversible by 

water. Adding NHS allows for a significantly more stable ester that still reacts with 

primary amines to form amide bonds. Reactions are terminated with a 420s injection of 

Ethanolamine.  As a control, flow cell one was prepared as described above, having 

NHS/EDC activation followed by ethanolamine to quench and block the surface. Flow 

cell two, our experimental cell, was prepared as above, but between the injection of 

NHS/EDC for activation and ethanolamine for quenching, 4.36mg/ml of His-

SumoRBD(WT) in acetate pH 6.0 was injected in 300s increments until 1400RU were 

immobilized on the chip surface.  

His-GST-KRas C118S was purified and loaded with GppNHp as describes 

previously for His-KRas (0).  To establish the affinity of His-GST-KRas for immobilized 
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His-SumoRBD(WT), a titration of different concentrations of His-GST- KRasGppNHp in 40 

mM phosphate, 250 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM TCEP (SPR buffer) were run over 

both  flow cells one and two at 30µL/min for 100s. Signal from our control flow cell (flow 

cell one)was subtracted from our experimental  flow cell (flow cell two).   Flows cells 

were regenerated between runs by 60s injections of 0.5 mM NaOH(Figure 33). 

For the competition assay, 200nM His-GST- KRasGppNHp was run with or without 

10min incubation with differing concentrations of His-SumoRBD(WT) ranging from 

0nM to 10µM.  All samples were in SPR buffer and run at 30µL/min for 100s and 

subtracted as above. The response at the end of the association phase was recorded. The 

differing concentrations of His-SumoRBD  that were added to KRas were run in a 

random order e.g., 500nM followed by 10nM followed by 250nM etc. This was done  to 

avoid effects such as natural decrease in binding capacity of the flow cell due to 

regeneration of the surface (surface burnout). Surface was regenerated with 60s 

injections of 0.5 mM NaOH (Figure 34). As an additional control His-SumoRBD(WT) 

was injected at the same concentrations as the ones used to incubate with the KRas 

samples. Any response observed from the His-SumoRBD injections alone also 

subtracted from the response curve (Figure 35) 

SPR Results  

 His-SumoRBD(WT) was immobilized in the SPR surface and used to detect 

binding to KRas. Figure 33 shows the result of a titration experiment with a calculated 

Kd of 369nM (Figure 33). This Kd differed significantly from the result that we obtained from 
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the BLI (Table 2). A few possible reasons are the immobilization conditions as well as the 

presence of the His-SumoRBD tag.  Independent of the reason for the difference in 

binding affinity between our SPR and BLI results, the immobilization of SumoRBD 

allowed for the development of a KRas:Effector competition assay that is molecular 

weight-agnostic on a SPR platform. It is important to remember that the signal in SPR is 

a result of a shift in the angle of the plasmon that occurs as a result of changes in 

refractive index between a control and a biolayer surface. These changes are largely 

dependent on the size of the binding analyte. Therefore, detection of small peptides or 

small molecules through SPR is challenging.   Figure 34, shows that the binding 

response from flowing 200nM of KRas (analyte) over flow-cells immobilized with His-

SumoRBD decreases as the analyte is spiked with increasing concentrations of His-

SumoRBD.  Figure 35 shows that the data from these experiments can be fit with very 

high fidelity to a 1:1 orthosteric inhibition model, suggesting that the experimental 

results and experimental design are valid.  Interestingly, the results show that 

immobilization of His-SumoRBD has no impact on the affinity of the protein to KRas. 

Furthermore, beyond the ability to detect small molecules and peptides with high 

accuracy in a functional PPI inhibition assay, one major benefit of this SPR method is the 

low consumption of materials.  Working volumes are consistently less than 100µL, 

allowing for multiple runs at low material costs.   
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Unfortunately this method suffers from a technical liability that reduces its 

efficiency for low-affinity inhibitors of the KRas:Effector interaction. At concentrations 

greater than 10µM, we observed strong non-specific binding between His-SumoRBD 

and the control surface. This led us to develop a new method, a FP-based competition 

assay. This method benefits from an immobilization-free environment and one where 

the measured signal cannot be a result of either aggregation or non-specific binding.   

 

 

Figure 33: SPR binding curves (colored curves) and fit (black curves) for 

KRasGppNHp binding to immobilized His-SumoRBD(WT).  KRasGppNHp was run over 

flow cell 2, with immobilized with His-SumoRBD(WT), and flow cell 1 is the control 

surface. KRasGppNHp was injected at multiple concentrations ranging from 0 (buffer 

control) to 5µM. Concentrations for each injection are labeled. Curves shown are the 

result of double subtraction, for buffer drift and non-specific binding control. Fitting 

was done on Biacore T200 result analysis software using a 1:1 binding model.  
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Figure 34: SPR binding curves for 200nM KRasGppNHp injected after incubation 

with different concentration of His-SumoRBD(WT) for 10 minutes.Curves shown are 

double subtracted for non-specific binding and buffer drift.  Note that 200nM His-

GST- KRasGDP   is also shown as a control.  As an additional control, only His-Sumo 

RBD was injected, and its response (if any) was subtracted from the final response as 

well. 
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Figure 35: SPR competition assay results. Fraction of KRasGppNHp  bound to 

immobilized His-SumoRBD(WT) as a function of the concentration of non-

immobilized His-SumoRBD(WT) added to 200nM KRasGppNHp.  Results shown for two 

repeats.  Data in yellow, simulation in blue. 

2.2.2.6.2 FP competition assay 

Method and experimental set-up 

The FP assay was made to allow for high-throughput, accessible and inexpensive 

characterization of the KRas:Raf interaction.  Although we could investigate the effect of 

Raf variant binding directly, we also sought out the possibility of creating a high-

throughput assay to test for the inhibition of the KRas:Raf interaction.  

Therefore, we also sought to develop an assay that would allow for testing of 

compounds that could disrupt the KRas:Raf interaction. In this assay, rather than 

observe an increase of anisotropy during KRas titration (Figure 32), we start from 

conditions in which KRas and dye-RBD are fully bound and displace the dye-RBD 

through titration of the inhibitor.  A stock solution of 30nM of Dye-RBD is incubated 
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with 1µM of KRasGppNHp for 10min. The KRas:RBD mixture solution is added to wells in 

a black bottom 96 well plate, allowing for a homogenous signal from every well in the 

plate.  Non-labeled RBD, or other inhibitor, is titrated starting from 50µM down in serial 

dilutions across the row of the plate.   

FP Competition Assay Results  

We tested our FP competition assay by attempting to displace 

KRas:RBD(WT_Bodipy) with RBD(WT) (Figure 36, Table 4). Result show a good fit to 

mathematical 1:1 competition models validating the assay (Table 4). Interestingly, 

results also show a possible difference between the calculated affinities for RBD(WT) (Kd 

= 275.5 nM ±2.58 nM) and RBD(WT_Bodipy) (Kd= 485.4 nM ± 286.5 nM), potentially 

partially explaining the difference between the calculated dissociation constants 

observed for our BLI and FP assays.   

Our FP competition assay was designed with two objectives: 1. Allow for the 

detection of biologic inhibitors of the KRas:Effector PPI. 2. Allow for these interactions to 

be relatively low-affinity. One challenge with the design of inhibitors for undruggable 

proteins is that the affinities of initial hits are  usually very low [272, 286].  This presents 

a clear difficulty for assay generation, as compounds at high concentrations tend to 

aggregate or display non-specific binding.  This is especially a problem for assays that 

measure binding, as the effects of real versus non-specific binding become difficult to 

differentiate at high concentrations and low affinities.  Moreover, assays that depend on 

size changes on immobilized surfaces like SPR and BLI are very susceptible to 
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aggregation and non-specific binding.  NMR is the gold standard in detection of these 

weak interactions. However, NMR is slow, requiring large amounts of samples and 

specialized equipment.  Our FP competition assays allow for an alternative to NMR. The 

displacement nature of the assay means that aggregation will generate signal in the 

opposite direction of a true inhibitor, increasing FP signal rather than decreasing it as a 

function of the concentration of the inhibitor. This allows for a clear differentiation 

between signal and aggregation. Moreover, non-specific binding would generate the 

same effect. Only the disruption of the interface would result in a decreasing anisotropy 

signal. This built-in requirement for functionality allows us to investigate low affinity 

binding at high concentrations, with high throughput, while mitigating the risks present 

in other methods. 
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Figure 36: FP competition assay. Results shown with global fit on three repeats 

of unlabeled RBD(WT) titrations into a pre-incubated mixture of 1µM KRas 30nM 

Labeled RBD.  Results show that unlabeled RBD may have a higher affinity for KRas 

than labeled RBD. One repeat was dropped due to outliers. 
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Table 4: Individual fits for FP competition experiment with unlabeled 

RBD(WT) as an inhibitor of the KRas:LabledRBD interaction.  Plus/minus ranges 

reported for each measure as two standard deviations from the mean value.  Standard 

Error (SE).   

Run Variant Kd SE P-
Value 

1 c-Raf-RBD(WT) 302.0× 10−
9
 15.6 × 

10−
9
 

0.0000 

2 c-Raf-RBD(WT) 306.1× 10−
9
 18.1  × 

10−
9
 

0.0000 

3 c-Raf-RBD(WT) 226.4 × 10−
9
 15.2 × 

10−
9
 

0.0000 

Avg c-Raf-RBD(WT) 278.16× 

10−9 

(± 89.75 × 

10−9 ) 

 

16.3 × 
10−

9
 

(± 3.1× 
10−

9
) 

0.0000 
(±0.0) 

 

2.2.2.7 Discussion 

We have successfully designed a KRas superbinder RBD domain. Contrary to 

previous mutations that enhanced the affinity of Raf-1 RBD to KRas by supercharging 

the RBD domain [246, 253, 254], we have identified a novel mutation, V88Y, that 

significantly enhances affinity, resulting in a single digit nanomolar RBD domain. The 

observation that an aromatic residue can significantly contribute to the KRas:Raf 

interface is very significant.  Highly polar surfaces like the KRas:RafRBD interface are 

inherently difficult to drug [7, 183, 286]. Moreover, specificity and affinity are commonly 
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the result of hydrophobic interactions [295]. Therefore, the discovery of a novel aromatic 

pocket that enhances affinity within the KRas:RafRBD interface allows for a novel 

opportunity towards the generation of future compounds for the inhibition of KRas. 

Moreover, we describe the development of multiple assays to measure binding to KRas 

(through BLI, SPR and FP) and two assays to measure inhibition and disruption of the 

KRas:RafRBD interface (FP and SPR).  These assays will hopefully help accelerate 

further development towards a KRas inhibitor.  
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3. Computational Study of DHFR Inhibitors and the Rise 
and Mechanism of Resistance in DHFR.  

In this chapter I describe my contributions towards the continued exploration of a subject 

that the Donald lab first pioneered in 2010, in seminal work by Frey K. M. et al., 2010 [19]. One 

of the great achievements of the Donald lab—and one that first got me interested in joining the 

lab—was the ability of computational protein and drug design (CPDD) to predict the emergence 

of drug resistance. To do so requires not only accurate predictions of affinity and specificity in the 

presence of multiple mutations, but also deep biochemical insight about the nature of resistance 

and its mechanism of action [18].  Here I describe work in collaboration with Siyu Wang, 

Graham T. Holt and Adegoke A. Ojewole in the Donald lab, as well as multiple collaborators 

from UConn, most notably Stephanie M. Reeve and Dennis L. Wright.  This work has resulted in 

multiple publications either currently being developed as manuscript for publication or under 

review.  

Section 3.2 is based on the following paper: 

S. M. Reeve, D. Si, J. Krucinska, Y. Yan, K. Viswanathan, S. Wang, G.T. Holt, M. S. Frenkel, A. 

A. Ojewole, A. Estrada, S. S. Agabiti, J. B. Alverson, N. D. Gibson, N. D. Priestly, A. J. Wiemer, 

B. R. Donald, D. L. Wright (2019). Toward Broad Spectrum DHFR inhibitors Targeting 

Trimethoprim Resistant Enzymes Identified in Clinical Isolates of Methicillin-Resistant 

Staphylococcus aureus. BioRxiv (2019) [83] 
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 Section 3.3 is based on the following paper: 

S. M. Reeve, S. Wang, G.T. Holt, M. S. Frenkel, A. A. Ojewole, B. R. Donald, D. L. Wright 

(2019).  Development of a Broad Spectrum Antifolate Able to Overcome Acquired Resistance 

Mutations in the Plasmid Borne Inherently Trimethoprim Resistant DfrG gene in 

Staphylococcus aureus.  

 Section 3.4 is based on the following paper: 

S. Wang, S. M. Reeve, A.A. Ojewole, M. S. Frenkel, G.T. Holt, P Gainza, D. L. Wright,  B. R. 

Donald. Structural and computational study of the etiology and 

mechanism of enantiomeric antifolates resistance in S.aureus 

3.1 Introduction to DHFR 

Dihydrofolate reductase or (DHFR) is an enzyme vital for cellular replication, 

mainly due to its role in the production of thymine. DHFR takes dihydrofolate (DHF) 

which is the product of thymidylate synthetase and reduces it back to the active 

tetrahydrofolate (THF) [296].  Due its role in the de novo synthesis of thymine, and its 

involvement in other 1-carbon metabolism reactions [297], DHFR is present in and vital 

for cell’s including prokaryotes and eukaryotes cells (with some exceptions that use a 

flavin based enzyme) [298]. As deoxythymidine triphosphate (dTPP) is only used in 

DNA production and therefore targeting its production would preferentially target 

quickly replicating cells DHFR was naturally a target for anti-cancer therapeutics [299]. 
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Antimetabolites functioning as orthosteric inhibitors of folate, also known as antifolates 

were developed to inhibit DHFR’s activity. Classical antifolates like methotrexate (MTX) 

were shown to be effective anti-cancer therapeutics in the 1950s [300] and MTX is still in 

clinical use today [299].   

With the rise of antibiotic resistant bacteria, such as methicillin-resistant 

Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), the leading cause of healthcare associated infections [301, 

302] and skin and soft tissue infections (STTIs) [303], vancomycin became the preferred 

treatment for MRSA infections [304, 305]. However, since the first strain of MRSA 

appeared with reduced susceptibility to vancomycin in 1996 [306],  the increased 

frequency of vancomycin resistant strains (VRSA) is placing vancomycin in check, and 

new approaches are required [304, 305].  Highly specific antifolates, such as 

trimethoprim (TMP), which has a ~30,000x higher affinity for E.coli DHFR versus human 

DHFR [307],  have shown activity as antibacterial agents,  and many MRSA and VRSA 

clinical isolates are sensitive to TMP [308]. In part due to the structural and sequence 

differences between human and prokaryotic DHFR, and in part due to the selective 

inhibition of quickly replicating cells, antifolates can be developed as selective and safe 

antimicrobial agents. The Donald lab has previously worked to understand the 

mechanism of resistance in Staphylococcus aureus DHFR (SaDHFR) [18, 67, 309]. For my 

thesis I focused on continuing this work and expanding it to reflect the role of 

enantiomers and plasmid alleles in the emergence of resistance to antifolates. 
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3.1.1 Structural characteristics of DHFR  

Chromosomal DHFR from Staphylococcus aureus (Staph) is a 18kDa protein. An 

eight-strand beta-sheet forms a central plane through the protein, with six beta-strands 

being parallel followed by an antiparallel strand and another parallel stand. An 

additional four alpha helixes connect different beta sheets, resulting in a beta-alpha-beta 

fold overall. The folate binding site is surrounded on two sides by alpha helices, which 

form the binding pocket with the beta strand as its core. DHFR uses nicotinamide 

adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) as a cofactor, and the NADPH binding site is 

similarly surrounded by the alpha helices and turns with the beta sheet forming the 

pocket’s inner core (Figure 37). Moreover, Staph commonly carries a second copy of the 

gene in plasmids [16, 310]. A great deal of focus will be given to these plasmid variants 

in further sections. Despite similar structure between the plasmid and chromosomal 

variants of DHFR, many resistance mutations are commonly found in these plasmid 

DHFR mutants. 
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Figure 37 : PDB ID 3FRD, Staphylococcus aureus DHFR (SaDHFR) shown as a 

Richardson diagram. Folate and NADPH are shown as sticks. 

3.1.2 Enzymatic Function and Mechanism of DHFR 

DHFR binds to NADPH and to dihydrofolate. It catalyzes the reduction of 

dihydrofolate to tetrahydrofolate by stabilizing the transition state of the hydride 

transfer from NADPH to DHF and the reduction of the N5 nitrogen in the dihydropterin 

ring of DHF, forming NADP+ and THF.   Much of the work done to study the 

mechanism of DHFR has been done in E. coli and focuses on the role of the Met20 loop, a 

flexible loop that changes conformation during the enzymatic mechanism. Different 

models propose different mechanisms for the reduction of DHF into THF [311-313]. The 

hydrogen that reduces the N5 on the dihydropterin ring is thought to come either 
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through a water molecule or through a keto-enol tautomerization. It is believed that a 

highly conserved aspartic acid at position 27 ultimately changes the pKa of N5, allowing 

for its reduction.  Moreover, a tyrosine at position 100, which is a commonly acquired 

resistance mutation to TMP in Staph and is endogenous in E.coli, stabilizes the positive 

charge in the nicotinamide ring during the hydride transfer between the C4 of the 

nicotinamide ring and the C6 of the dihydropterin ring [314, 315].  

3.1.2 The Need to Go beyond Beta-Lactams 

Since the discovery and purification of penicillin and other beta-lactams that act 

through inhibition of bacterial cell wall formation, antibiotics have drastically changed 

human life and health [316, 317]. Beta-lactams work by binding to transpeptidases 

sometime called penicillin binding proteins (PBPs), inhibiting their ability to cross-link 

peptidoglycans. This results in the formation of spheroplasts, bacterial cells lacking a cell 

wall, which are susceptible to osmotic lysis. Beta-lactams proved to be both effective in 

treating bacterial infections and safe for humans, as we lack a cell wall [318]. However, 

resistance to penicillin and other beta-lactams has become widespread [319],  

challenging our ability to control bacterial infections and potentially putting millions of 

lives at risk.  Antimetabolites like antifolates emerged as a potential solution to the 

emergence of antibiotic resistance. Currently a combination of the antifolate 

trimethoprim (TMP) and sulfamethoxazole, a dihydropteroate synthetase inhibitor, 

marketed as Bactrim, is one of the top ten oral antibiotics prescribed[320].  However, 
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resistance to antifolates—including TMP, the only approved antifolate for antibiotic 

use—has emerged [321]. This motivates our work to develop quick and effective 

technologies to predict resistance, understand the mechanisms of resistance, and help 

design and select for drugs are resilient to the emergence of resistance.  

3.2 DfrG: a Plasmid-Borne Resistant Gene 

This sub-chapter describes my contribution to a study presenting inhibitors that can 

overcome a new plasmid-borne DHFR gene that is inherently resistant to all current antifolates. 

Starting in the 1990s, two different forms of TMP resistance were detected in clinics: mutations 

to the previously TMP-sensitive DHFR gene dfrB, and the acquisition of new and innately TMP-

resistant DHFR genes called dfrA.  Recently two additional plasmid-encoded DHFR resistance 

genes have been clinically observed: dfrG and dfrK. The presence of a plasmid encoding dfrG is 

significantly more prevalent in clinical samples, with current studies suggesting that as many as 

78% of TMP-resistant MRSA strains were carrying plasmids with the dfrG gene.  This is work 

done in collaboration with Siyu Wang, Graham T. Holt, Adegoke A. Ojewole and Bruce R. 

Donald in the Donald lab and Stephanie M.Reeve, Si Debjani, Jolanta Krucinska, Yongzhao Yan, 

Kishore Viswanathan, Alexavier Estrada, Sherry S. Agabiti, Jeremy B. Alverson, Nathan D. 

Gibson, Nigel D. Priestly, Andrew J. Wiemer, and  Dennis L. Wright. My contribution to this 

work was through participation in method development and in the generation of DfrG structural 

homology models.  In particular, I participated extensively in the creation of Osprey-Designed 

Sequence Replacement (ODSR). ODSR would then go on to allow us to carry out both this study 
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and the study described in section 3.2. This work was done in close collaboration with Siyu Wang 

and Graham T. Holt, who conducted the computational experiments. The homology model of 

DfrG allowed for the understanding of the structural mechanism of antibiotic resistance for this 

gene.  Sections of this sub-chapter have been adopted from the reference below, verbatim 

paragraphs are marked with quotation marks, to the best of my knowledge these sections are 

authored by S.M. Reeve with comments and contribution from all the authors.  

S. M. Reeve, D. Si, J. Krucinska, Y. Yan, K. Viswanathan, S. Wang, G.T. Holt, M. S. Frenkel, A. 

A. Ojewole, A. Estrada, S. S. Agabiti, J. B. Alverson, N. D. Gibson, N. D. Priestly, A. J. Wiemer, 

B. R. Donald, D. L. Wright (2019). Toward Broad Spectrum DHFR inhibitors Targeting 

Trimethoprim Resistant Enzymes Identified in Clinical Isolates of Methicillin-Resistant 

Staphylococcus aureus. BioRxiv (2019) [83] 

3.2.1 Introduction 

“The spread of plasmid borne resistance enzymes in clinical Staphylococcus aureus 

isolates is rendering trimethoprim and iclaprim, both inhibitors of dihydrofolate 

reductase (DHFR), ineffective. Continued exploitation of these targets will require 

compounds that can broadly inhibit these resistance-confering isoforms. Using a 

structure-based approach, we have developed a novel class of propargyl linked 

antifolates or ionized non-classical antifolates (INCAs) (detailed in Figure 47) that 

capture the molecular interactions that have been exclusive to classical antifolates. These 

modifications allow for a greatly expanded spectrum of activity across these pathogenic 
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DHFR isoforms, while maintaining the ability to penetrate the bacterial cell wall. Using 

biochemical, structural and computational methods, we are able to optimize these 

inhibitors to the conserved active sites of the endogenous and trimethoprim resistant 

DHFR enzymes. Here, we report a series of INCA compounds that exhibit low 

nanomolar enzymatic activity and potent cellular activity with human selectivity against 

a panel of clinically relevant TMPR MRSA isolates.” 

“In order to better understand the molecular interactions between the INCA 

compounds and DfrG, we constructed a homology model of the DfrG active site, based 

on the crystal structure of DfrB bound to 1232 (Figure 38) and NADPH. This homology 

model shows high similarity between the DfrB and DfrG active sites binding to 1232,  

Figure 38. The DfrG structure maintains the seven hydrogen bonding interactions 

including the Asp 27 side chain (both 3.0Å), Ile5 backbone (3.1Å) and Phe92 (3.2Å) with 

the diaminopyrimidine and two hydrogen bonding interactions between the Arg57 and 

C-ring substituted phenyl acetic acid (2.9Å and 2.7Å, Figure 38). The hydrophobic 

interactions with Val31, Ile50 and Phe92 are also maintained in these structures. 

Interestingly, DfrG contains a tryptophan in place of DfrB’s  Leu28. This substitution 

increases the distance between the inhibitor and Leu28 (in DfrB) and Trp28 (in DfrG) 

from 3.6Å to 6.4Å, widening the distal region of the active site and effectively reducing 

the hydrophobic interactions with 1232. “  
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Figure 38: Overlay of DfrB (dark blue) with 1232 (orange) and a DfrG 

homology model (purple) with 1232(light blue). Active site residues shown as sticks.  

3.2.2 Homology Modeling 

“Homology modeling of the DfrG active site was accomplished via the study of 

extant DHFR crystal structures in complex with various ligands. In this case, the 

DfrB:NADPH:1232 crystal structure was selected as the input starting structure for the 

homology modeling of DfrG active sites. Next, an intermediate model was generated 

using a structure prediction calculation, termed “OSPREY-designed sequence 

replacement” (ODSR). This process involves mutation to the target sequence 
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implemented by side chain replacement. Here, all residues within 8Å of 1232 were 

selected and mutated to the appropriate DfrG amino acid, determined by sequence 

alignment to the sequence of DfrG. Sequence alignment was performed using CLUSTAL 

X 2.1 software [322]. Subsequently, side-chain replacement and global minimum energy 

conformation (GMEC) calculation were performed using OSPREY [68, 220]. Following 

ODSR, the intermediate model was all-atom minimized using the SANDER package 

from the AMBER biomolecular simulation package [257]. Minimization was allowed to 

proceed for 1,000 steps, resulting in a fully-minimized homology model for DfrG active 

sites in complex with 1232 and NADPH. “ 

3.2.3 Rationale for Homology Modeling Using OSPREY-Designed 
Sequence Replacement (ODSR) 

The rationale behind this method assumes that DfrG has a nearly identical fold to 

DfrB when they are bound to the same ligand. Due to the highly conserved function of 

the DHFR enzyme, it was hypothesized that changes to the active site and its 

surrounding would be small in order to not disrupt catalytic function, and that the 

DHFR fold would be conserved in spite of large sequence diversity. This rationale is 

supported by multiple crystal structures of DHFR genes with large sequence diversity 

but very similar folds.  For example, DHFR from Bacillus anthracis (PDB ID: 3JW5, 

BaDHFR) and Staphylococcus aureus (PDB ID: 2W9G SaDHFR)  share only 44% sequence 

identity as determined by a NCBI Blast search but their structure (both bound to 

NADPH and trimethoprim (TMP)),  have an RMSD of only 0.58 Å as calculated using 
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PyMol ([256] Schrodinger INC.) (Figure 39). We also noted that the largest deviation in 

fold were located distal to the active site. Therefore, generated models were kept to 8Å 

from the active site in order to avoid areas of low homology. Because we focused only 

on residues near the active site the divergence between the structures was expected to be 

mostly side-chain placement and packing. We hypothesized that in the most part local 

minimization would be sufficient to find realistic backbone and side chain placements. 

Energetically this would mean that the structures would be near their minima. OSPREY 

can minimize over side chains using state-of-the-art continuous flexibility during 

designs [68, 78, 80, 223] and therefore would be capable of finding the minima in-line 

without futher work. Backbone movements, were expected to be small and minimizers 

like Sander from AmberTools [257]  or YASARA [323] can efficiently find local 

minimum within an energy well for backbones once they are near smooth low energy 

conformations [324].  DfrG shares 42.1% identity with SaDHFR,. Therefore, we expected 

similar backbone variation as that found between SaDHFR and BaDHFR.  For families of 

proteins with little structural divergence despite large sequence diversity, this method 

presents a high-resolution,  way to generate homology models that are highly amenable 

to design calculations (see Section 3.3) 
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Figure 39: Alignment for structural comparison of DHFR of and Staphylococcus 

aureus and Bacillus anthracis. DHFR bound to NADPH and TMP from Bacillus 

anthracis (PDB ID: 3JW5, resolution 2.89Å, shown in Cyan) and Staphylococcus 

aureus (PDB ID: 2W9G, resolution 1.95Å, shown in green). The proteins have 44% 

sequence identity but only 0.58 Å RMSD. Note that most deviation occurs in the alpha 

helix and loop in the top right and is distal from the active site (shown front and 

center) 

3.3 The V31L Resistance Mutation in SaDHFR 

Our work in section 3.1 was the basis for a further study focused on understanding and 

overcoming the V31L mutation in DfrG. The V31L resistance mutation in SaDHFR was first 

identified in the Donald lab co-authored by Pablo Gainza and Stephanie M. Reeve [20].  The 

study was the first to show that an in silico method could accurately predict what mutation 

would emerge to generate resistance against a new class of antibiotic drugs. Here, in close 

collaboration with Siyu Wang, Graham T. Holt, Adegoke A. Ojewole and Bruce R. Donald from 
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the Donald lab and Stephanie M. Reeve and Dennis L. Wright from the Wright lab at the  

University of Connecticut, we set out to show how novel antifolates can be designed to overcome 

the V31L resistance mutation. This study is also the first to show that OSPREY has the 

capability to design accurately across multiple starting structures and over different small 

molecule scaffolds. My contribution focused on method development, structural interpretation, 

and help setting-up design parameters. Designs were run by Siyu Wang and Graham T. Holt. 

Experiments were conducted by Stephanie M. Reeve. The results from this work are currently 

being written into a manuscript of to-be-determined title.  This section is adopted from initial 

reports towards that manuscript. Table 5 is unpublished experimental work from Dennis 

Wright’s lab at the University of Connecticut. Tables 6-8 and figures 36-42 were work of Siyu 

Wang, Graham T. Holt and myself. Siyu and Graham also contributed to some of the original 

writing however, I have expanded the original work in order to present the necessary background 

and elucidate on the results and conclusions.  

3.3.1 Introduction 

Previously, the Donald lab used OSPREY [68, 220] to predict native 

Staphylococcus aureus dihydrofolate reductase (DfrB) resistance mutations to several 

antifolates, including trimethoprim (TMP) and methotrexate (MTX) [18, 19]. A resistant 

double mutant of DfrB (V31L, F98Y) exhibited reduced affinity for antifolates while 

retaining enzymatic activity and binding to folate (FOL).  Such a mutation that retains 

function while ablating drug binding is known as an of on-target drug resistance 
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mutation ( Table 5). Notably, the V31L mutation causes a 90-fold loss of affinity for 

MTX, while maintaining affinity for FOL, despite the substrate and the inhibitors having 

nearly identical chemical structures (Figure 40). However, despite the challenge 

presented by the V31L resistance mutation, Stephanie M. Reeve and colleagues 

developed novel propargyl linked inhibitors or  ionized non-classical antifolates (INCA) 

inhibitors of DHFR that were resilient to the V31L resistance mutation [16, 325].  

Surprisingly this suggests that transition-state mimics like MTX are not necessarily the 

most resilient drugs to resistance mutations.  This is unexpected [63, 64, 66]. 

Unfortunately, there is currently no crystal structure for DfrG to help us understand the 

mechanism of the V31L resistance mutation nor the method by which propargyl linkers 

are resilient to the V31L mutation. Therefore, in this study, we generated homology 

models for DfrG bound to multiple inhibitors as well as folate and used OSPREY to 

understand the mechanism of resistance of the V31L mutation and how novel propargyl 

linked antifolates are resilient to the V31L resistance mutation.   

Table 5: Enzymatic characterization of TMPR enzymes (Data from the Wright 

Lab, University of Connecticut). 

 

 

 KM (uM) 
Kcat/KM 

Enzyme Inhibitory Concentrations, IC50 (uM) 

DHF NADPH TMP Iclaprim MTX UCP1039 UCP1232 

DfrG 17.3 3.33 1.04 380 + 12 17 + 1 0.023 + 0.002 0.45 + 0.02 0.056 + 0.01 

DfrG(V31L) 13.87 TBD 2.56 >1,000 >500 2.1 +0.1 7.9 + 0.6 1.8 + 0.2 

DfrB (V31L) 42.9 15.6 1.60 0.18 + 0.016 +0.001 0.014 + 0.001 0.062 + 0.02 0.020 + 0.004 

DfrB (F98Y, V31L) 4.1 22.3 10.9 13.2 + 0.2 0.187 + 0.04 0.022 + 0.002 0.777 + 0.06 0.236 + 0.009 
DfrB (WT) 17.5 31.21 6.1 0.023 + 0.016 +0.002 0.006 + 0.0007 0.014 + 0.001 0.166 + 0.01 
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Figure 40: Chemical structure of Folate (FOL) and Methotrexate (MTX). Note the 

nearly identical chemical structures. 

3.3.2 Methods 

3.3.2.1 Input Structures 

We used crystal structures of dihydrofolate reductase from both Staphylococcus 

aureus and Bacillus anthracis as starting points for homology modeling Table 6. Although 

Bacillus DHFR (BaDHFR) is predicted by the XtalPred structure determination software 

[326] to be a closer structural homologue of DfrG due to a shared 3 residue insertion 

after residue 87 of Staphylococcus DHFR (SaDHFR), fewer structures of BaDHFR have 

been deposited into the PDB resulting in fewer quality starting points for our ODSR 

homology model generation method. Given that ODSR assumes the backbone for the 

novel homology model can be obtained by minimization of the starting structure with 

sidechain replacement, proximity of the two structures is key to success.  
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Table 6: PDB ID of crystal structures used to generate homology models for DfrG. If 

structure is not deposited, the lab of origin is indicated on the table. 

Ligand B. anthracis PDB ID 
(resolution) 

S. aureus PDB ID 
(resolution) 

FOL  3frd (2.1Å) 
MTX 3DAT (2.3Å) Wright lab 
TMP 3JW5 (2.89Å) 2W9G (1.95Å) 

UCP1039  Wright lab 
UCP1232  Wright lab 

 

3.3.2.2 Homology Model Generation 

For each structure we first performed a simple structure prediction calculation 

called  (ODSR) [325].  ODSR and its rationale is described in further detail in section 

3.2.3. In short,  hydrogens were added to starting structures using Reduce [327], and 

then visually inspected as sometimes the protonation states of small molecules failed to 

be accurately reflected. Once correct protonation was ascertained, a mutation is made to 

each position that differs between the template structure and the sequence of the protein 

that we are attempting to generate a homology model for, i.e., the target sequence. These 

mutations are modeled with OSPREY using rigid or continuous rotamer side chain 

placement.  In this case, we selected all residues within 8 Å of FOL, TMP, MTX, 

UCP1039, or UCP1232 for each DfrB structure, and mutated these residues to the 

appropriate DfrG amino acid, determined by sequence alignment of each input sequence 

to the sequence of DfrG. We performed rigid rotamer side-chain placement for each 

model and generated the global minimum energy conformation (GMEC). Following 
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ODSR, we performed all-atom minimization using the sander package from 

AmberTools [257]  or YASARA [323]. Using Sander, the minimizer in AmberTools, we 

allowed minimization to proceed for either 1, 000, 2, 000, or 4, 000 steps, whereas in 

YASARA we used stock settings.  During minimization with Sander, we observed 

multiple artifacts, such as the puckering of aromatic rings and the non-planarity of 

guanidinium groups. Restrictions were introduced to ascertain that bond angles 

remained near ideality.  In part this was done because OSPREY does not minimize over 

bond angles.   The resulting models were our minimized homology models on which we 

performed our affinity predictions. All of our binding affinity and conformation 

prediction for different inhibitors presented in the following sections are based on 

homology models minimized with Sander. YASARA is introduced here only for refining 

the DfrG:folate model. This was necessary because the folate:DfrB crystal structure, 3frd, 

has folate in a position that presents unfavorable clashes with DHFR residues, making it 

challenging to construct a folate:DfrG homology model without additional minimization 

using YASARA.  

3.3.2.3 Affinity Predictions 

We used the K*  algorithm [71] to calculate K* approximations of binding affinity 

(Ka). K* scores were computed by approximating partition function ratios over molecular 

ensembles for drug bound and unbound states for up to 20,000 or more conformations. 
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Flexible residues were selected using a 4 Å shell around the ligand and are listed for 

each design in  

Table 7. NADPH was held rigid for computational tractability, as modeling of 

flexibility in NADPH would require adding flexibility to a number of residues that 

contact NADPH, but not FOL or inhibitors. Ligand covalent bonds were not allowed to 

rotate, but whole ligand translation and rotation was permitted. For FOL models, we 

excluded NADPH from our calculations as an approximation of allowing closer 

interactions between NADPH and FOL than standard van der Waal forces would 

typically permit. We believe this is important as some of these interactions would 

require a quantum physics description, which is beyond the capabilities of our current 

AMBER force field [257, 328]. 

Table 7: Flexible and mutable residue positions for selected homology models. Note 

that input PDB file numbering varies. For clarity, in the text all position references 

will follow DfrB (PDB id:3frd) numbering. 

Model Mutable Residue # Flexible Residue(s) # 

FOL Sa 35 5, 20, 27, 28, 32, 46, 57, 92 

TMP Ba 35 9, 23, 24, 31, 32, 53, 54, 99 

MTX Ba 32 6, 21, 28, 29, 33, 50, 51, 53, 96 

UCP1039 Sa 31 5, 20, 27, 28, 46, 49, 50, 92, 111 

UCP1232 Sa 31 20, 27, 28, 32, 46, 49, 50, 54, 92 

 

3.3.3 Results 

Across multiple models and chemical scaffolds, OSPREY accurately captures the 

general trends in inhibitor binding to DfrG and is able to accurately predict the effect of 
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V31L on the binding of the inhibitors. This suggests that our homology models are 

informative. Experimental characterization of DfrG ranks MTX as the highest affinity 

inhibitor, followed in order of decreasing affinity by UCP1232, UCP1039, and TMP 

(Table 5).  K* scores recapitulate this experimental affinity ordering of inhibitors. 

Furthermore, for MTX, UCP1039, and UCP1232, OSPREY predicts the relative sensitivity 

of the drugs to the V31L mutation, with MTX as the most sensitive, followed by 

UCP1232, and then by UCP1039 (Figure 41 ). We did notice that K* scores were rather 

minimization-insensitive, with an average K* deviation due to minimization of 0.314 

(note that all K* scores are reported as Log10), suggesting that minimization was indeed 

converging at an energy minimum. A standard deviation of the different minimizations 

is shown as error bars on Figure 41.  However, despite the sub-angstrom RMSD between 

the DHFR structures for S. aureus and B. anthracis (Figure 39), the K* scores were 

sensitive to starting backbone structure. The difference in average K* score difference for 

the same model generated from different backbones was 3.433, almost exactly an order 

of magnitude larger than for different minimizations. This supports the idea that 

different backbones were being minimized to different energy wells. For MTX this 

discrepancy is not important, as both homology models agree when the V31L mutation 

is investigated.  The average effect of the V31L mutation on MTX binding is a difference 

of 0.6 between K* scores, which is near the minimization error. However, when we 

investigate the effect of V31L on TMP binding, the difference in starting backbone 
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structure makes a massive difference. Models generated from B. anthracis demonstrate 

the experimentally observed drop in affinity, while models generated from S. aureus fail 

to show any significant change, with values fluctuating within minimization error 

(Figure 41).  One possible reason for this may be the weak binding of TMP to either 

model.  It is possible that OSPREY is finding it difficult to differentiate between weak 

binders. Another possibility is that the homology model generated from the S. aureus 

backbone for TMP adopts a backbone structure with dihedrals that should be penalized 

more strictly and would erroneously allow for TMP to escape the V31L mutation.  

Dihedral penalties are a current source of error in energy force fields and a potential 

source of error [328].  Both of these hypotheses are currently under investigation in 

follow-up work aimed at overcoming both of these shortcomings.   
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Table 8: Tabulated log10 K* scores for homology models of DfrG. Multiple 

backbones made by altering the number of minimization steps. 

Drug (Mutation) Model score (log10K∗) 

Organism S. aureus B. anthracis 

# Min Steps 1k 2k 4k 1k 2k 4k 

FOL YASARA: 36.8    

FOL (V31L) YASARA: 29.1    

TMP 22.7 22.7 22.6 20.0 21.0 20.9 

TMP (V31L) 22.8 22.6 22.2 15.2 16.6 17.2 

MTX 35.4 35.7 36.0 38.2 38.7 39.4 

MTX (V31L) 31.7 29.9 30.5 32.7 33.8 32.9 

UCP1039 29.9 30.0 30.1    

UCP1039 (V31L) 29.6 29.9 29.8    

UCP1232 33.8 34.0 33.9    

UCP1232 (V31L) 31.9 30.3 29.4    

 

 

Figure 41: log10 K* scores for DfrG WT and V31L bound to ligands in models 

generated using 1K all-atom minimization steps. Data shown in Table 6. 
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We also used the ensembles generated by our OSPREY runs to predict the 

mechanism or resistance of V31L. The mechanism of resistance of V31L appears to be 

the steric bulk introduced by the leucine mutation. While valine, the wild type residue at 

position 31, has an isopropyl group as its R-group, leucine has an isobutyl group as its 

R-group. The additional methyl group extends the leucine an additional 1.2 angstroms 

into the active site.  This mutation reduces the size of the pocket that natively contains 

the folate pterin ring, causing steric clashes between the inhibitor, NADPH, and active 

site amino acids, including L31 and A7. For MTX and TMP, this change in active-site 

pocket size causes unescapable clashes.  For the new propargyl inhibitors, L31 is able to 

access a rotamer that does not orient toward the pterin ring pocket. Instead, the leucine 

side chain orients roughly parallel to the propargyl linker, interacting with F92. This 

generally correlates with less sensitivity to the V31L mutation. 

Our models also indicate clashes for FOL bound to the V31L mutant that are 

similar to the clashes observed in TMP and MTX models. However, we hypothesize that 

this “steric crowding” may facilitate the hydride shift reaction, increasing the rate of 

reduction. In other words, we expect the enzyme’s catalytic activity to increase. This is 

supported by the measured experimental increase in Kcat observed for the DfrG V31L 

mutant and a slight drop in Km (Table 5).  

Below we describe in detail the observations for each ligand binding to DfrG and 

the effect of the V31L mutation in each one.  
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3.3.3.1 Effect of V31L mutation on folate 

Our models use folate as a stand-in for dihydrofolate (DHF), as folate is the 

ligand present in the deposited crystal structures with DHFR. Experimental data for 

DHF binding to DfrG shows that the V31L resistance mutation causes a 2.46 fold 

increase in kcat /KM with a 1.25 fold improvement in KM relative to WT DfrG (Table 5). 

Because KM =(k−1 + kcat )/k1, the decrease in KM and the increase in kcat suggest we 

should expect an decrease in Kd = k−1 / k1. We therefore hypothesize that the V31L 

mutation moves FOL near to NADPH in a manner that would both stabilize the 

transition state and improve binding affinity. 

Our models partially support this hypothesis as we observe a reduced distance 

between NADPH and FOL in the GMEC of our V31L FOL model (Figure ). Previous 

research provides evidence that binding of folate to DHFR in the closed conformation 

places the C(6) in the pteridine of folate and the hydride donor in the nicotinamide ring 

of NADPH within a distance shorter than their van der Waals radius, with the ideal 

distance for the hydride transfer expected to be 2.6 Å [329].  There is evidence that the 

pterin ring undergoes extensive polarization and adopts non-planar geometry during 

catalysis, allowing the FOL NADPH interaction to be favorable despite being closer than 

ordinarily clashing distances [330]. In order to allow modeling of this phenomenon in 

OSPREY, we decided to not model NADPH in our current runs to avoid perceived 

clashes. This, however, underestimates the favorable interaction between FOL and 
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NADPH and can partially explain why our results do not show a small improvement in 

binding of FOL to the V31L mutant. Our current models of the V31L mutant depict a 

distance between FOL and the donated hydrogen of NADPH of 2.7 Å, which 

approaches this theoretical ideal (See Figure 3c).  We expect this reduced distance to 

stabilize the transition state and increase kcat . 

Furthermore, our models predict a significant decrease in binding affinity of 

DfrG V31L to FOL, with current log10 K* results decreasing from 36.8 to 29.1 upon the 

V31L mutation. This large decrease is similar to that seen in predictions using models of 

MTX binding. However, unlike MTX, which we believe clashes irredeemably with 

NADPH, FOL would make favorable contacts with NADPH (ignored in our modeling). 

Moreover, the small clashes with Ala7 and Leu31 of DfrG (See Figure 42), we believe, 

can be overcome through the introduction of slightly larger flexibility of the FOL 

pteridine ring and some small backbone movements. These forthcoming small 

enhancements to the model will potentially help our predictions further match the 

experimental data. 

. 
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Figure 42: Model of FOL bound to DfrG, Staphylococcus backbone.  FOL in 

green (WT) or orange (V31L), NADPH in blue, flexible active site residues along with 

A6 and A7 in gray, and mutable residues in red. Protein backbone atoms not shown. 

Probe dots [259] show atomic interactions. Green and blue indicate favorable 

interactions, while yellow, red, and purple indicate steric overlaps and clashes. The 

wildtype active site (left) has few steric clashes, while V31L (center) introduces 

clashes between FOL and NADPH, Ala7. However, this brings reactive atoms into 

ideal proximity (right). 

 

3.3.3.2 Effect of the V31L mutation on TMP 

OSPREY predicts that TMP binds to DfrG with the lowest affinity, returning 

log10 K* values of 22.7, 22.7, and 22.6 for 1, 000 (1k), 2, 000 (2k), and 4, 000 (4k) 

minimization steps (see section 3.3.2.2) respectively for the models generated from the 

Sa backbone. The Ba backbone models returned log10 K* values of 20.0, 21.0, and 20.9, 

respectively. The prediction of low affinity relative to the other compounds recapitulates 

experimental data (Table 5). 

The Sa models were largely insensitive to the V31L mutation, while all Ba models 

were sensitive to the mutation, returning log10 K*  scores of 15.2, 16.6, and 17.2 with the 
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V31L mutation Table 8.  Based on these results, OSPREY predicts a significant drop in 

DfrG (V31L) affinity for TMP, a result that agrees with experimental data (Table 5). We 

chose the homology model generated from the Ba backbone with 1k steps of 

minimization for further analysis. This decision was made due to the good fit of 

OSPREY affinity predictions to experimental data. Additionally, we wanted to be 

conservative with the number of all-atom minimization steps, as minimization software 

can output non-natural protein backbones. 

Structural analysis of the ensemble of low-energy structures generated from this 

model reveals little heterogeneity, suggestive of a tightly packed active site. The global 

minimum-energy conformations (GMECs) for both wild-type and mutant DrfG are 

shown in Figure 43.  Introduction of the V31L mutation introduces a large clash between 

Leu31 and the pyrimidine ring of TMP. Although the magnitude of these clashes can be 

reduced by translation of the ligand within the active site, this is hampered by the 

restrictions imposed by NADPH and Ala7, resulting in an energetically unfavorable 

bound state. From this model, we hypothesize that DfrG(V31L) reduces the space 

available to the pyrimidine ring of TMP, causing a drop in binding affinity. 
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Figure 43: Model of TMP bound to DfrG, Bacillus backbone, 1000 

minimization steps. Drug in green (WT) or orange (V31L), NADPH in blue, flexible 

active site residues along with A6 and A7 in gray, and mutable residues in red. Protein 

backbone atoms not shown. Probe dots [259] show atomic interactions, green and blue 

indicate favorable interactions, while yellow, red, and purple indicate steric overlaps 

and clashes. The wild- type active site (left) has few steric clashes, while V31L 

(middle) introduces clashes between the drug and NADPH, Ala7, and L31 despite 

translation of the drug to attempt to avoid the clashes (right). 

3.3.3.3 Effect of the V31L mutation on MTX 

OSPREY predicts that MTX has the highest affinity for DfrG, matching 

experimental results. B. anthracis (Ba) models with 1k, 2k, and 4k minimization steps 

return log10 K* values of 38.2, 38.7, and 39.4 respectively for wild-type models, and 32.7, 

33.8, and 32.9 respectively for V31L models. S. aureus (Sa) models with 1k, 2k, and 4k 

minimization steps return log10 K* values of 35.4, 35.7, and 36.0 respectively for wild-

type models, and 31.7, 29.9, and 30.5 respectively for V31L models. OSPREY predicts 

that MTX is the most sensitive inhibitor to the V31L mutation. Both Sa and Ba generated 

models show similar interactions – we chose the model generated from Ba with one 
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thousand minimization steps model for structural analysis because of its more favorable 

predicted energies and a stronger response to the V31L mutation, which better matches 

the experimental data. 

Structural analysis revealed a similar story to TMP (Figure 43). Introduction of 

L31 crowds the aminopterin ring, introducing steric clashes. Due to the tight packing of 

the active site and the bulk of MTX, there is little opportunity to translate or rotate the 

drug in order to relieve clashes.  The steric bulk of L31 forces the aminopterin ring 

toward NADPH, where it clashes with Ala-7. Additionally, this results in a steric 

overlap with NADPH, and worsens steric overlaps along the entire molecule (Figure 44).  

Our models suggest that unlike FOL, which can undergo partial bond formation and 

hydride transfer, and escape the clash, MTX cannot overcome the steric-overlap. 

Ultimately, OSPREY predicts that the V31L mutation significantly decreases affinity of 

DfrG for MTX. This is an important lesson for designing drugs to be resilient to 

resistance mutations. Previous techniques to design drugs to be resilient to resistance 

mutations like the substrate envelope hypothesis [63-66] have been very effective. 

However, the V31L mutation would probably have escaped the substrate envelope 

hypothesis algorithms as MTX and FOL are indeed nearly identical molecules.  This 

suggests that new algorithms that sample conformational energies, as OSPREY does, 

should be developed to further enhance our ability to design drugs that are resilient to 

drug resistance mutations.  
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Figure 44: Model of MTX bound to DfrG, Bacillus backbone, 1, 000 

minimization steps.  Drug in green (WT) or orange (V31L), NADPH in blue, flexible 

active site residues, along with A6 and A7 in gray, and mutable residues in red.  Probe 

dots [259] show atomic interactions, green and blue indicate favorable interactions, 

while yellow, red, and purple indicate steric overlaps and clashes. The wild-type 

active site (left) has few steric clashes, while V31L (center) introduces clashes between 

the drug and NADPH, Ala7, and L31 due to steric crowding. Overlay (right) shows a 

smaller translation than observed for TMP potentially due to the larger bicyclic ring. 

3.3.3.4 Effect of the V31L mutation on UCP1039 

OSPREY predicts that UCP1039 [16] binds to DfrG with affinity greater than 

TMP, but less than that of other inhibitors, recapitulating experimental data (Table 5). 

Due to the lack of a B. anthracis DHFR structure bound to UCP1039, all models were 

created using a S. aureus structure. log10 K* scores were 29.9, 30.0, and 30.1 for the wild-

type model, and 29.6, 29.9, and 29.8 for the V31L model with 1k, 2k, and 4k all-atom 

minimization steps, respectively. The average predicted affinity difference between 

wild-type and V31L for UCP1039 is only 0.23 on average, which is a small difference 

relative to the other inhibitors, suggesting that UCP1039 is the least sensitive of the 
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inhibitors to the V31L mutation, which is supported experimentally (Table 5). We chose 

the 1k minimization model for further analysis in order to avoid running minimization 

with a large number of steps, which can lead to non-natural backbones and 

uninformative structures. 

Structural analysis reveals a possible mechanism for this inhibitor’s insensitivity 

to the V31L mutation. Although ensemble analysis reveals the same, tightly packed 

active site, Leu31 is able to access a rotamer that was too energetically unfavorable to 

appear in the ensembles of either TMP or MTX. Using nomenclature defined in [230] 

Leu31 adopts the idealized tp rotamer, with χ1 = 177◦ and χ2 = 65◦. Instead of adopting a 

conformation where the Cα is oriented toward NADPH (mt, χ1 = 65◦ and χ2 = 175◦), 

Leu31 lies roughly perpendicular to UCP1039, oriented toward Phe92 (Figure 45). This 

rotamer allows the leucine to avoid clashes with the drug, and requires only a slight 

optimization of the position of Phe92. This causes slight steric overlap between Phe92 

and the carbon triple bond of UCP1039, leading to slightly higher energies, but most 

interactions between the drug and the active site remain essentially unchanged. Notably, 

the interactions between Leu31 and Phe92 have been important in our previous work 

[67]. We hypothesize that this conformation is possible due to presence of the propargyl 

linker, which spaces functional groups apart without requiring a bulky ring structure. 

For comparison, this rotamer would clash with one of the methoxy groups of TMP, and 

would clash with Phe92 if MTX were bound. 
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Figure 45: Model of UCP1039 bound to DfrG, Staphylococcus backbone, 1, 000 

minimization steps.  Drug in green (WT) or orange (V31L), NADPH in blue, flexible 

active site residues along with A6 and A7 in gray, and mutable residues in red. 

Protein backbone atoms not shown.  Probe dots [259] show atomic interactions, green 

and blue indicate favorable interactions, while yellow, red, and purple indicate steric 

overlaps and clashes. The wild- type active site (left) has few steric clashes, while 

V31L (center) introduces a slight steric clash with Phe92, and L31 due to steric 

crowding (right) we observe no translation but a small rotation of the terminal rings 

on either side. 

3.3.3.5 Effect of the V31L mutation on UCP 1232 

OSPREY predicts that UCP1232 [325] binds to DfrG with high affinity, second 

only to MTX. Like UCP1039, there were no bound B. anthracis structures. Therefore, all 

homology models were based on the Sa backbone. Models generated with 1k, 2k, and 4k 

steps of all-atom minimization returned log10 K* scores of 33.8, 34.0, and 33.9 for wild-

type and 31.9, 30.3, and 29.4 for V31L, respectively. This suggests that while UCP1232 is 

more sensitive to V31L resistance than UCP1039, it is less sensitive than both MTX and 
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TMP, which is in good agreement with the experimental data. Again, the 1k model was 

selected for analysis due to concerns about over-minimization. 

Similarly, to UCP1039, L31 adopts a perpendicular conformation, avoiding 

clashes in the NADPH/Ala7 region and instead leading to a conformational change in 

Phe92 (Figure 46). However, due to the orientation of the phenylacetic C-ring, the bulk 

of L31 clashes with the C-ring. This results in a minor “nudge” that attempts to 

minimize clashes between L31 and the C-ring at the expense of worsening minor clashes 

along the length of the molecule. This steric crowding is expected to reduce the affinity 

of DfrG(V31L) for UCP1232. Even so, these interactions are more favorable than the 

major clashes seen near Ala7 and NADPH for TMP and MTX. 
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Figure 46: Model of UCP1232 bound to DfrG, Staphylococcus backbone, 1, 000 

minimization steps. Drug in green (WT) or orange (V31L), NADPH in blue, flexible 

active site residues along with A6 and A7 in gray, and mutable residues in red. 

Protein backbone atoms not shown. Probe dots [259] show atomic interactions, green 

and blue indicate favorable interactions, while yellow, red, and purple indicate steric 

overlaps and clashes. The wildtype active site (left) has few steric clashes, while V31L 

(center) introduces clashes between the drug and NADPH, and L31 due to steric 

crowding. There is very limited drug movement due strong packing, the phenylacetic 

ring attempts to rotate away from L31 but has limited freedom of motion 

(right).3.3.4. Conclusion 

The V31L mutation of DHFR was initially observed as the top hit in a search for 

resistance mutations in a groundbreaking study, that was the first to be able to 

prospectively predict resistance mutations [20]. The V31L resistance mutation prediction 

has been proven in the clinic with the finding that DfrG, a plasmid borne DHFR that is 

spreading in drug resistance bacteria, has the F98Y mutation intrinsically and presents 

V31L as a top acquired resistance mutation.  This combination of F98Y followed by 

acquisition of V31L is exactly what had been observed in our previous study [20], 
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further validating our predictions.   Fortunately, our collaborators have developed a 

new class of propargyl linked antifolates or INCAs that can overcome this mutation 

(Table 5). Arguably this would not have happened had the in silico discovery of V31L 

not occurred.  This therefore constitutes a clear example of using in silico techniques to 

design drugs that are resilient to resistance mutations. The mechanism of V31L 

resistance and how INCAs can overcome this mutation remained unclear in a DfrG 

context. We therefore used OSPREY [68, 220] to generate structural models and 

investigate these phenomena.  K* approximations to binding affinity from models of 

TMP, MTX, UCP1039, and UCP1232 recapitulate experimental data with excellent 

fidelity, despite originating from homology models. This validates our newly developed 

ODSR technique for homology modeling of conserved folds like DHFR or 

immunoglobulin folds. We were able to correctly predict the order of binding affinity 

(from highest to lowest: MTX, UCP1232, UCP1039, TMP). Additionally, we correctly 

predict the order of sensitivity to V31L for three of the compounds (from highest to 

lowest: MTX, UCP1039, UCP1232). TMP is an exception due to divergences between our 

Sa-originated and Ba-originated models. For the first time we show OSPREY’s ability to 

design across starting structures and across different small molecule scaffolds.  

Structural analysis of ensembles generated by the multistate K* algorithm [71] 

provides insights into the mechanisms of resistance for each inhibitor. For both TMP and 

MTX, the only reasonably low-energy idealized rotamer predicted to be available to L31 
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is the mt rotamer, which restricts the pterin ring pocket, forcing the pterin ring of MTX 

and the pyrimidine of TMP to clash with L31, A7, and NADPH. This increases the 

energy of the enzyme:inhibitor complex, and is predicted to reduce binding affinity by a 

large amount. For the propargyl-linked antifolates, UCP1039 and UCP1232, the 

propargyl linker takes up less space, and allows L31 to adopt the tp rotamer, which is 

predicted to have smaller, albeit noticeable clashes. 

Our models of FOL also provide important structural insight, providing a 

possible explanation for the improvements of catalytic efficiency observed by escape 

mutants. DfrG V31L is observed to bind and catalyze FOL with comparable KM and 

increased kcat relative to wild type. Our current FOL models of the V31L mutant measure 

a distance between the folate C(6) and the NADPH C(4) hydrogen at 2.7 Å , which 

approaches the theoretical ideal distance for a hydride transfer reaction and may 

increase the rate of catalysis. Moreover, our algorithms predict that DfrG V31L clashes 

with MTX in a way that we do not expect would occur with FOL, due to possible 

polarization of FOL that is believed necessary for the hydride transfer [329, 330]. These 

observations are also important in developing novel techniques to design drugs that are 

resilient to drug resistance, as they show that an energy function-based method may be 

necessary to supplement existing substrate envelope based techniques [63-66]. 
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3.4 Chiral Evasion and Resistance Resilience in SaDHFR 

F98Y is the main resistance mutation to TMP in SaDHFR. However, its mechanism has 

always been somewhat mysterious, and it was hypothesized that the F98Y resistance mechanism 

could somehow be linked to a conformational change of NADPH. Pablo Gainza in his graduate 

work in the Donald lab, was exploring this hypothesis by looking at the electron density of 

SaDHFR bound inhibitors when he was the first to notice the data suggested a configuration 

change rather than a conformational change in NADPH. Rather than being in the common β-

NADPH configuration, NADPH sometimes was found in an enantiomeric α-NADPH form. 

Recently further work has now revised this hypothesis and suggests that NADPH is in a stable 

tricyclic form here thereafter referred to as t-NADPH. We set out to investigate using OSPREY 

how the enantiomeric forms of NADPH contribute to resistance and how this may explain the 

divergence in results from non-racemic PLAs or INCAs.  This work was done in close 

collaboration with Siyu Wang, Graham T. Holt, Adegoke A. Ojewole, Pablo Gainza and Bruce R. 

Donald from the Donald lab and Stephanie M. Reeve and Dennis L. Wright from the Wright lab 

at University of Connecticut. My contribution to this work was through providing significant 

contributions to hypothesis generation, experimental design, data analysis, and manuscript 

preparation (e.g. writing large sections of the introduction and discussion). Sections of this sub-

chapter have been adopted from a to-be-submitted manuscript titled below, verbatim paragraphs 

are marked with quotation and are work authored by Siyu Wang,  figures 43-49 and tables 9-10 
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are from the publication the publication was made with comments and contributions from all the 

authors:  

S. Wang, S. M. Reeve, A.A. Ojewole, M. S. Frenkel, G.T. Holt, P Gainza, D. L. Wright,  B. R. 

Donald. Structural and computational study of the etiology and 

mechanism of enantiomeric antifolates resistance in S.aureus 

Recently the Wright lab has developed a series of propargyl-linked antifolates 

(PLAs) that can be used as MRSA DHFR inhibitors [331]. The key feature of a PLA is its 

eponymous propargyl linker (Figure 47). PLAs are antifolates, competitive inhibitors 

that displace dihydrofolate (DHF) to bind in the active site of DHFR. The narrow triple 

bond structure of the propargyl linker makes it possible for a PLA to reach deep within 

the binding pocket so that its tri-substituted pyrimidine occupies the position of folate’s 

pterin ring while its biaryl ring system mimics the glutamate moiety of folate. In contrast 

to traditional antifolates such as TMP, PLAs show significant high potency when 

targeting both the wild type and predominant TMP-resistant strain, according to the 

IC50 measurement  [17, 331].  

 

Figure 47: Structure of Folate and Antifolate Inhibitors. Non-racemic PLA 

(INCA) enantiomers R-27 and S-27 are shown as is the traditional antifolate TMP 
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In addition to IC50 measurements, structure determination also played an 

important role in the study of resistance and development of PLAs.  A few crystal 

structures of various PLAs bound to NADPH and SaDHFR (including both WT and 

F98Y) were determined in [331]. Interestingly, among all of crystal structures we 

determined in  [331] , there are four of them (PDB id: 3fqf, 3fqo, 3fqv and 3fqz) whose 

NADPH showed two different conformations. Interestingly these conformations 

appeared resistant to in silico modeling: despite extensive attempts it appeared that we 

were unable to recapitulate the observed conformational change in NADPH 

transforming one conformation into another seemed impossible [20]. This led the Pablo 

Gainza and the Donald lab  to question revisit the initial hypothesis that we were 

observing NADPH in an alternative conformation. We thus carefully refitted the density 

map of 3fqf, 3fqo, 3fqv and 3fqz and performed extensive study to analyze the geometric 

features of the alternative NADPH conformation. Over 4000 NADPH conformations 

from various species among 1700 deposited PDB files were compared.  After careful 

analysis we showed that rather than an alternative conformation of NADPH, these 

crystals actually had an alternative configuration of NADPH with different chirality 

from the standard NADPH [332-335].  In addition to the standard β form NADPH, 

which is most commonly observed, there is a second alternative configuration, α-

NADPH.  Both alpha and beta NADPH are found in cells in vivo, with the alpha form 

being present at roughly 1.5% the concentration of the beta form [334, 336].  
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Stereogenicity of molecules is an important factor to be considered in many 

biochemical reactions, particularly in enzyme catalyzing reactions since enzyme-

substrate system usually requires strict chiral matching [337].  In order to study how the 

chirality of PLA will influence inhibitor selectivity and DHFR stereospecificity, a series 

of PLA enantiomers (with chiral center at the propargyl center) were synthesized and 

studied in [17]. In general, most PLA enantiomer pairs can inhibit both WT and F98Y (a 

TMP-resistant point mutation) mutant SaDHFR activity at low nanomolar 

concentrations, as measured by IC50 assays.  

Interestingly, many enantiomer pairs showed quite similar affinity for DHFR but 

different susceptibility to resistant mutations in SaDHFR. For example, PLA enantiomer 

pair R-27 and S-27 have nearly identical IC50 values for WT SaDHFR, at 15 and 18 nM 

respectively. However, upon F98Y mutation, the R enantiomer suffers a 34-fold increase 

in IC50 (510 nM), whereas the S enantiomer suffers only a 6-fold increase in IC50 (111 

nM) (Table 9). 

Table 9: IC50 data of R-27, S-27 and TMP. Adapted from Table 2 in [17]. 

Inhibitor  SaDHFR(WT) IC50  (nM) SaDHFR(F98Y) IC50  (nM) 

R-27 15 ± 0.7 510 ± 50 

S-27 18 ± 2 111 ± 6  

TMP 23 ± 3 1700 ± 19 
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 Two crystal structures of R-27 and S-27 complexed with NADPH and SaDHFR 

(PDB ID: 4xec and 4tu5) were determined in [17]. Analysis of the crystal structures 

revealed that S-27 binds to SaDHFR with β-NADPH, while R-27 binds to SaDHFR with 

what was originally believed to be α-NADPH.  However, upon further inspection we 

realized that the α-NADPH did not accurately fit the electron density map (Figure 48), 

and changing the conformation of NADPH (i.e., rotating bonds) without a change in 

chirality would not fix the problem.   

 

 

Figure 48 : Electron density map of PDB ID 4XEC.  Density near the 

nicotinamide ring of NADPH previously assigned as α-NADPH (right pannel). 

Electron density is better fit by t-NADPH as shown in the left panel (α-NADPH in 

blue, t-NADPH in purple) (Data from Wright Lab University of Connecticut). 

“NADPH is composed of ribosylnicotinamide 51-phosphate coupled by 

pyrophosphate  linkage  to  the  51-phosphate  adenosine  21,51-diphosphate  (PADP).  The  

chiral  center  of NADPH is the 11  carbon on the ribose connected to nicotinamide. 

Three forms of NADPH tautomer are shown in Figure 1b. Although these observations 

suggested a close correlation between resistance and cofactor influence, the detailed 

mechanism behind it remained unknown.” 
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Figure 49: Structure of DHFR bound to different enantiomers of NAHD and 

different enantiomers of a PLA. a. Crystal structures of R-27 (colored in cyan) bound to 

DHFR and t-NADPH (colored in light grey), and S-27 (purple) bound to DHFR and β-

NADPH (orange). PDB ID  4XEC and 4TU5. Phe98 is highlighted in magenta. Starting 

from the propargylic stereocenter, the biaryl moieties on R-27 and S-27 point in 

different directions and thus R-27 and S-27 adopted very different conformations. b. β-

NADPH, α-NADPH and t-NADPH. 

“Here we describe how we first refined the X-ray diffraction data of R- 

27:DHFR:SaDHFR and remediated its structure. Upon careful investigation of the density 

map, α-NAPDH in [17] is now reassigned as the closed, tricyclic tautomer of NADPH (t-

NADPH, α-02'-6B-cyclotetrahydronicotinamide adenine dinucleotide). Using 

remediated structure, we then applied a series of computational tools and methods to 
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explain and understand the mechanism of resistance in the F98Y SaDHFR mutant. The 

major computational tool we used is our CPD software suite OSRPEY [68]. Given a 

structural model as input, OSPREY exploits provable algorithms to calculate a K* score, 

which accurately approximates the binding affinity of the given complex [68]. OSPREY 

also outputs an ensemble of predicted lowest energy conformations of the protein-ligand 

complex [20, 78, 79], which provides with a detailed model to understand the structural 

basis of binding affinity changes. In this technique, the thermodynamic ensemble is 

efficiently predicted by OSPREY, and used to compute K* score which is an 

approximation of association constant Ka. When K* scores correlate with experimental 

measurements, the molecular ensemble provide a structural model and explanation for 

the observed experimental data. Herein, computational techniques allowed us to 

enumerate and fully explore all possible complexes between different PLA enantiomers, 

NADPH tautomers and SaDHFRs (WT vs. F98Y mutant). Excitingly, our computational 

results showed excellent concordance with IC50 data, indicating that our computational 

methods successfully recapitulated the experimental measurements. The K* scores 

calculated by OSPREY suggested an explanation for the stereospecific inhibition to 

SaDHFR, which correlated to the inhibitors binding preference to different NADPH 

configuration. Moreover, the OSPREY-produced ensembles of conformations predicted 

the detailed molecular contacts around the enzyme active sites, providing a structural 

basis for the mechanism of emergence of F98Y-mediated resistance. This mechanism 
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which we have named chiral evasion is to the best of our knowledge a new mechanism 

of drug resistance. “ 

3.4.1 Reassignment of the crystal structure of t-NADPH in complex 
with DHFR and R-27 

Upon review and refinement of the crystal structure of R-27 bound to SaDHFR  

(PDB ID 4XEC), it was  revealed that the NADPH was actually in a α-02'-6B-

cyclotetrahydronicotinamide adenine dinucleotide configuration (Figure 48).  

NADPH naturally alternates between the alpha and the beta isoforms. However, 

at low pH α-NADPH can become trapped as α-02'-6B-cyclotetrahydronicotinamide 

adenine dinucleotide by undergoing a cyclisation through the reaction of the 2’hydroxyl 

on the ribose and tetrahydronicotinamide ring to form a-02'-6B-

cyclotetrahydronicotinamide adenine dinucleotide, hereafter t-NADPH [338]  (Figure 49, 

b.).  One explanation for the presence of t-NADPH in the enzymes is the low pH (pH 5) 

used during crystallization conditions.  Alternatively, the enzyme binding pocket could 

potentially alter the pKa of NADPH, allowing for the cyclization reaction to occur even 

under physiological conditions. Currently, the biological relevance of t-NADPH, or in 

fact its presence in cells, is not currently known. However, the observation that t-

NADPH is only found in SaDHFR bound to certain antifolates and more commonly in 

SaDHFR mutants containing the resistance mutation F98Y suggests that either the 

binding of α-NADPH or t-NADPH may play a role in resistance to antifolates and help 

explain the mechanism of resistance of F98Y that is not well understood [17, 331].  We 
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will use computational modeling using OSPREY [68] to attempt and explain the 

mechanism of F98Y resistance and the role played by NADPH chirality in the evasion of 

DHFR inhibition.  

Currently it is believed that the F98Y mutations may act by having the hydroxy 

group on the Y98 stabilize the transition state, by stabilizing the formation of the 

carbocation on the C4 of the nicotinamide ring in the NADPH and the C6 of the 

dihydropterin ring on DHF [314, 315]. This would increase kcat and potentially decrease 

the effectiveness of antifolates. However, this effect does not explain the nearly 112 fold 

loss of affinity between the WT and the F98Y mutant to TMP, the only currently 

approved antifolate for antibiotic use [339].  From inspection of the crystal structures, the 

competition between Y98 and the N4 amine nitrogen of TMP for the binding to the main 

chain of Leu5 could contribute to this loss of binding; however, the effect is still rather 

pronounced.  Thus, it has been hypothesized that the F98Y mutation may increase the 

population of different conformation of DHFR, including some bound to alternative 

configurations of NADPH, that bind to TMP with significantly lower affinity.  This is 

supported by the observation that the binding NADPH functions co-operatively to 

drastically increases the affinity of TMP for DHFR and that the F98Y mutations disrupts 

this co-operative binding effect to considerable degree [339]. 
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3.4.2 Comparison between K* scores and IC50 values 

In our previous study (18) we found that SaDHFR, in particular its F98Y mutant, 

showed remarkable stereospecifity to inhibitors of different enantiomeric state (Table 9). 

IC50 values and crystal structures were determined for a PLA enantiomer pair, S-27 and 

R-27, complexed with SaDHFR and cofactor NADPH. The crystal structure revealed 

that S-27 and R-27 bound SaDHFR with different tautomeric states of NADPH. S-27 

bound with the catalytically active β-NADPH while R-27 bound  with t-NADPH.  

To investigate and understand the role of stereospecificity of PLAs in binding and 

the role of  the stereospecificity  of NADPH as a mechanism of resistance, we performed 

computational analysis using our CPD software suite OSPREY [68]. To understand the 

effect of stereospecificity of PLAs on the stereospecificity of NADPH and how the F98Y 

mutations modulates this interaction, we used OSPREY to compute K* scores for 8 

different systems, generated by combinatorially selecting one inhibitor from S-27 or R-

27, one NADPH conformation from β-NADPH or t-NADPH, and one enzyme from WT 

or F98Y DHFR (Table 10). 
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Table 10: Partition functions (PF) and K* scores (reported as Log10  K* scores) 

calculated using OSPREY.   

System Bound state PF Unbound state PF inhibitor PF K* score 

R27:t-NADPH:DHFR(WT) 191.15 146.05 0.30 44.79 

S27:t-NADPH:DHFR(WT) 182.38 146.05 0.30 36.02 

R27:β-NADPH:DHFR(WT) 180.78 145.96 0.30 34.53 

S27:β-NADPH:DHFR(WT) 190.59 145.96 0.30 44.32 

R27:t-NADPH:DHFR(F98Y) 183.55 144.05 0.30 39.19 

S27:t-NADPH:DHFR(F98Y) 178.82 144.05 0.30 34.27 

R27:β-NADPH:DHFR(F98Y) 174.80 142.29 0.30 32.22 

S27:β-NADPH:DHFR(F98Y) 186.30 142.29 0.30 43.71 

 

A K* score is a mathematically provable approximation of the binding constant 

KA.  This approximation is obtained by calculating the quotient of the Boltzmann 

weighted approximation of the partition functions, given a flexibility model, for the 

bound state by the unbound states. This value is the reciprocal of the dissociation 

contestant KD. Unfortunately, the experimental data reported in Table 9 are in IC50. The 

relationship between KD and IC50 is described by the Cheng-Prusoff equation [340] 

(Equation 3). 
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Equation 3: Cheng-Prusoff equation where Ki is equivalent to the inhibitor’s 

KD. Km is the Michaelis constant and S is the concentration of substrate ( more 

commonly represented as [S]). 

In the experiments in Table 9, S was constant and Km decreases 3 fold from 

SaDHFR(WT) to SaDHFR(F98Y)[83].  It is clear then that under these condition KD or Ki 

approximates IC50, allowing us to compare our OSPREY-calculated K* values (Table 10) 

to the experimentally determined IC50 values (Table 9).  From  we can see that for WT 

SaDHFR, the K* score for R-27:t-NADPH:DHFR(WT) (log10 K* score of  44.79) is almost 

equal to but very slightly higher than for S-27:β-NADPH:DHFR(WT) (log10 K* score of  

44.32). These K* scores are significantly higher than the scores for S-27:t-

NADPH:DHFR(WT) (log10 K* score of  36.02) and R-27:β-NADPH:DHFR(WT) (log10 K* 

score of  34.53). These result not only agree with IC50 data (Table 9) very well, they also 

help explain the observed NADPH tautomeric states in the crystal structures.  

“No crystal structures exist for SaDHFR(F98Y) bound with R-27 or S-27. 

Therefore we generated models to investigate their properties. Based on our models, 

OSPREY predicted that R-27 and S-27 retain their preferences for their respective 

NADPH configurations. Similarly to those with WT DHFR, K* scores for R-27:t-

NADPH:DHFR(F98Y) (log10 K* score of  39.19)  and S-27:β- NADPH:DHFR(F98Y) (log10 

K* score of  43.71)  are significantly higher than those for S-27:t-NADPH:DHFR(F98Y) 

((log10 K* score of  34.27) and R-27:β-NADPH:DHFR(F98Y) (log10 K* score of  32.22). 
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Moreover, the K* scores for S-27 bound with F98Y DHFR only decreases by a moderate 

extent compared with when binding with WT DHFR (the log10 K* score for S-27:β-

NADPH:DHFR(WT) is 44.32 and for S-27:β-NADPH:DHFR(F98Y) is 43.71, decrease in 

log10 K* score between WT and F98Y is 0.61). But for R-27, compared with bound with 

WT DHFR, K* score decreased a lot when binding with F98Y (the log10 K* score for R- 

27:t-NADPH:DHFR(WT) is 44.79 and for R-27:t-NADPH:DHFR(F98Y) is 39.19, decrease 

in log10 K* score between WT and F98Y is 5.60). These results showed remarkable high 

concordance with IC50  data, as a comparison between them is shown in bar graphs 

(Figure 50).  Based on these results, our computational analysis successfully 

recapitulated the thermodynamic and structural data that has been experimentally 

measured.” 

 

Figure 50: Bar graphs of 1/IC50 (log10) values (left) and log10  K* scores (right) 

showing the change effect of the F98Y mutation on inhibitor potency and binding.  

Calculated K* scores are show strong concordance with experimental IC50  values. 
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3.4.3 Structural analysis 

OSPREY was used to generate ensembles of conformations to provide detailed contact 

information around the active site for each inhibitor, bound to each NADPH tautomer, 

in both SaDHFR WT and F98Y.  By examining these structures we can gain an 

understanding of the structural basis of F98Y resistance as well as the stereospecific 

inhibition of DHFR. 

“The lowest energy conformations from the ensembles of 4 WT DHFR-related 

complexes (R-27:t-NADPH:DHFR(WT), R-27:β-NADPH:DHFR(WT), S-27:β-

NADPH:DHFR(WT) and S-27:t-NADPH:DHFR(WT)) are shown in Figure 51. The 

interaction between antifolates (R-27 or S-27) and DHFR and NADPH is visualized using 

Probe dots [341]. Red and yellow dots represent unfavorable overlaps, whereas green and 

blue dots represent H-bonds and van der Waals (vdW) contacts. In all of our analyses, 

two water molecules in the binding pocket were modeled along with t-NADPH in all 

complexes containing t-NADPH, since these water molecules are crucial for bridging 

contact between t-NADPH, antifolates and DHFR.” 

Figure 51 panel a, shows the atomic interactions for R-27 binding to t-

NADPH:DHFR(WT). We can observe multiple favorable interactions between the 

propargyl linker and t-NADPH. When we modeled R-27 binding to β-

NADPH:DHFR(WT) (panel b), we observe the introduction of clashes between the 

propargyl linker and nicotinamide ring that penetrates deeper into the binding pocket in 

the β-NADPH configuration. These clashes with β-NADPH help explain the higher K* 

score for R-27 binding to t-NADPH (log10 K* score of  44.79) versus β-NADPH (log10 K* 

score of  34.53) and are a mechanistic explanation to why the crystal structure showed a 
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100% occupancy of t-NADPH (PDB ID 4XEC). Figure 51 panel c, shows the binding of S-

27, β-NADPH:DHFR(WT)  the different angle of the methyl group on the chiral carbon 

allows for significant proximity and optimal Van der Waals contacts between S-27 and 

β-NADPH (log10 K* score of 44.32). However, when t-NAPDH is modeled in the same 

location, many of these interactions are lost (log10 K* score of 36.02), explaining the 

preference of S-27 for β-NADPH. 

 

 

 

Figure 51: OSPREY designed complexes showing INCA binding to DHFR 

with different NADPH enantiomers.  a. R27:t-NADPH:DHFR(WT); b. R27:β-

NADPH:DHFR(WT); c.  S27:β- NADPH:DHFR(WT); d. S27:t-

NADPH:DHFR(WT). Probe dots show the contacts between the PLAs and 

surrounding DHFR residues and NADPH.  

 

  Having determined that R-27 has a strong preference for binding to t-NADPH 

and that S-27 has a strong preference to bind β-NADPH, we set out to compare the effect 
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of the F98Y mutation on the binding of R-27 (together with t-NADPH) and S-27 (together 

with β-NADPH) to DHFR.  

Figure 52, shows the binding of R-27 to DHFR. Figure 52 panel a, show the bound 

complex between R-27 and t-NADPH:DHFR(WT) as previously described this is a very 

favorable state.  The F98Y mutation introduces a hydroxy group that increases the bulk 

of the side chain at residue 98. This results in some bad clashes between the Y98 and the 

backbone of G92. (panel b). Panel c and d in Figure 52 show the lowest energy 

conformation of t-NADPH:DHFR(WT) and t-NADPH:DHFR(F98Y) without the PLA 

inhibitor bound. The absence of the inhibitor provides the space necessary for the 

relaxation of strained interactions within the pocket. This allows the clashes between 

Y98 and G93 to minimize away, lowering the energy of the F98Y unbound state relative 

to the F98Y bound state (log10 K* score of  39.19)  and causing a negative effect on the K* 

score (difference of log10 K* of 5.6) relative to WT (log10 K* score of  44.79)  and explaining 

the marked loss in IC50. 
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Figure 52: OSPREY designed complexes for R-27 bound and unbound WT 

and F98Y DHFR. a. Bound state R27:t-NADPH:DHFR(WT) b. Bound state R27:t- 

NADPH:DHFR(F98Y) c. Unbound state t-NADPH:DHFR(WT) d. Unbound state 

t- NADPH:DHFR(F98Y) 

 

The influence of the F98Y mutation on S-27 binding (Figure 53) (panel a and b) is 

very similar to the influence of F98Y on R-27. Compared with the WT amino acid at 

residue 98 (phenylalanine), the mutation to tyrosine leads to clashes with Gly93. 

However, the unbound state conformations for β-NADPH with DHFR(WT) or 

DHFR(F98Y) (panel c and d) are differ from the unbound conformation of complexes 

containing t-NADPH. β-NADPH itself forms substantial contacts with DHFR and unlike 

t-NADPH, there are no long-lived water-mediated interactions within the pocket. 

Therefore, even in the unbound state, β-NADPH is sterically restricted, so that clashes 

between Y98 and G93 cannot be minimized away. Therefore the effect of the F98Y 
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mutation is to destabilize both S-27 bound and unbound states. Quantitatively, the K* 

score does not change too much from (Log10 44.32 for S27:b-NADPH:DHFR(WT) and to 

Log10 43.71 for S27:b- NADPH:DHFR(F98Y)) a change in Log10 K* score of 0.61. 

 

Figure 53: OSPREY designed complexes for S-27 bound and unbound WT 

and F98Y DHFR.a. Bound state S27:β-NADPH:DHFR(WT) b. Bound state S27:β- 

NADPH:DHFR(F98Y) c. Unbound state β-NADPH:DHFR(WT) d. Unbound state 

β- NADPH:DHFR(F98Y) 

 

3.4.4 Discussion and Conclusion 

Different NADPH states have been observed in crystals structures of resistant 

and WT S.aureus DHFR bound to novel propargyl-linked antifolates. These different 

bindings states of NADPH were initially believed to be conformational differences [331],  
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however, analysis by  Pablo Gainza during his thesis work in the Donald lab showed 

that NADPH was binding in a different configuration [17, 331].  These configurations 

were initially believed to be NAPDH in its alpha-configuration (α-NADPH) which exists 

in equilibrium with the more prevalent and DHFR active beta-configuration (β-

NADPH).  Both alpha and beta NADPH are found in cells in vivo, with the alpha form 

being present at roughly 1.5% the concentration of the beta form [334, 336].  Here we 

have shown that upon review and refinement of the crystal structure, PDB ID 4XEC. that 

the NADPH was actually in a α-02'-6B-cyclotetrahydronicotinamide adenine 

dinucleotide configuration which we have called “tricyclic” or t-NADPH (Figure 1).  

NADPH spontaneously interconverts between the alpha and the beta isoforms. 

However, at low pH α-NADPH can become trapped as t-NADPH by undergoing a 

cyclization through the reaction of the 2’hydroxyl on the ribose and the 

tetrahydronicotinamide ring to form t-NADPH [338].  One explanation for the presence 

of t-NADPH in the enzymes is the low pH (pH 5) used during crystallization conditions.  

Alternatively, the enzyme binding pocket could potentially alter the pKa of NADPH, 

allowing for the cyclization reaction to occur. Finally, an interesting third possibility is 

that the enzyme could function as an epimerase.  The formation of t-NADPH requires 

the anomerization of beta to alpha NADPH to position the nicotinamide and ribsose 

alcohol on the same plane [338].  DHFR could facilitate the transition between beta to 

alpha DHFR and stabilize a hydrated form of α-NADPH, which is the believed 
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transition state step to t-NADPH (15). This is supported by a hypothesis from 

Oppeinheimer and Kaplan in 1974 when they first solved the structure of t-NADPH and 

predicted that a stabilization of the charge on N1 through induction effects on C-5 or O-

1’  caused by charged amino acids could activate the coenzyme [342].    To the best of 

our knowledge, DHFR has never been reported as an epimerase but this is an exciting 

possibility that merits further investigation.  If this was the case DHFR could be partially 

responsible for the maintenance of equilibrium between α-NADPH and β-NADPH in 

Staph cells.  Given that oxidised α-NADPH is rather stable and inactive, the importance 

of NADPH as an essential reducing agent in cells, and its role in the biosynthesis of 

numerous pathways, the conversion between the active β-NADPH and inactive α-

NADPH may be a form of cellular regulation, including but not limited to a built-in 

negative feedback loop in DNA replication.  In the context of our studies we have 

observed that the ability of DHFR to bind to t-NADPH is a mechanism of resistance that 

is synergistic with the emergence of the F98Y mutation, we have named this mechanism 

of resistance chiral evasion.  This is supported by the observation that the binding 

NADPH functions co-operatively to increase the affinity of TMP for DHFR and that the 

F98Y mutation disrupts this co-operative binding effect to  a considerable degree [339]. 

Our in silico study hypothesizes that chiral evasion is a novel mechanism of 

resistance in SaDHFR that could involve its putative epimerase functionality and would 

explain the effects of the SaDHFR F98Y mutation.  Our in silico results show that 
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DHFR(WT) binds to t-NADPH with nearly the same log10 partition function energy as β-

NADPH (146.05 vs 145.96, a difference of 0.09, Table 2) . While F98Y causes crowding in 

the DHFR active site when bound to β-NADPH, t-NADPH alleviates the crowding in 

the active site pocket. This can be seen by the difference in log10 partition functions 

increasing from 0.09 to 1.67 (Table 2).  The less crowded active site stabilizes the enzyme 

in the t-NADPH:DHFR(F98Y) state, even in the absence of an inhibitor, and results in a 

loss of affinity for antifolates that compete with DHF for SaDHFR:β-NADPH, like S-27.  

This also decreases the affinity of inhibitors that bind to t-NADPH:DHFR, like R-27.  

This in silico result not only suggests a mechanism of action for the experimental 

observations both for S-27 and for R-27, but also rationalizes the difference in the 

magnitude of drug resistance provided by the F89Y mutation.  Our in silico results 

suggest that S-27 should suffer a negligible loss in IC50 due to the F98Y resistance 

mutation (WT K* score: 44.32 vs F98Y K* score: 43.71 a 0.61 difference) if only the β-

NADPH:DHFR state was populated. However, we predict a relative increase in the 

population of t-NADPH:DHFR, which has significantly lower affinity for S-27 (K* score 

36.02 versus 44.32) , furthermore, the affinity of S-27 for t-NADPH:DHFR further 

decreases to a K* score of 34.27 upon mutation to  F98Y mutation.  This strongly agrees 

with experimental measurements that show a 6 fold loss in S-27 activity due to the F98Y 

mutation (Table 9). It is possible that the transition from  β-NADPH to t-NADPH 

evinces a de facto  resistance mechanism by reducing the affinity of S-27 to DHFR.  A 
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similar hypothesis was first suggested by S. Keshipeddy et al., 2015 [17], and our 

computational results seem to strongly support this hypothesis.   Alternatively, it may 

be important to note that F98Y causes decrease in Km  compared to WT and that change 

can also partially explain the observed experimental results.  

Moreover, our in silico results provide a putative mechanism for the observed 

change in IC50 of R-27 and the mechanism by which the F98Y mutation causes the 34-

fold loss in activity (Table 1). Our in silico results indicate that, in contrast to S-27, which 

competes with DHF to bind DHFR:β-NADPH, the mechanism of inhibition of R-27 

comes from its ability to bind and trap SaDHFR with the inactive t-NADPH. This result 

is corroborated  by the crystal structure of R-27 bound to DHFR [17] and  our in silico 

results.  Our in silico results show for DHFR(WT), the R-27:DHFR(WT) complex binds to 

t-NADPH significantly tighter than to β-NADPH (with a K* difference of 10.26). This 

very large difference shows that once R-27 binds to DHFR it will very likely recruit t-

NADPH.  t-NADPH is not an active co-factor and therefore DHFR becomes trapped in a 

inncative state.   However, once the SaDHFR(F98Y):t-NADPH conformation becomes 

stabilized due to the F98Y mutation, the binding of R-27 favors the binding of t-NADPH 

versus β-NADPH significantly less (with a K* difference of 6.97). We predict this is due 

to clashes between Tyr98 and Gly93 that are caused upon R-27 binding (Figure 5).   

Therefore R-27 becomes unable to trap SaDHFR(F98Y) in the inactive state, and loses its 

ability to inhibit SaDHFR activity as our studies predict that R-27 has low affinity for 
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SaDHFR: β-NADPH in either WT or F98Y backgournds (WT K* score: 34.53, F98Y K* 

score: 32.22 a delta of ) and therefore is not an effective competitor of DHF for the active 

SaDHFR:β-NADPH state.   

One remaining question is the relevance of this chiral evasion in vivo.  The 

regulation of dehydrogenases like DHFR through hydrated forms of NADPH is a well 

know phenomenon [343, 344], as is the emergence of a tricyclic (t-NADPH) intermediate 

from these hydrated products [342, 344-346]. Also, multiple proteins have been 

identified that attempt to rescue NADPH from its hydrated form and turn it back into 

NADPH. It would make sense that regulation could be achieved by enzymes doing the 

opposite, the generation of either the hydrated or t-NADPH forms of NADPH, as a 

mechanism of regulation or a side product of the main reaction.  DHFR may very well 

fall into one these categories.  The mechanism of drug resistance of the F98Y mutation 

may both accelerate catalysis but also drive further formation of t-NADPH, thus 

potentially explaining F98Y’s negative effect on viability [20] despite its increase in 

enzymatic efficiency.  While R-27 and S-27 have very similar IC50 for DHFR(WT) they 

have nearly an order of magnitude different minimal inhibitory concentrations (MIC) in 

vivo (0.3125 µg/ml vs 0.0391 µg/ml). This discrepancy between IC50 and MIC may 

reflect a more controlled NADPH population in vivo which would be expected as cells 

exercise strict control over their NADPH population, as NADPH can get trapped in 

inactive states like t-NAPDH, decreasing cellular viability [344]. Interestingly, the effect 
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of the F98Y mutation in vivo is nearly identical for both R-27 and S-27: In vivo R-27 

suffers a 16 fold increase in MIC to 5 µg/ml and S-27 suffers a 15.98 fold increase in MIC 

to 0.625 µg/ml [17].   One possible explanation (supported by our in silico results) is that 

(a) both S-27 and R-27 bind to SaDHFR(F98Y):t-NADPH with reduced affinity and that 

(b) the change in MIC reflects the change in population of SaDHFR(F98Y):β-NADPH to 

SaDHFR(F98Y):t-NADPH.  This would be a valuable hypothesis to test in future work. 

In conclusion, we showed how the discovery of a configuration change in 

NADPH can potentially elucidate a mechanism of DNA synthesis regulation and drug 

resistance in SaDHFR. Further experiments are necessary to validate these hypothesis. 

The data and models we present have already been useful in medicinal chemistry 

campaigns for F98Y-resilient inhibitors [325], and showed their value to the community. 
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4. Improving the Accuracy of Computational Protein and 
Drug Design 

Although computational design has been successfully used by us and others [68, 

214, 235, 241, 242, 347-355] to design PPI inhibitors, antibodies, and antigens, to change 

the specificity of enzymes, to predict novel resistance mutations, and to design new 

folds, significant room remains to improve the accuracy and predictive capabilities of 

CPDD. An algorithmic perspective on potential improvements have been described 

elsewhere [68, 226]. Here I present a biochemical perspective and my contribution 

towards improving protein design.   

4.1 Benchmark of OSPREY 3.0  

The following work was done in contribution to a published manuscript describing the 

newest stable release of OSPREY, OSPREY 3.0. This work was done in collaboration with Anna 

U. Lowegard and Jonathan D. Jou as part of the paper which was a collaboration with M. A. 

Hallen,  J. W. Martin,  A. Ojewole, J.D. Jou, A.U. Lowegard, P.Gainza, H. M. Nisonoff, A. 

Mukund, S. Wang, G.T. Holt, D. Zhou, E. Dowd and B. R Donald.  My contribution included  

computational results towards the included benchmark, as well as intellectual contributions 

towards the generation and format of the benchmark itself. Herein described is also an original in-

depth analysis of these result. The following sub-chapter is adapted from the publication below. 

Verbatim sections are demarked by quotation marks. Table 11-15 are from the publication below. 
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To the best of my knowledge these sections were written by Anna Lowegard with contributions 

from all the authors: 

M. A. Hallen,  J. W. Martin,  A. Ojewole, J.D. Jou, A.U. Lowegard, P.Gainza, H. 

M. Nisonoff, A. Mukund, S. Wang, G.T. Holt, D. Zhou and E. Dowd, B.R. Donald. 

OSPREY 3.0: Open-Source Protein Redesign for You, with Powerful New Features.  

Journal of Computational Chemistry. 2018. 39(30): p. 2494-2507. 

“We performed new, retrospective tests, described below. To evaluate the 

accuracy of the implementation of the newest optimizations in OSPREY 3.0 [68], we 

performed a series of designs for a variety of protein–protein interfaces (PPIs) as 

retrospective validation. We used K* [79] to computationally predict experimentally 

measured changes in binding for each PPI. Each protein structure is listed by name and 

PDB ID in tables (8-12) [356-359] These systems include barnase with its peptide 

inhibitor barstar, [360, 361]  the cytochrome c:cytochrome c peroxidase complex,  [362] 

interferonα-2 (IFNα2) in complex with interferonα/βreceptor 2 (IFNAR2), [363] and the 

interleukin 2 (IL-2):IL-2receptorα(IL-2Rα) complex. [364] Our retrospective validation 

experiments focused on mutations at residues in or proximal to the protein–protein 

interface that were not limited to alanine scanning.  We tested anywhere from 5 to 19 

designs. In total, we tested 58 mutations using default, out-of-the-box OSPREY 3.0 

settings and parameters. Each design included one or two mutable residues along with a 

set of surrounding flexible residues (Table (8-12)). Flexible residues were chosen by 
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selecting all residues within 4 Å of the mutable residues and removing those that only 

have backbone interactions. For each system, the K* scores were ranked in increasing 

order of reported experimental binding. Spearman’s ρ values were subsequently 

calculated for each system by calculating the statistical dependence between the K*score 

rankings and the experimentally measured rankings (Table (8-12)).This is a sound 

measure because generally the output of a design calculation that is used to decide 

which mutants to make experimentally is simply the intra-system ranks of the mutants. 

Looking at the values in Tables (8-12) we see a high correlation in the rankings between 

experimentally measured binding and binding predicted by OSPREY3.0 and K* for each 

system with values ranging from 0.500 to 0.795. We found that, across the tested 

systems, the Spearman’s ρ value is 0.762. This value is the Pearson correlation of the 

intra-system ranks of all the mutants.  Moreover, it is worth remembering that Spearman 

values range from -1 to 1 with 0 being a random distribution. Overall, these correlations 

are very good for design for affinity in computational protein design.” 

Our retrospective study for KRas had shown a slightly better Spearman ρ  value 

of 0.81 (Figure 5), increasing the range of accuracies across systems from 0.5 to 0.81 

when analyzing all the results together.  Although a Spearman ρ value of 0.5 is still 

predictive, the range of correlation begged the question as to what affects accuracy and 

what can be done to improve protein design. 
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Table 11: Comparison of experimental vs computational ranking for barnase 

with its peptide inhibitor barstar, [360, 361].  Mutations are displayed in order of 

experimental ranking. The calculated Spearman’s ρ value for the correlation between 

the experimental and computational ranking was of 0.755. 

Barnase:Barstar, PDB ID:1X1U 
 

Variant Exp. Ranking Comp. Ranking Difference 

D39A 1 1 0 

H203A 2 3 -1 

R87S 3 5 -2 

K27A 4 8 -4 

R59A 5 2 3 

D35A 6 4 2 

Y29A 7 7 0 

E73A 8 12 -4 

E76A 9 6 3 

W35F 10 11 -1 

E60A 11 10 1 

Y29F 12 9 3    
ρ= 0.755 
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Table 12: Comparison of experimental vs computational ranking for 

interleukin 2 (IL-2):IL-2receptorα(IL-2Rα) complex [364].  Mutations are displayed in 

order of experimental ranking. The calculated Spearman’s ρ value for the correlation 

between the experimental and computational ranking was of 0.554. 

IL-2:IL-2Rα, PDB ID:2B5I 
  

Variant Exp. 
Ranking 

Comp. 
Ranking 

Difference 

K38E,S39D 1.5 1 0.5 

R35T,R36S 1.5 2 -0.5 

R35K,R36K 3 4 -1 

E1K, D4K 4 7 -3 

E29R 5 5 0 

L2A 6 16 -10 

D4K 7.5 9 -1.5 

D39A S41A 7.5 12 -4.5 

E1K 9 11 -2 

H120A 10 10 0 

E29A 11 6 5 

L42S, Y43L 12 3 9 

E1Q 13 14 -1 

N27A 14 15 -1 

K38T 15 8 7 

D4N 16 13 3    
ρ= 0.554 

 

Table 13: Comparison of experimental vs computational ranking for 

cytochrome c:cytochrome c peroxidase complex [362].  Mutations are displayed in 

order of experimental ranking. The calculated Spearman’s ρ value for the correlation 

between the experimental and computational ranking was of 0.500. 

Cyt c:Cyt c peroxidase, PDB ID: 2PCB 
 

Variant Exp. Ranking Comp. Ranking Difference 

E290N 1 2 -1 

D34N 2 4 -2 

A193F 3 1 2 

E35Q 4 3 1 

E32Q 5 5 0    
ρ=0.500 
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Table 14: Comparison of experimental vs computational ranking for 

interferonα-2 (IFNα2) in complex with interferonα/βreceptor 2 (IFNAR2) [363].  

Mutations are displayed in order of experimental ranking. The calculated Spearman’s 

ρ value for the correlation between the experimental and computational ranking was 

of 0.795. 

IFNα2:ifnar2, PDB ID: 3S9D 
 

Variant Exp. Ranking Comp. Ranking Difference 

R33Q 1 1 0 

R33A 2 2 0 

R33K 3 5 -2 

L30A 4 6 -2 

R149A 5 4 1 

L30V 6 9 -3 

A148A 7 10 -3 

A145G 8 14 -6 

A145M 9 3 6 

L15A 10 13 -3 

L153A 11 12 -1 

L26A 12 7 5 

S152A 13 16 -3 

F27A 14 8 6 

S25A 15 18 -3 

D35A 16 17 -1 

R22A 17 11 6 

M16A 18 15 3 

N196A 19 19 0    
ρ=0.795 
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Table 15: Comparison of experimental vs computational ranking for KRas:Raf-

RBD complex [187, 246, 253, 254]. Mutations are displayed in order of experimental 

ranking. The calculated Spearman’s ρ value for the correlation between the 

experimental and computational ranking was of 0.795. 

Kras:Raf-RBD, Homology model PDB ID 1GUA & 4DSN 

Variant Exp. 
Ranking 

Comp. 
Ranking 

Difference 

R89L 1 3 -2 

F61W/R67L/V69E/ 
N71R/V88I/A85K 

2 2 0 

K84A 3 4 -1 

Q66A 4 16 -12 

A85D 5 10 -5 

R59A 6 7 -1 

F61W/V69E/N71R/V88I 7 12 -5 

R67A 8 6 2 

K84L 9 5 4 

Q66K 10 18 -8 

T68A 11 20 -9 

V88D 12 13 -1 

T68K 13 1 12 

V69A 14 22 -8 

A85I 15 24 -9 

K65A 16 17 -1 

K65E 17 15 2 

N64A 18 23 -5 

V69R 19 34 -15 

K87Q 20 26 -6 

K65M 21 19 2 

N71E 22 14 8 

F61W 23 29 -6 

F61W/R67L/N71R/V88I 24 11 13 

V88I 25 28 -3 

R67L 26 9 17 

R59L 27 8 19 

K84R 28 25 3 
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N64D 29 27 2 

F61W/N71R/V88I 30 35 -5 

K87R 31 30 1 

F61W/N71R 32 37 -5 

V88K 33 31 2 

V88H 34 32 2 

A85R 35 39 -4 

N71R 36 36 0 

N64K 37 21 16 

V88R 38 33 5 

A85K/V88R 39 38 1 

A85K 40 40 0 

N71R/A85K 41 41 0 

   
ρ=0.81 

4.1.1 Importance of Accurate Structures as a Starting Point in Computational 

Predictions  

One obvious hypothesis is that the resolution and quality of the structures affects 

our accuracy. We investigated this hypothesis using the five systems above (Tables 11-

15) . Linear regression was applied to the relationships between these accuracies 

(quantified as Spearman ρ values) and four different measures of structure quality: 

resolution, Molprobity clashscore [365], and the average numbers of sidechain [366-368] 

and of Ramachandran outlier [369, 370] conformations. Accuracy was better for 

structures that excelled at each of these measures. Specifically, the linear regression gave 

an R2 of 0.7411 for resolution, an R2 of 0.5148 for clashscore , an R2 of 0.8464 for side 

chain outliers, and an R2  of 0.6825 for Ramachandran outliers (Figure 54). 

Unfortunately, this study is underpowered by the limited number of systems 

available. A larger study to explore factors is being developed, and results will be very 
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informative.  Another limitation of this analysis is the assumption of a linear 

relationship between accuracy and structural factors.  In reality one expects that the 

correlation (i.e., accuracy) may increase with better structural quality, but this 

relationship may be nonlinear. In particular, it is likely that beyond a certain level of 

structure quality, errors due to starting structure problems will become negligible 

compared to other sources of error and further improvements in structure quality will 

not lead to improvements in accuracy.  Despite the preliminary nature of this analysis, 

and the fact that significantly more data is required to validate these claims, the 

observed trends strongly suggest that computational protein design has increased 

predictive power in systems or homology models that have high-quality structural 

information. This is a rather strong point to be made, as it quantifiable helps establish 

measures and expectations for results given known structural quality parameters of a 

systems. To the best of my knowledge, this is the first such study using the OSPREY 

platform.  As future studies continue to analyze these effects, a definition of a 

“designable” system or residues may emerge. Such a definition would greatly improve 

our understanding of the applicability of computational drug design and help establish 

a frontier  of what systems or residues can and cannot be designed with accuracy. Such 

frontier would be a good starting place and metric for advancements aiming to increase 

the applicability of CPDD platforms.  
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Figure 54: Analysis of structural quality measured versus Spearman ρ value.  

Top right is an analysis of the effect of resolution on Spearman ρ value and displays a 

linear correlation of 0.7411. Top left is an analysis of the effect of side chain outliers 

on Spearman ρ value and displays a linear correlation of 0.8646. Bottom right is an 

analysis of the effect of clashscore on the Spearman ρ value and displays a linear 

correlation of 0.5148. Bottom right is an analysis of the effect of Ramachandran 

outliers on the Spearman ρ value and displays a linear correlation of 0.6825. Systems 

tested were barnase with its peptide inhibitor barstar, [360, 361]  the cytochrome 

c:cytochrome c peroxidase complex,  [362] interferonα-2 (IFNα2) in complex with 

interferonα/βreceptor 2 (IFNAR2), [363] and the interleukin 2 (IL-2):IL-2receptorα(IL-

2Rα) complex [364] and our homology model of KRas:Raf interaction. Note that the 

interleukin 2 (IL-2):IL-2receptorα(IL-2Rα) system (PDB ID 2B5I) is marked on the 

graphs to show that it is apart from the general trend.  

4.1.2 The Role of Dynamics and Local Deviation in the Accuracy of Computational 

Predictions.  

The structure of interleukin 2 (IL-2):IL-2receptorα(IL-2Rα) complex [364] (PDB 

ID 2B51) appears to not be following the same trend of improvement of predictive 

power as a function of structural improvement (Figure 54). If it is removed from the 
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analysis, the correlations change significantly. In this scenario our benchmark data 

suggests a correlation of R2 0.9364 for resolution, R2 of 0.9932 for clashscore , R2 of 0.9606 

for side chain outliers and an R2  of 0.9996 for Ramachandran outliers.  However, it is 

clear that in an already data limited situation the removal of a data point (20% of the 

data) is clearly overfitting.  However, we did wish to understand if the behavior of the 

interleukin 2 (IL-2):IL-2receptorα(IL-2Rα) system was a result of a weakness of the trend 

or the result of confounding factors.  We decided to start by looking at the role of 

dynamics and local deviations on the accuracy of computational design for the 

interleukin 2 (IL-2):IL-2receptorα(IL-2Rα) system, in hopes of learning a generalizable 

trend for protein design.  

In the above benchmark, it’s important to note that OSPREY 3.0’s accuracy was 

tested in an out-of-the box limited information scenario. Designers only had information 

present in a single complex crystal structure and did not investigate the system or its 

biochemistry beyond observations available from that one complex structures. This was 

done purposely, so that we could gain an understanding of the expected prospective 

accuracy of OSPREY in system that have little information and characterization, i.e. the 

hardest systems possible.  In this scenario the interleukin 2 (IL-2):IL-2receptorα(IL-2Rα) 

complex [364] (PDB ID 2B51) appeared as an outlier from the perspective of having 

crystallographic quality correlate to OSPREY’s predictive performance. To understand 

this phenomena, and obtain a understanding of the reason behind the discrepancy in 
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expected predicted power given its structural resolution we analyzed the interleukin 2 

(IL-2):IL-2receptorα(IL-2Rα) [364] (PDB ID 2B51) system in more detail.  Of the 16 

designs in this system, 5 had a discrepancy between the experimental and 

computational ranking larger than 25% of the number of designs, i.e. the difference 

between the experimental ranking and the computed ranking was greater than 4.  

Interestingly, with the exception of E29, which appears to be on its own, the erroneously 

predicted mutations clustered together, occurring on residues K38, L42 and Y43 (double 

mutation) S39A and S41A (double mutation) or where found in the N-terminus L2 

(residues on IL-2receptorα (IL-2Rα) ). This clustering generated two hypothesis, first 

could the loci of the residues have been a reason for the error and two, if so could we 

have known a priori.  By analyzing all crystal structures of IL-2receptorα(IL-2Rα) bound 

to multiple ligands [359, 364, 371, 372], H. Yang et al., [373]  first noticed highly flexible 

regions in the IL-2receptorα(IL-2Rα) structure.  Interestingly, this region spans residues 

36-41, but significant shifts can be observed up to and including residue 42 and 43. 

Moreover, the N terminus also shows, as is common, large backbone movements.  

Interestingly, residues 36-41 correspond to a loop that is present in two general 

conformations that are held in place by alternating hydrogen bond patterns at position 

S39 and S41 (Figure 55).  Thus, it is possible that a lack of understanding of the unbound 

state and choice to not model backbone flexibility in the above benchmark may have 

contributed to our error in disproportionate ways to the quality of the structure.  A 
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repeat of designs done on this system with the addition of multiple backbone positions 

would help validate the above hypothesis.  Studies to test this hypothesis are underway.  

What is interesting to observe is that an analysis of all the available structural 

data for a system, combined with visual inspection of the hydrogen bonding pattern of a 

residue can promptly, if retrospectively, reveal what parts of the system will present 

difficulties for accurate designs.  This suggests that it is important for designers to 

develop a strong understanding of the system and its dynamics to decide what residues 

are designable before even attempting initial designs.  

In practice all projects described in this document benefited from these 

observations and insights, possible contributing towards their strong predictions and 

experimental results.  Furthermore, designing from multiple starting backbones and 

potentially even different backbones for the bound and unbound states may be vital for 

accuracy in these systems.  To perform said design one would require algorithms 

allowing for multi-state design. Multi-state design capabilities are a hallmark of 

OSPREY [68] as is the introduction of realistic backbone rearrangements [72, 75]. 

Moreover, the contributions of the thermodynamic ensembles of flexible backbones and 

flexible side chains therein to binding cannot be captured accurately by observation of a 

single lowest energy conformation, sometimes called the global minimum energy 

conformation (GMEC). Ensembles are required for accurate characterization of the 

contribution of each backbone and its side chains. OSPREY has led the way in providing 
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a description of ensembles in binding [68, 76, 79, 223], and these observations clearly 

highlight their importance for accuracy.   However, even if some large backbone 

deviations may require future algorithmic development to be modeled accurately, and 

faster algorithms may be required to model multiple backbones, the ability to identify 

areas of low predictive capabilities is essential to optimize the impact of computational 

protein design.   

 

 

Figure 55: Richardson diagram representation of IL-2receptorα(IL-2Rα) bound 

to multiple ligands [359, 364, 371, 372].  Two alternative hydrogen bonding patterns 

for the residues loop ranging from resides 36-41 are shown.  Either S39 (purple) of S41 

(green) form hydrogen bonds holding the loop in distinct conformations.  These 

conformations significantly alter the position of all residues from 36 – 43.  Residue 

with incorrect predictions by in the benchmark are shown as sticks.  
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4.1.3 The Role of Visual Inspection in Computational Protein Design. 

The discussion until this point has focused on how to identify the predictive 

power of OSPREY on a given system before starting designs. However, once OSPREY 

has finished design computations, the significantly more expensive and time-consuming 

step of experimental validation still looms. Thus it is worth performing some additional 

analysis after the design computations to make sure experimentally testing each 

designed sequence is worthwhile. Visual inspection is an important tool for analysis at 

this stage.   

In chapter 2, a few select designs were not tested experimentally because they 

were pruned through visual analysis. A combination of strong predictive power from 

the computational designs and human analysis allowed us to test 6 designs and achieve 

unprecedent affinity for a Raf-RBD variant.  

For our KRas designs, OSPREY predicted that mutation T57K would improve 

binding to Raf-1 RBD.  Visual inspection of the result show what OSPREY was 

attempting to do was very insightful. As shown in Figure 56, KRas presents a very acidic 

surface at the KRas:RAF protein-protein interface. Therefore, the addition of a 

penetrating positive charge does indeed make sense. Moreover, OSPREY places the 

lysine in good position for a water mediated hydrogen bond and for electrostatic 

complementarity with E63. Furthermore, the lysine is placed as to optimize Van der 

Waals interactions with I36.   
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However, further analysis reveals that in doing so, one of the hydrogens on the 

primary amine of lysine is within 2.5Å of I36.  This would force the lysine to have an 

unsatisfied hydrogen bond.  Observation of alternative conformations in the 

thermodynamic ensemble reveals that other mutations bring together positive charges, 

which is also energetically unfavorable.  

The T57K design was experimentally tested (Figure 22, Figure 32) and indeed it 

negatively affected binding.  This result demonstrates that further improvement to the 

energy function is required, especially in situations of conflicting energetically favorable 

and unfavorable interactions. It also shows how human inspection can play an 

important role in understand CPDD results. Ultimately the success of generating a 

single-digit nanomolar-affinity Raf variant demonstrates how powerful careful analysis 

in combination with computational protein design software like OSPREY can be. 
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Figure 56: OSPREY designed KRas:RBD(T57K) mutation.  KRas shown as a surface with vacuum electrostatics 

calculated using PyMol [256].  RBD (T57K) shows as Richardson diagram with T75K shown as a stick.  Initial analysis 

shows a positive charge lysine being placed into a negatively charged surface (red is negative charge, white is non-polar, 

blue is positive charge) and suggests good columbic interactions.   Deeper analysis (top right) suggests the position would 

actually results in the formation of a unsatisfied polar hydrogen in the primary amine of the lysine residue, as it is too 

close to I36 (shown as stick with measurements demonstrated as yellow lines) on KRas (cyan) to interact either with water 

or another polar residue. 
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4.1.4 Role of Rigid Body Translation and Rotation of PPI.  

When observing the differences in the KRas:RBD binding between two variants , 

RBD(WT) in PDB ID 1GUA [255] and RBD (RK) in PDB ID 3KUC [246], we observed an 

interesting characteristic that could suggest additional flexibility, namely rigid body 

rotation and translation, is required to improve designs even further.  Interestingly, this 

flexibility has already been included in OSPREY [68] and was seen to be vital for the 

accuracy of small molecule design [18-20] but was never utilized in protein design.  

Figure 57, shows the Rap1A/RBD interaction with both Rap1A having the A30D/K31E 

double mutation that makes Rap1A have an identical core effector region to KRas [255].  

One can observe that upon alignment of the structures based on Rap1A (Figure 57, right 

image), the RBD variants appear to have a large backbone shift. However, RMSD 

between the RBD variants is actually only 0.44Å.   When one aligns the structures by 

RBD variants (Figure 57, left image) one can see that the RBD variants have nearly 

identical backbone conformations.  This shows that a few point mutations can alter the 

rigid-body orientation of a protein-protein interface.  Having said that, our 

computational results suggest that either of the two rigid-body states of RBD(RK) have 

strong binding (data not shown), and multiple other systems such as barnase with its 

peptide inhibitor barstar, [360, 361] and the anti-HIV antibody VRC07 [222] do not 

present these shifts when mutated.   
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A possible explanation for the observed shift in RBD comes from the idea of 

rotational and translational entropy and the loss thereof upon binding [374, 375].  The 

coming together of two bodies decreases the freedom of either body to rotate and 

translate independently and presents an unequivocal loss in entropy.  It is possible 

however, that small rotations and translations in the surface allow for compensation of 

this entopic loss and therefore should be included in the thermodynamic ensemble 

whenever possible.  Moreover,  it has been argued that rotation and translation of rigid 

bodies at a protein interface could be linked to internal backbone motions of proteins, 

allowing to some degree an accommodation of intra-body entropy [374, 375] while 

retaining good enthalpic effects in the interface. Finally, it has been argued [376] that 

these rigid-body motions may play an important role in the formation of long-range 

electrostatic interactions that eventually lead to the formation of the stable bound 

complex [377].  Interestingly, such long-range interactions have been suggested to be an 

important part of KRas binding Raf-1 RBD [269].  This may be characteristic of ubiquitin 

fold, like Raf-1 RBD as other studies have explored motions of ubiquitin folds and the 

effect of their rotation and translation on binding [376, 378]. 

Further algorithmic development will be required to implement this observation  

in OSPREY and test the effects of allowing rotation and translation of PPI’s on the 

accuracy of our predictions. This work is ongoing.  
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Figure 57: Rotation and translation of rigid bodies at PPI.  Aligned structures 

of the complex of Rap1A (A30D/K31E):Raf-1 RBD(WT) (PDB ID 1GUA,  Grey and 

Green) [255] and Rap1A (A30D/K31E):Raf-1 RBD(RK) (PDB ID 3KUC,  Cyan and 

Magenta) [246],  aligned to RBD, (left), or Rap1A variants (right). RBD is in green and 

magenta, whereas Rap1A is shown in grey and Cyan.   
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5. Conclusions 

 Here, I have shown how OSPREY [68], a state-of-the-art CPDD platform, can be 

used to help explore chemical and conformational spaces, both new and unknown, in 

order to overcome some of the largest biomedical challenges facing modern medicine.  I 

have also provided my insights into what to look for, how to avoid mistakes, and novel 

paths to move the field forward.  

 KRas-driven cancers present a huge, unmet medical need, as oncogenic KRas 

deregulates cellular signaling [62, 85, 95, 98, 115, 159-161, 169, 170, 175, 279, 379, 380].  In 

general, deregulation of cellular signaling, mostly through PPIs, is near ubiquitous in 

pathologies and has been historically undruggable [9, 25, 26, 60, 374, 380, 381].  In 

chapter 2, I describe the design and experimental validation of a RBD variant, 

RBD(RKY), with the highest known affinity for KRas [246, 253, 254]. The methods used in 

this work, although applied to KRas, can be generalized and applied to any PPI. This 

work required accurate modeling of the intra-atomic interactions at the protein-protein 

interface and large-scale exploration of the conformational and chemical space of the 

KRas:RBD PPI. Furthermore, it required the development of four new biochemical 

assays for the experimental validation of our CPDD predictions. The result is the 

discovery of novel chemistry in the interface at the V88 hotpot residue.  This discovery 

can inform further optimization of the interface, and the design of small molecule or 

peptide inhibitors of the KRas:Effector interaction.  Moreover, we believe our RBD 
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variant RBD(RKY), can act as a potent inhibitor of the interaction between KRas and its 

effector proteins. Further work needs to be done to demonstrate this point, including 

validation in cellular assays. Due to its size, the delivery of RBD may present a 

challenge. Therefore, co-expression of our RBD variant in KRas driven tumors cells 

could provide a viable way to test the impact of RBD(RKY) on KRas signaling and 

tumor cell survival[209]. This exact method in fact, was used to show that KRas did 

indeed associate with the RBD domain of Raf-1, and that by blocking the KRas:Raf-1 PPI 

the malignant phenotype of KRas-driven cancer cells could be suppressed [209].  

 The emergence of drug resistance presents one of the biggest challenges in drug 

design today [11-14, 16, 18-20, 23, 65, 175, 303, 321, 382] . Despite the expenditure of 

billions of dollars to develop each novel drug [1], the durability of response in cancer 

patients is normally measured in months rather than years [11, 13, 14, 175] . Moreover, 

in the AMR space the development of resistance makes the economics of developing 

novel therapeutics so restrictive that despite the large medical need most large 

pharmaceutical companies have stopped investing in this space [383, 384]. In Chapter 3, 

I describe work done in the Donald lab in collaboration with students of the late Amy 

Anderson and in the Wright lab at UConn to elucidate the mechanism of resistance to 

antifolates in Staph and help with the design of resistance resilient drugs.  Interestingly, 

the V31L mutation studied in this work was initially predicted in silico before it was 

observed either experimentally or clinically [19, 20]. Here, we demonstrate a mechanistic 
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explanation for the development of antifolates that are resilient to the V31L resistance 

mutation while exploring the role of this mutation in plasmid-borne resistance genes [16, 

325]. These plasmid-borne genes are shared between bacteria by conjugation, allowing 

resistance mutations to spread quickly across many different bacterial strains and 

species [385]. This increased speed of evolution presents an immense threat in fighting 

the emergence of AMR [385].   

Moreover, we suggest the potential of DHFR to act as a racemase of NADPH. 

This would allow for a new mechanism of resistance we named chiral evasion. Although 

a role for NADPH in DHFR resistance had been previously suggested [17, 325, 331], to 

the best of our knowledge this is the first study to produce a mechanistic explanation of 

the phenomenon.  

 Finally, in chapter 4, I present initial observations on factors affecting the 

accuracy of OSPREY and the role that designers must play in order to optimally employ 

CPDD tools. Like any tools, the predictive capacity of CPDD tools like OSPREY depends 

on the users’ (designers’) ability to bring domain knowledge into the project. It also 

requires the designer to know when to employ and when not to employ a given tool. 

Through analysis of the OSPREY 3.0 benchmark [68] and our RBD designs (Chapter 2),  

the relationship between accuracy and quality of input structure is demonstrated.  

However, structural quality is one parameter among many that determine the predictive 

power of CPDD for a design system. An understanding of the dynamics of the system, 
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including the presence of multiple backbone conformations in the thermodynamic 

ensemble, may also play a large role. A larger dataset is required to fully understand the 

extent that each factor contributes to the predictive power, or lack thereof, in a CPDD 

campaign. However, this study provides initial empirical data on these factors and 

serves as a beachhead for further larger studies to explore these hypotheses.   

Furthermore, energy functions are intrinsically vulnerable to certain types of 

error. For example, the change in energy due to a mutation is often the sum of multiple 

positive and negative energetic contributions, and even if the energy function’s relative 

error for each contribution is manageable, error propagation analysis suggests the 

relative error of the sum could be much larger.  Although this clearly points towards the 

need of superior energy functions, the designer can and should apply their domain 

knowledge to filter results. Notably, it was this combination of CPDD and expert 

knowledge that allowed us to develop a novel RBD super-binder by experimentally 

testing only 6 computationally predicted candidate sequences despite a potential 

chemical space that at times ranged from several hundreds to several millions of 

possible sequences.  Finally, the role of a previously understudied mechanism of 

backbone flexibility, rigid body translation and rotation, is shown, and its importance to 

binding and the accuracy of the thermodynamic ensemble is discussed.  

“Here be dragons,” or so people would supposedly say when facing the 

unknown [386]. However, like the early explorers, in research it is into the unknown that 
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we must always voyage in an attempt to understand the world around us. Although 

dragons are not real, superbugs and cancer are real monsters that kill millions of people 

every year. The exploration of new chemical and conformational space towards the 

development of novel PPI inhibitors, and the prediction of resistance, requires the 

development of new tools and best practices. Not unlike the sextants and compasses did 

for the explorers of the oceans, mathematically provable state-of-the-art CPDD tools like 

OSPREY present a way for scientist to accurately navigate this vast chemical and 

conformational space. Here we described a voyage, albeit small, towards ridding the 

world of monsters.  
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